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Faun, Garden and Household. 
Cure for Diphtheria. 
l'ho fallowing i» from the February 
■ umber "I ‘'ll.til's Journal of Health," an 
Id ami highly reputable work on Hygene 
published in New York— 
Apply pounded ieo in cloths lo the swol- 
len neck and jaws, leed crumbs of the ice 
to the patient unceasingly, and sustain the 
patient entirely upon new milk. The 
-welling f the glands of the neck and 
under i tw quickly disappears, and the pro- 
fuse and 0'ensivo exudations from the 
mouth ami throat and nostrils cease as by 
nagic. pie congestion and engorgement 
; if* pan- .- relieved, the heal is dimin- 
-•I.".1. he pulse is lowered and the patient 
rapidly N.. attack which we 
law sc, t however malignant, has with- 
si > ,1 Pc-treatment twelve hours. Some 
■tin-r conditions should be observed. The 
fret siio iid be placed in hot baths and the 
-dr pur, and abundant it is essential that 
or icc treatment sh ill he persistant and 
A Reclaimed Meadow. 
nit- K'.-laiuiii.g ol our lowland 
g:caii-st l.-ward ot any oper- 
me: cun engage in, we have 
-. dow t a noiiLit. t hese lands are 
1:1 i’.i : arniighout New England, and 
utlay ol a little capital anil 
•■■■■ litem tlie very Etlen of the 
tin! r. is a mystcri to us why our agri- 
• dtUi'a. m 'fifties do not take hold ot the 
metliing t< wards stimu- 
li by offering 
•i. for sueii ec;aimed places. 
• d nc!i p'vmiums is practiced 
« the Massachusetts societies 
h ■ rv best results. The i'ldngli- 
in i~: week published the report of 
M -sex * -I1, c mmittee on "Improv- 
A .Mini iu u,d Swamp Lauds,” 
a- plan is working down 
u 1 the tii't premium to 1 
Mr s I, I; Ie. i- t North Andover on a 
nica-uring about two acres, which, 
no -,n w a- covered with a thick 
■s' ol aider- live years ago, and upon a 
! wb. I till Water stood throughout 
ai. it yielded no income, 
ur-e w a considered of very little 
Tin report ot the committee eon- 
1 t:i,- tin- tollowing statement: 
in tin spring >f isn't, a- Mr. Rod well 
in nwwrit cut and burned the 
'lii.-s. put on- m.i.n ditch, and Itrokc 
o]1 with four j oke ol oxen. 
m ml lour or live times 
0 -• 1 tli summer, and fall 
w iw \okeot oxen, took up 
r stamp-, ami put in remainder 
f drains. 
-7 1 :n- pi.iuglicd and harrowed and 
1 11■ >• ami cabbages, manured 
11:- crop paid expenses of 
r„ in the fail he jiloughed 
-d <i itii 1 imothy and lied Top. 
!: cut three tons of hay to the 
tw. cuttings in tlie tall he top- 
—m; w ;11 ionv cords stable manure 
to tlie acre. 
in '7 lie sowed Red Clover in the 
spring and cut fully three tons ot hay per 
icrds grass, for first crop, 
i- t i-r acre for second crop 
In lie cut three tons ol hay per acre 
At tin- time ot the Commit- 
.-it a -ut bait an acre had been cut 
vi hi time, irom which twenty good 
ed m ks of hay had been put in. On 
n balance o! the piece the second crop 
-t> standing, which inis since proved to 
:u v 'ii- and a half tons ol hay per 
acre. 
! 'sits Mr. Hodwdl could keep but one 
a.' t time, and another half the 
l.ast \ ear )>" kept three cows, 
tw md one horse half tlie 
in I s Mi tour tons of hay; tlie in- 
creased product being largely from this 
reclaimed land. 
file cost of improvement lias been; 
la I si;:*. Inr ia nor and u-t ut oxen. $'134 7a 
I., s-,1. l-js 30 
Ie s-i ai,,,;- aid 1>\ ith|>.' for grass 
si-,-d, S 00 
In i- 2. tnr manure $04 for labor in li.ir- 
\esling $30 04 00 
!;, ls'73. for clover seed, $2 '■ 30 32 00 
: lalmr in barvesting. 30 00 
$427 23 
i he return has been twenty-three tons 
! tin} tin: barn, at per ton—$,j7n. 
t hus tin- improvement lias considerably 
more titan paid tor itself, without reckon- 
ing the difference in tire value of the laud, 
which In'toiv ilraining gave nothing, and 
for the last eight years lias yielded an 
overage ot Inal!' '■ eight tons id hay a 
\ ear. 
’I in i.o ttiv have arefully examined 
the .>,: cost iii the above statement 
:n, I -atistied with its correctness, 
t in sc ,vho had seen the out turn of hay 
i.- -I that tlic yield had not been over- 
tated. 
l in y give Mr. liodvvell credit tor a good 
iii-rd -t piuck in attacking as hard a piece 
t iau of the kind a- could probably be 
found the county, and tor energy and 
■ n agement in persevering until the 
c.'i c k was done : and looking at the exam- 
in and tic- result they are unanimously of 
ipini'iu that lie is entitled to the first, 
premium ot >ld. 
I i", .iinmend the experiment to the 
in-1 ivvners of the large quantities 
I .i 'll v and Swamp Lanils in the 
I'l' icving that when reclaimed 
! -onditions and good manage- 
me: ll '"-uit never lias failed, and 1 
; ri will lad to hi very profitable.” 
A Milch Cow. 
1 i... hi the Country Gentleman, writes: 
A miieh cow should be quiet and con- 
itcd. she will have to be petted and 
made much of. This influences her do 
im-;; ity, and that, in the milch cow, 
seems I be allied to the maternal feeling 
whi'-ii prompts to lacteal secretion. Hut 
whether this is so or not, certain it is that 
where a -ingle cow is petted and well 
taken care of, there is a great increase 
i. the milk ovi r her former yield when 
kept in the herd. I have known quite a 
number ol' such cases. 1 never knew one 
licit did not show this improvement. 
And now we have come to the point in 
discuss: n—the difference in the quality 
<•!' lends with respect to their size. Treat 
each i the members of the herd like 
the one taken from it and kept as a 
single cow, and the whole herd would 
be improved. It would bo improved to 
such an extent as would not well be done 
by mere selection My experience lias re- 
v eaied to me the tact that our native cows, 
which from the staple of our dairies, are 
capable "t great improvement, probably 
eenusc they came of good blood originally 
when brought over, but have been abused 
r permitted to run down It needs only 
good treatment to bring them up to a good 
point This is my experience, and is one 
"f tin principal sources of protit in secur- 
ing a dain herd. There are cows—the 
Ayrshire.*—that give more milk, and the 
Jerseys, that have more cream, but tor 
profit on the whole, the common native, 
so far as the writer's experience goes, sur- 
passes them both—only, however, when 
the treatment is discriminative and thoro’. 
l'hen the advantage, with the whole herd, 
will be similar to that of the one cow sep- 
arated from it. Hut this is seldom fuily 
realized, because the requisite pains are 
not taken, and the principle is not snf- 
licienlly understood'' 
Potatoes arc raised in Alaska, but when 
full growth rarely attain a size greater 
than than that of a hen’s egg. Grasses 
llonrish in dune ami duly, but there is 
nothing to encourage agricultural develop- 
ment. 
Cotton-seed meal increases the flow oi 
milk of cows more than corn meal or 
wheat-shorts. It is an excellent teed, but 
a mixture of equal parts corn and cotton- 
seed meal is probably better. 
A Ploughman correspondent says that a 
leaspoonful of butter salt put into a lamb’s 
mouth and the head held up till it swal- 
lows, is a sure remedy lor poison by eating 
laurel or lamb kill. 
The area ol wheat grown in Minnesota 
has increased Go per cent, in four years; 
that of oats 24 per cent.; corn 12 per cent.; 
flax GO per cent. 
Several fruit dealers in Portland, are 
sending apples to Europe, receiving $12 
a barrel. 
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New Kinds of Potatoes, 
Having tried some new potatoes the 
past season, of all kinds but little known 
as yet to the farmers of many of the States, 
yielding, with me, very heavy indeed, I 
thought I would let readers know how 
they yield in the old State of Pennsylvania. 
First on the list comes the Carpenter’s 
Seedling, a seedling ot the Early Hose, 
first offered to the public in the spring of 
1873. On my ground il ripened about 
! eight days before ttie Early Rose. Vines, 
medium size; tubers long, smooth and 
handsome; eyes full; skin, a light rose 
color, grows compact in the hill, cooks dry 
and mealy, of floury whiteness, and is a 
splendid early potato. 1 planted one-half 
peek, cut to single eyes, in rows two feet 
apart and twelve inches apart in the row: 
manured with cow manure and hen manure 
harrowed in when potatoes were coming 
up; yield, with me, six bushels and one 
peck, nearly all market size, and a po- 
tato that will yield with good cultiva- 
tion. as much as the Peerless, and is a bet- 
ter cooking potato. 
ice Cream, another new seedling of the 
Early Rose crossed with the Excelsior. 
Small vine, stout and erect, ripening about 
the time ot the New York late Rose; tubers 
white, round or oval, good market size, 
with not many small ones; a first class 
table potato, verv heavy yielder, and comes 
on the table like a ball ot flour with a 
tine flavor; planted one-halt peek, out to 
single eyes, same ground as above, with- 
out the lien manure; yield, live bushels 
and three pecks ot good sized potatoes. 
1 took the premium on the above two 
varieties at the Montgomery County Fair 
last tall. 
Brownell's Beauty, large size, not many 
small ones, a tine, late potato, skin a red- 
dish or flesh color, and yields very heavy; 
beats the Peerless out ami out, will take 
the place of it when better known; is a 
better cooking potato than it. and will 
keep good till new pototoes come into 
market ; ripens about the same time as the 
Peerless; tubers grow very compact in the 
hill and are, therefore, more easily dug; 
no core in any of the largest of them ; 
planted one-half peck, cut to single eyes, 
in rows three lect apart, eighteen inches 
in the row, manured heavy broadcast 
and ploughed in ; the yield was six bush- 
els large, one bushel small ones. 
Ohio Beauty is a seedling of the Early 
Rose, raised by (7 \V. Campbell of Dela- 
ware, Ohio by whose kindness I received 
one pound last spring, it not being offered 
for sale till this spring (1S77>)- 1 planted 
the one pound, cut to single eyes, making 
thirty-four lulls, two feet apart each way, 
manured same as for “BrownelH’s Beauty,” 
and the ground not kept half as well 
worked. The yield was three bushels 
large, one-half bushel small ones of as 
line a potato as any person ever saw. 
Ripens same time as the Peerless; it is 
roundish like the Peachblow; eyes, less 
sunken; strong, robust growth, tiiiek and 
very heavy foliage. As to cooking quali- 
ties, it cooks perfectly white and very 
mealy, but not quite as mealy as the "lee 
Cream;” no core in any of the largest 
specimens. The present season, it almost 
resisted the attacks of the Colorado Beetle, 
while the Compton's Surprise along side 
of it was nearly all destroyed; can tell 
better another year how it will do. The 
ground that the above potatoes were grown 
on is a good, light, loamy soil, with a sub- 
soil ot clay and does not hold water after 
a rain but a few hours. 'The season was 
the dryest known in these ports for years. 
[X. E. Farmer. 
A farmer having written a long article 
in an agricultural exchange advocating 
the use of green wood, a “house-wife” 
responds that if moisture makes the wood 
better she still prefers to have it dry to 
begin with, and will “adit the water t<> 
suit nerscli.'' She concludes that it that 
farmer's wife has to burn green wood the 
house sometimes gets /.«< hot for him, and 
that is why he thinks it makes such a hot 
tire. 
Oat meal, long a favorite article of food 
in Scotland, is steadily growing in lavor 
in this country. In starch and nitrogenous 
compound, it is richer than wheat, barley 
or corn, and as a lood it sits lightly upon 
the stomach, and is very digestible. 
One farmer, near Fairbanlt, Minn., has 
cut from six acres 27,n00 hoop poles,though 
this is above the average. The price has 
ranged from 80 cents to 81.20 per hun- 
dred At the lowest prices they pay better 
than wheat. 
Humors of a Fire. 
1’eople do some very funny things at 
tires. The 1’ierrepont House, in Brook- 
lyn, caught lire lately, and, though the 
flames were extinguished before much 
harm was done, the guests of the hotel 
improved the time to display a great deal 
of ridiculous human nature. The build- 
ing was well provided with lire escapes, 
but the frightened occupants of the rooms 
didn't remember it. One excited young 
gentleman clambered up into the cupola 
ol the structure and there ensconced him- 
sell; another capered down the stairway 
and out into public view, clad elaborately 
in a night-gown and overcoat. One man 
pitched out on a neighboring roof an iron- 
bound trunk which required three men to 
lift after the scare was gone, and the 
Adonis of the hotel dashed down stairs 
almost undressed, but with a button-hole 
bouquet in his hand, while a lady lushed 
frantically from the neighborhood of dan- 
ger with a band-box in one hand and her 
back hair in the other. The funniest case, 
however, was that of a guest, a stranger 
in the hotel. This man leaped wildly out 
of lied, and mistook the door of a closet 
for the door opening into the corridor. 
The door was locked, but the man re- 
solved to make a desperate struggle for 
life; lie wrapped bis head in a pillow and 
bombarded the door, after the style ol a 
battering-rain. The pillow split open, 
and it rained leathers in that room long 
alter the lire was put out. A hotel con- 
flagration is a magnificent test of char- 
acter, certainly. 
Old-Fashioned Winters. The New 
Haven Palladium has been searching his- 
tory ior a colder winter than the past, 
and selects 1741 as a specimen. In that 
year the snow, which covered the whole 
country as early as the 13th of November, 
was still found the next April covering 
the fences. In January a tent was main- 
tained on Charles River, Boston, lor the 
entertainment ol travelers. From Febru- 
ary 22, (ieorge Washington’s ninth birth- 
day, until March 0, the people crossed the 
Sound on the ice every day from Strat- 
ford, Conn., to Long Island, a distance of 
three leagues. Even as far East as New 
London the iee extended into the Sound 
as far as could be seen from the town, 
and Fisher’s Island was united to the 
main land by a solid bed. On March 28, 
the Boston News Letter reports that the 
people living on Thompson’s Island had 
crossed over to Dorchester to church on 
the ice tor the fifteen preceding Sundays. 
As late as the 9th of July, a letter from 
New London. Conn reports on the east 
side ot the Connecticut River a body of 
ice as large as two carts can draw, clear 
aud solid, and adds very artlessly that “it 
might lie there a month longer were it 
not that so many resort out of curiosity to 
drink punch made out of it.” On the 17th 
of July snow was still lying in a mass in 
the town of Ipswieh, Mass., nearly four 
leet thick. But the most marvelous record 
of that season is the statement made by 
Alonzo Lewis, author of the annals of 
Lynn, Mass., that Francis Lewis, the 
signer ol the Declaration ot Independ- 
ence, drove his horse from New York to 
Barnstable, the whole length of Long Island Sound, on the ice 
Brigham 1 oung was up for contempt of court, 
•Saturday, for not paying Ann Eliza’s alimony. 
Decision reserved. 
Under the Stars. 
<) Xight. look down through cloud and star 
l 'poll our fret and pain ! 
Hid all the dreams that day denies 
Bloom into faith again! 
In tender shades of shadow come 
And take earth’s weary children home! 
Sweet teacher, wiser than the schools. 
Thy speechless lessons bring: 
The rebel soul, the aching heart. 
The will like broken wing. 
tr.us i_. ,mi 
The Golden Eagle and His Eyre. 
A somewhat tedious journey ot thirty 
hours from Paris brought me one tine af- 
ternoon in the early part of July to Kut- 
stein, an ancient fortress forming the 
frontier-town of the North Tyrol, toward 
Bavaria. While occupied in passing my 
portmanteau through the prying and un- 
utterably dirty hands of the custom-house 
oitieials 1 was accosted In a man dressed 
in the garb of a Tyrolese mountaineer— 
short leathern breeches reaching to the 
knee, gray stockings, heavy, hobnailed 
«!ioes, a nondescript species of jacket ®f 
the roughest frieze, and a battered hat 
adorned with two or three feathers of the 
capercailzie and a plume of the royal 
eagle. Old Hansel was one of the game- 
keepers on a large imperial preserve 
close by. with whom some years previ- 
ously I had on more than one occasion 
shared a hard couch under the stunted 
pines when inopportune night overtook 
us near the glaciers while in hot pursuit 
of (lie chamois. 
This unexpected meeting proved a 
j source of the liveliest interest to me, in- 
asmuch as tin' old veteran ot the moun- 
tains was on tlie point ot starting on an 
expedition of a somewhat remarkable 
character. A pair of golden eagles, it 
appeared, had made a neighboring valley 
the scene of their frequent ravages and 
depredations among the cattle and game, 
and Hansel was about to organize an ex- 
pedition to search lor, and if possible 
despoil, the eyrie. Ot late years these 
birds have become very rare. Switzer- 
land is nearly, it not quite, cleared of 
them, while the Tyrol, affording greater 
solitude, and a larger stock of game, can 
boast of eight or at the most ten couples. 
They are, as is well known, the largest 
and most powerful ot all the birds ot prey 
inhabiting Europe, measuring from eight 
to eight and a half feet in the span, and 
possessing terrible strength of beak, talons 
and wings. A full-grown golden eagle 
can easily carry oil1 a young chamois, a 
full-grown roe or a sheep, none of them 
weighing less than thirty pounds; and 
well attested cases have occurred oi young 
children being thus abstracted. In the 
fall of 1S7.‘! a boy nearly eight years of 
age was carried away bv one of these 
birds irom the very door of his parents’ 
cottage situated not far from the. celebrat- 
ed Konigsee, near Salzburg. 
The breeding season falls in the month 
of June, and in the course ot the first fort- 
night of the succeeding month the young 
offspring take wing and commence their 
raids in quest of pillage on their own ac- 
count. The eyrie or nest is an object cf 
Hie greatest care with the parent birds, 
the site being chosen with a view to the 
greatest possible security, generally in 
some crevice on the face of a perpendic- 
ular precipice several hundred feet in 
height. It is built of dry sticks ol wood 
coated on the inside with moss. Hansel 
informed me ot a surmise that the eyrie 
of this pair would be discovered in the 
face ot tiie terribly steup ‘T'alknenvnnd ;” 
and although 1 had once before been en- 
gaged in a similar exploit, 1 could not 
resist the temptation to join in this expe- 
dition, and despatched on the spot a tele- 
gram to the triend who was awaiting inv 
arrival m Ampezzo in oruer to uonc?oiue 
ascents in the Dolomites, announcing a 
detention oi some days. This done, we 
re-entered the cars and proceeded a few 
stations farther down the line to quaint 
old Ilattenberg, a small town on the banks 
of the swift Inn. Not ail hour from this 
place the scantily-inhabited Brandenberg 
valley opens on the broad and sunny Inti- 
thal. The former is merely a mountain- 
gorge. Far up in its recesses stands a 
small cottage belonging to the keeper oi 
a wood-drift, and in close proximity to 
this solitary habitation is a second very 
wild and well-nigh inaccessible ravine, 
the scene of the coming adventure. 
Having passed the night in the modest 
little inn at Kattenberg, Hansel and 1 set 
oil' next morning lung before sunrise on 
our eight hours’ tramp to the wood-drilt 
by a path which was in most places ol 
just sufficient breadth to allow ot one per- 
son passing at a time. Few of my fellow- 
travelers of the day before would have 
recognized me in the costume 1 had 
donned for the occasion — an old and 
much-patched coat, short leathern trou- 
sers, as worn and torn as the poorest 
woodcutter’s and a ten-seasoned hat 
which had been originally green, then 
brown, and had now become gray. My 
face and knees were still bronzed from 
the exposure attendant on a long course 
ot Alpine climbing the year before. 
The keeper ol the wood-drift was an 
old acquaintance ot mine, whose qualities 
as a keen sportsman had shown forth 
when tour or five years previously I had 
quartered myself lor a month in his se- 
cluded neighborhood, spending the day 
and frequently also the night on the peaks 
and passes surrounding his cottage. To 
the buxom Moidel, bis pretty young wife, 
1 was also no stranger, and her smile and 
blush assured me that she still remem- 
bered the time when, reigning supreme 
over her father's cattle on a neighboring 
aln, she had administered to the wants of 
the young sportsman seeking a night’s 
lodging in the lon^ome chalet. Many a 
merry evening had I spent in the low, 
oalc-paneled “general room” of TomeiTs 
cottage when he was still a gay young 
bachelor, and no change had since been 
made in the aspect ot the apartment. In 
one corner stood the hugli pile of pottery 
used for heating the room, and round it 
were still fixed the rows of wooden laths 
by means of which L had so frequently 
dried my soaking apparel. Running the 
whole length ot the room was a broad 
bench, in front of which wore placed two 
strong tables; and at one of these were 
seated, at our entrance, two woodcutters, 
who had heard of the intended expedition 
and come to offer their help. They in- 
formed us that four more men engaged in 
wood-felling in a forest an hour or so dis- 
tant would also be delighted to join us, as 
they did at the close of their day’s work. 
The evening was spent in discussing 
the details of the approaching exploit and 
getting our various arrangements and im- 
plements in order. At nine o’clock, leav- 
ing Tomer] and his wile their accustomed 
bed on the top of the stove, the rest of us 
retired to our common bed-room, the hay- 
loft. We were up again by three, and an 
hour later were all ready to start. Totnerl 
led the way, but stopped ere we lost sight 
of the cottage to shout a last “jodler” to 
his wife, who returned the greeting with 
a clear, bell-like voice, though her heart 
was doubtless beating fast under her 
smartly-laced bodice. 
I hree hours later we had reached the 
gorge, and alter some difficult scrambling 
and winding through turbulent torrents 
we arrived at the base of the Falkner- 
wand, which rises perpendicularly upward 
ot nine hundred feet—an altitude dimin- 
ished in appearance by the ten fold great- 
er height of the surrounding mountains. 
Finding, alter a few minutes' close obser- 
vation, that nothing could be done from 
the base of the cliff, we proceeded to scale 
it by a circuitous route up a practicable 
but” nevertheless terribly steep incline. 
Safely arrived at the top wo threw down 
our burdens and began to reconnoitre the 
terrain, which we did ventre a lerre, bend- 
ing over the cliff as far as we darejJ. 
Great was our dismay to perceive that 
some eighty or ninety feet below us a 
narrow rocky ledge, which had escaped 
our notice when looking up from the foot 
ol the clift, projected shelf-wise Irom the 
lace ol the precipice, shutting out all view 
ol a crevice which we had descried Irom 
the bottom, and which, as we anticipated, 
contained the eyrie. 
Ater consulting some time, we decided 
to lower ourselves down to this rockband, 
and make it the base of our further move- 
ments, instead of operating, as we had 
intended, from the crest of the cliff, where 
everything but for this obstacle would 
have been tentold easier. Posting one of 
the men at the top ol the cliff to lower the 
heavy rope, three hundred feet in length, 
by means of a cord, was descended to the 
ledge, which was nowhere more than 
three leet in width, and in several places 
scarcely ever a foot and a half. Standing 
in a single row on this miniature plat 
form, we had to manipulate the rope with 
a yawning gulf some eight hundred leet 
in depth beside us, and nothing to lav 
| hold ol for support but the smooth lace of the rock. 
\\ e began operations In driving a strong 
iron hook into the solid rock, at a point 
some two or three feet above the ledge. 
Through this hook the rope was passed, 
one end pending over the cliff; and to ob- 
viate the peril of its being frayed and 
speedily severed by the sharp outer edge 
ot our platiorm, we rigged up a block of 
wood with some iron stays to serve as an 
immovable pulley These preparations 
completed, the men were assigned to their 
respective positions. Hansel and Tonierl, 
two renowned shots were to lie at full 
length, rille in hand, one at each end of 
the row, to act as my guardian angels if 
1 were surprised and attacked by the old 
eagles while engaged in the work of spoli- 
ation. The remaining wood-cutters, with 
tlie exception of the one who had been 
lett on the top of the cliff, were placed in 
tile along the ledge to lower and raise the 
plank whielvwas to serve as my seat, ami 
to which the rope was secuudy fastened 
after being passed through an iron ring 
attached to my stout leathern girdle. A 
signal line was to hang at mv side, and a 
hunting knife, a revolver, a strong canvas 
bsg to hold the booty, and an ashen pole 
iron-shod at one end and provided with a 
strong iron boat-hook at the other, com- 
pleted my equipment, each article ot which 
had undergone the strictest scrutiny be- 
fore its adoption. 
Taking the pole from the hands of Han- 
sel, 1 let my sc It glide over the edge of 
the cliff, and the next moment lnmg in 
empty space. After being lowered about 
eighty feet, 1 found myself on a level with 
the. crevice before mentioned and gave 
the preconcerted signal for arresting mv 
downward progress. ((wing, however, to 
a beetlingcrag or boulder which overhung 
the recess, 1 was still at a distance of ten 
or twelve feet horizontally from the goal. 
Fixing the boat-hook into a convenient 
indentation of the rock, I gradually pulled 
myself in till I reached the face' ot tin- 
wall. Then leaving the plank, 1 crawled 
up an inclined slab of rock which led in 
the actual crevice, until 1 was stopped by 
a barrier of dry sticks about two feet in 
height. liaising myself on my knees, 1 
peered into the oval-shaped eyrie, and 
saw perched up at the farther side tw> 
splendid young golden eagles, 
i it is a very rare occurrence to lind two 
young eagles in one eyrie. These, though 
only lour or live weeks old, were furmid- 
! able birds, measuring considerably over 
six lent in the span, and displaying beaks and talons of imposing size. ItTtook some 
time to capture and pinion these powerful 
and refractory ornithological specimens, 
whose loud, discordant screams caused me 
several times to glance involuntarily over 
my shoulder at the strip of horizon r isible, 
to assure myselt that the old eatrles were 
not s\vuupiny » •. n lo me resello. 
in the more haste to leave the eyrie that 
the stench which emanated from the re- 
mains of numerous victims strewn in and 
about it was something terillie. These 
relies, which 1 had the curiosity to count, 
consisted ot a halt-devoured carcass ot a 
chamois, three pairs of chamois’ horns 
and the corresponding bones of the ani- 
mals, tire skeleton of a goat picked clean, 
the remains of an Alpine hare, and Un- 
bend and neck of a lawn. 
l lie canvas bag being too small to con- 
tain both the eaglets, 1 was obliged to 
hang one of them to wiy lit it, after tying 
my handkerchief round his beak The 
game secured, I crept cautiously down the 
slab to the plank, and lixing the hook ol 
my pole in the indentation ot which ! had 
made use in drawing myself in. 1 gave 
the preconcerted two jerks with the sig- 
nal-line. Xow occurred the tirst of a 
series of accidents which came near re- 
sulting latally to the whole party. Con- 
trary to my strict injunctions, the men 
hauling the rope gave a sudden and vio- 
lent pull, wrenching the pole, from my 
grasp, and communicating to the plank a 
motion like that of a pendulum, which 
sent me flying out into space, with the im- 
mediate prospect of being dashed by the 
retrograde swing against the solid wall of 
rock. Happily, I preserved my presence 
of mind, and grasped instantly the only 
chance of escape. Tilting myself back 
as far as the rope and the ring on my belt 
allowed, and stretching out my legs hori- 
zontally, 1 awaited the contact. Half a 
second later came a heavy blow on the 
soles of my feet, the pain ol which ran 
through my whole lramo like the shock of 
a galvanic battery. Had it been my head, 
the reader would probably never have 
been troubled with any account ot my 
sensations. As it was, my feet, though 
protected by immensely heavy iron-shod 
shoes, received a concussion the effects of 
which continued to be felt for weeks 
Almost at tho momei.t ot this incident 
1 had noticed a dark object shooting past 
me, at so eiose a proximity that I distinct- 
ly heard the whistling sound as it cleft the 
air. Supposing it to be a stone, 1 gave it 
no further thought, and my attention was 
presently occupied by a sharp gash which 
the young eagle at my belt managed to 
inflict on my left thigh. It was not until 
1 had stopped the hemorrhage by strewing 
some grains of powder into the wound 
that I perceived with surprise that I was 
still stationary, instead of ascending as in 
due course 1 ought to have been. The 
boulder of rock projecting a few feet over 
my head prevented any view ol tho ledge, 
and my shouts inquiring tho cause of the 
delay received indistinct answers, the 
words “patience” and “wait” being the 
only intelligible ones. These might have 
had a consoling influence but for the- fact 
that a thunderstorm—an occurrence of 
great frequency in the beginning of sum- 
mer in the High Alps—was one that ex- 
posed me to its full fury without any pos- 
sibility of escape. Ere long it burst over 
my head, drenching me to the skin in the 
first live minutes, while the lightning play- 
ed about me in every- direction, and ter- 
rific claps of thunder followed eacli other 
at intervals of scarcely a lew seconds. 
What heightened the danger as well as 
the absurdity of my situation was the 
chance that one or both of the old eagles 
might return at any moment, under cir- 
cumstances that must render a strugglo, 
if any ensued, a most unequal one. Sup- 
posing my guards to be still at their post, 
the distance of the ledge was such as to 
make a shot at a flying bird, large as it 
might be, anything but a sure one; and 
the tactics ot the golden eagle when de- 
fending its home do not allow of any sec- 
ond attempt. A speck is seen on the hori- 
zon, and the next moment tho powerful 
bird is down with one tell swoop; a flap 
with its strong wing and the unhappy vic- 
tim is stunned, and immediately ripped 
open from the cliost to his hip, while his skull is clclt or fractured by a single blow 
of the tremendous beak. Instances are, 
however, known in which the cool and 
self-possessed “pendant” has shot or-cut 
down his foe at the very instant of the en- 
counter. Happily, my own powers were 
not put to so severe a test; the old birds 
| were that day far off, circling probably in ! majestic swoops over some distant valley 
! or gorge. 
1 was forced, however, to be constantly 
on the alert, and my impatience and per- 
: plexitv may be imagined as hours elapsed 
I and there were still no signs ol my ap- 
proaching deliverance. The storm had 
long since passed over, and darkness was 
settling down when I again felt a pull at the rope, and continued my ascent, begun 
nearly four hours before. It was of the 
utmost importance that the whole party 
should regain the top of the cliff before 
night had fairly set in. I therefore de- 
ferred, on my arrival at the ledge, all 
questions and rebukes till we had gained 
a place ol safety. The heavy rope, fast- 
ened to the cord, was hauled up by the 
man on the top, and after it had been se- 
cured to a tree-stump wo swarmed up without loss of time. We had still before 
us a somewhat perilous scramble in the 
darkness down ttie steep incline, but the 
exhaustion we had undergone made it 
necessary that we should first recruit our 
strength by means of the food and bottle 
of “Schnapps” with which we were fortu- 
nately provided. While we were thus en- 
gaged 1 received from my companions an 
account of the causes ol the perilous de- 
!.av. 
On receiving my signal they had begun 
to haul, but alter the first pull had felt a 
sudden jerk, and perceived that the block, 
supposed to have been securely fastened 
at the edge ol the platform, was gone. 
They imagined at first that, it had struck 
and killed me, but my shouts soon apprised 
them of my safety. Fearing to continue 
the process ol hauling lest the rope should 
be cut by the sharp-edged stones, they in- 
tormed the man on the elifi' of the 'mis- 
hap, and despatched him to procure a sec- 
ond block, lie accordingly ran down the 
slope to the bottom of the mountain, cut 
a young pine tree, shaped a block, and 
was in the act of carrying it up when the 
storm burst forth, and the lightning, play- 
ing around him in vivid Hashes, cleft and 
splintered a rock weighing hundreds oi 
tons that had stood within thirty paces of 
him. lie received no injury except being 
thrown on the ground and"partially stun- 
ned by the terrific concussion, but it was 
not till after a considerable time that lie 
was able to rise and continue his ascent. 
Had he been killed, our situation would 
have been a most precarious one. There 
would have been no possibility of regain- 
ing the clill' without help, and as our party- 
comprised all the working force of the 
neighborhood, and ToiueiTs cottage was 
the only dwelling within fifteen or tweuty 
miles, our chances of rescue would have 
been extremely slight. 
We reached the bottom of the mountain 
as the upper part was beginning to be lit 
by the rays of a full moon, and a three 
hours' tramp brought us without further 
mishap to the cottage. Moidel, forewarned 
of our return by a series of “jodlers,” a 
sound which may challenge competition 
as a joyful acclaim, had prepared an ample 
supper; and when Tomerl produced his 
well-tuned “zither,” a species of guitar 
producing simple but soft and highly mus- 
ical strains, the mirth was at its height. 
Then followed song, eulogistic of the life 
; of the chamois-stalker, who, “with his 
i gun in his hands a chamois on his back 
i and a girl in his heart,” has no cause to 
i envy a king. A dance called the “Sehuhb- 
| latteln,” in which the art consists in toneli- 
itig the soles ol one's shoes with tl»e palm 
of the hand, finished our evening’s amuse- 
ment, and we retired, rather worn out, 
; just as day was breaking. 
After four hours' sleep we rose refreshed 
and eager to examine our two captives. 
| Attached to TometTs cottage was a dimin- 
| utive barn, from which we removed the 
1 door, and nailing strong laths across the 
| and roomy cage. A couple of rabbits 
furnished a luxurious breakfast, which 
was devoured with extraordinary voraci- 
ty. 'I he hen-bird, as is the case with all 
birds of prey, was considerably larger and 
stronger than her brother, though the lat- 
ter had the liner head and eyes. 
A week utter tlietr capture they were 
“leathered" lor tiie first time. This pro- 
cess consists in pulling out the long down- 
like plumes situated on the under side of 
the strong tail-feathers. These plumes, 
which, if iaketi from a full-grown eagle, 
frequently measure seven or eight inches 
in length, are highly prized by the Tvrolese 
| peasants, hut still more by the inhabitants 
of the neighboring Bavarian highlands, 
who do not hesitate to expend a month’s 
wages in the purchase oi two or three 
with which to adorn their hats or those ot 
their buxom sweethearts. The value of a 
I crop of plumes varies somewhat. Gener- 
ally. however, an eagle yields about forty 
florins’ (811) worth ot leathers per annum. 
Six weeks alter this incident ! again 
wended my steps into the secluded Bran- 
denburg valley, and found the eagles 
thriving and much grown. Being curious 
to see if their continement had subdued 
their wild and ferocious spirit. I removed 
one of tho laths artfl entered the barn. An 
angry hiss, similar to that of a snake, 
warned me of danger, but too late to save 
my hands some severe scratches. With 
■ one bound and a flap of their gigantic 
wings they were on me, and had it not 
been tor Tomerl, who was standing just 
behind me armed xvilli a stout, cudgel, i 
should have paid dearly for my incautious 
visit. 
1 know ot no instance where human 
skill lias subdued in the slightest degree 
the haughty spirit of the tree-born golden 
eagle. An untamable ferocity is the pre- 
dominating characteristic oi this noble 
bird, more than of any other animal. 
Circling majestically among the fleeting 
clouds, lie reigns lord paramount over his 
vast domain, avoiding the sight and re- 
senting tin' approach of man. fW. A. 
Baillle-Grohman, in Lippinoott. 
Ho Tackled the Wrong Man. 
The scone occurred in a railroad ear on 
the Union Pacific road, in which two men 
were gambling, while the rest of the pas- 
sengers looked on. One of the gamesters 
was a type of the professionals who 
work” the road—a desperate trickster, 
sleek and ugly; the other was a rough, 
grizzled miner, fresh from the mountains, 
and carrying abundance of money. The 
game—draw poker—was tor large stakes, 
and played silently and watchfully. Fi- 
nally a huge pot accumulated. Each 
man had evidently a good hand, and was 
resolved to stand by it. Each man raised 
the other until finally the miner “called.” 
The gambler showed his hand—three aces 
and two queens—-at the same time cover- 
ing the money with his hand. The miner 
uttered not a word; lie merely took two 
of his five cards and laid them down ; they 
were aces. This meant five aces in the 
pack. The gambler had dealt. Then the 
miner reached back like lightning, draw- 
ing a huge navy revolver, lie cocked it 
and placed the muzzle between the eyes 
of the gambler. Not a word was spoken, 
but each ol the two men looked steadily 
into the eyes of the other. Soon the gam- 
bler’s hand upon the money, began to 
draw ‘back, and the gambler’s form as 
well. The revolver followed. The gam- 
bler stepped into the aisle, and at this 
point passengers in the ears seemed to lose their interest in the game, most of 
them trying to get under the scats. The 
gambler backed down the aisle toward 
the door, and as he passed out the muzzle 
of that huge revolver still stared him in 
the face. Then the miner put up his 
pistol, pocketed the money, lit his pipe, 
and was as other men. Not a word had 
been spoken from the time the “call” was 
made, n was merely one of the rare oc- 
casions where a gambler on the Union 
Pacific mistakes his man. 
Stephen Young of Starks, who enlisted in a Maine regiment, in 1801, anil was supposed to have been killed during the war, astonished his 
family bv putting in an appearance a few days 
ago. 
Work For Two Generations of Law- 
yers. 
[New York .Sun.] 
Iii the rear yard of a large livery stable 
in Thirteenth street, near University Place 
in a deep, sunken stone vault lies the body 
of Jacob J. Arden, once a prosperous 
Knickerbocker farmer. A plain stone slab 
lying llat on the ground, upon which the tilth and litter of the stable have accu- 
mulated, is all that marks his grave. His 
farm extended from what is now Fourth 
avenue nearly to Sixth avenue, and from 
Eleventh street to Fourteenth street. He 
had also pastures between the modern 
boundaries of Sixth and Eight avenues 
arid Thirty-first and Thirty-third streets, 
and owned other property on Manhattan 
Island. His homestead stood in Thir- 
teenth street, between Broadway and Uni- 
versity Place, until about forty years ago, 
when it was torn down. 
Mr. Arden died in 1801, leaving a wife 
and one son, Mr. Jacob S. Arden. Ills 
will provided that tiie property should al- 
ways be held by ttie Arden family, and 
while his wife and son were permitted to 
use it during their lives, they were debar- 
red from selling it, and in the events ofhis 
son’s dying without heirs the property was 
to fall to John Summers, a nephew of the 
testator. Dr. Arden married, and Mr. 
Summers, thinking that his chances oi in- 
heriting the estate were slight, sold out his 
prospective title to Dr. Arden for §5,000. 
Then Mrs. Jacob J. Arden, regardless of 
the stipulations of the will, began to sell 
the lands at prices that attracted ready 
buyers. She also mortgaged a large part 
of the property to John Jacob Astor, Judge 
James Roosevelt and others, and at the 
expiration of the mortgages Astor and 
Roosevelt foreclosed and took possession 
of the land. Judge Roosevelt had a house 
on the property at the time ofhis death. 
Dr. Arden died about 1824. and his 
mother a year later, leaving to her own 
family the remnant ot property that she 
had not sold or mortgaged. To the wid- 
ow of her son she*Ieft not a shilling. 
This arbitrary disposal of the property 
in defiance of tiie conditions of the wiil 
was of course not satisfactory to the rela- 
tives of Jacob J. Arden, and they took 
steps to recover their lands. They institut- 
ed suit in 1825 against the purchasers of 
the land, and employed Colonel Aaron 
Burr as their attorney. ('olonel Burr was 
confident of success, but his efforts were 
frustrated, as one ol the heirs, John 
Brown, upon whoso energy and wealth 
tin1 prosecution depended, fell dead in a lit, 
and his wife refused to carry the suit fur- 
ther, and the other claimants were not 
able to press the case. There it rested for 
years. 
The suit was revived in 1854. and tried 
in the United States District Court before 
Judges Nelson and Emmet in September, 
1855. Ex-Chief-Justice Bronson, Ex- 
Judge Beardsley, Win. Curtis Noyes and 
the lion. Levi Chatfield were attorneys 
fertile prosecution, the Judges, one ol 
whom then lived in a house on the disput- 
ed property, decided against the heirs, 
but required that the case should be taken 
to Washington, as it was of too great im- 
portance to be settled by him. The case 
slept in the District Court tor three years 
i without result, and the plaintiffs charged 
I that tliei attorney had been bought off 
for $25o,uOO. The suit is again to be vig- 
1 orously prosecuted by the heirs through 
Rebecca Howland, the last living niece of 
I Jacob J Arden. The property is valued 
j at more than §*4,000,not). 
| Jacob J. Arden’s will ordered that his 
tomb in Thirteenth street should always 
be kept by the family as a burial-place, 
with the right of way to its portals. The 
path that now leads to it is the hall-way 
for livery-horses. The bodies of Arden's 
two servants, one a negro and the other an lrisnui.u., ..... ... ... .... 
master in flic Revolution, lie with his un- 
der the neglected -tone-slab. 
Tka Baltimore Bouaparte*. 
hi Scribner's for May there is an inter- 
esting account of "The Baltimore Bona- 
partes,” by K. L. Didicr, accompanied by 
striking portraits of .Jerome and Madame 
Bonaparte, their son and grandson. \\'e 
quote as follows: 
Madame Bonaparte is still living in Bal- 
timore, at the age of ninety years. She 
says she has no intention of dying until 
she is a hundred. She has been to Europe 
sixteen times, and contemplates another 
trip this summer This old lady has more 
vivacity and certainty more intelligence 
than many of the leading women of fash- 
ion of the present day. She expresses her 
opinion upon all subjects with great free- 
dom, and sometimes with bitterness. She 
has little or no confidence in men; and a 
very poor opinion of women; the young 
ladies of the present day, she says, all 
have the ••homo mania." All sentiment 
she thinks a weakness. She professes that 
her ambition has always been — not the 
throne, bvt near the throne. Mr.Patterson, 
her father, died in 1830, at an advanced 
age, in possession of a large fortune. In 
his will which is one of the most remark- 
able documents that has ever been depos- 
ited in the Orphan’s Court of Baltimore, 
he says: "The conduct of my daughter, 
Betsey, has through life, been so disobed- 
ient that in no instance has she ever con- 
sulted my opinion of feelings; indeed, she 
has caused me more anxiety and trouble 
than all my other children put together; her 
lolly and misconduct have occasioned me 
a train ot experience that, first to last, has 
cost me much money”—in this lie means 
the marriage of his daughter to Jerome 
Bonaparte. The old gentleman left her. 
out of his great wealth, only three or four 
small houses and the wines in his cellar- 
worth in all about ten thousand dollars. 
Madame Bonaparte is very rich; she 
has made her money by successful specu- 
lations and by her life-long habit of saving. 
For years she has lived at a boarding house 
in Baltimore, seeing very little company. 
Her costume is ancient, and there is noth- 
ing about her appearance that suggests 
the marvelous beauty that led captive the 
heart of Jerome Bonaparte. Her eyes alone 
retain some of the brightness of former day- 
For forty years Madame Bonaparte kept 
a diary, in which she recorded her views 
and observations of European and Ameri- 
can society. Some of her remarks are se- 
verely sarcastic. A well known Boston 
publishing house, it is said, recently offer- 
ed ten thousands dollars for the manu- 
script volumes, but Madame refused to sell 
them at any price, and has committed 
them to the custody of her younger grand- 
son, Charles Joseph, recently a law stu- 
dent of Harvard, now a rising member of 
the Baltimore bar. they will probably 
be published after the writer's death. 
in the Franeo-Prussian war, Colonel Je- 
rome Napoleon Bonaparte (grandson of 
Jerome Bonaparte, and Madame Patter- 
son Bonaparte) distinguished himself by 
his personal bravery and splendid soldier- 
ly qualities. After the capture of the Em- 
peror at Sedan, Colonel Bonaparte escort- 
ed the Empress through France, and re- 
turned to Paris in time to take a conspicu- 
ous part in the memorable siege of that 
city. During the Commune he escaped 
from Paris just in time to save his life. 
At the dose of the war, Colonel Bona- 
parte came back to the United States and 
visited Baltimore. In the summer of 
1871, at Newport, It. I., he married Caro- 
line Lo ltoy Appleton (Mrs. Newbold 
Edgar,) grand-daughter of Daniel Webster. 
Colonel Bonaparte has all the qualities 
ot a successful leader; he is brave, dash- 
ing and fearless. When we recall the 
many extraordinary events that have hap- 
pened in France during the last ninety 
years—when we remember that a lieuten- 
ant of artillery at Toulon became the con- 
queror of Austerlitz and Emperor of 
France—that the grandson of the guillotin- 
ed Beauharnais boeame Napoleon III — 
does it seem impossible that we have a 
future Emperer of France among us in 
Colonel Jerome Napoleon Bonaparte of Baltimore '-1 
Mm, Dewsford's Son-in-Eaw. 
Mrs. Dewsford sat in her own room, 
assiduously employed in fastening dried 
butterflies on a sheet of pasteboard, witli 
an “Encyclopedia of Entomology” lying 
on the table before her, and a magnifying 
glass atlixed in some mysterious manner 
to her nose. She was a spare, prim, hard- 
featured matron, was Mrs. Dewsford. But 
Lizzy Dewsford was quite different—Lizzy 
Dewsford, who stood beside her mother 
witli cheeks round and ripe as a peach, 
deep blue eyes made mystic and shady by 
their long lashes, and brown hair wound 
round and round her prettv head in shin- 
ing coils. You wondered as you gazed at 
her. how they couFtl both be women, and 
yet so unlike. 
“Nonsense, child !” said Mrs. Dewsford, 
critically examining a butterfly with pale 
yellow wings, sprinkled with carmine 
“But. mamma,” pleaded Lizzy, “it isn’t 
nonsense. He really does want to marry 
me.” 
“Marriage is all a mistake, Elizabeth,” 
said Mrs. Dewsford, laying down her mag- 
nifying glas«. *-f ilon’t mean you shall 
marry at all.” 
“Mamma!” 
“A woman who marries,” went on the 
strong-minded matron, “is a woman en- 
slaved. li 1 had know as much about life 
when 1 was eighteen as I do now. f would 
never have married. From my own life, 
I can rectify vours, Elizabeth.”' 
“But, mamma,” cried L.zzy, “what 
shall I do?” 
"Do, child 1 do!” ejaculated the mother. 
Unit is a pretty question for my daugh- 
ter to ask ! \\ hv, read—study—improve 
your mind. Devote all the energies of 
your nature to the solving of the great social problems that surround you.” 
“1 don’t care a pin for the social prob- 
lems, mamma,” remonstrated Lizzy. “I 
like ( barley Everett, and I'm going to 
marry him !” 
“Never, with my consent.” 
“O mamma,” cried Lizzy, aghast, “sufe- 
ly you would not!” 
■ Elizabeth,” said Mrs. Dewsford, in a 
tone of judicial calmness, “don’t you see 
what a confusion you are creating among 
these insects which I have so carefully 
classified? I beg you will interrupt rnv 
studies no longer.” 
But Lizzy, apparently unappreciative of 
the great lot in store tor her, cried more 
piteously than ever. 
'•i'cars will not melt rue,'' said Mrs. 
Dewslord. calmly resuming the Encyclo- 
pedia. "1 only regret to be the mother ot 
so degenerate a daughter!" 
I "Mamma," ventured poor Lizzy, after 
a lew minutes of silent grieving, “1—I 
promised Charley to ride out with him 
this afternoon !” 
■You must give him up, Elizabeth. 
1 pon such a subject I can accept no com- 
promise !” 
“But 1 promised, mamma!” 
Mrs. Dewsford gravely rubbed the end 
nt her nose. 
••-V promise is a promise, Elizabeth : 
nor shall 1 require ot you to break it." 
Here Lizzy visibly brightened. “Blit 1 
shall aecmnpany you!" The pretty lace 
became clouded and overcast once more. 
•■Where are you going?” 
"Tii the woods beyond the glen, mam- 
ma. Charley is going to get some wood 
sorrel for my herbarium.” 
"Nor will the expedition he unprofit- 
able to me,” said Mrs. Dewsford. grave.lv. 
l'here are many choice varieties ot adian- 
tum and aspleuiuni to be found in those 
woods, and my collection of native terns 
is as yet incomplete.” 
And Lizzy went away in great conster- 
nation—not to read reports, nor to studv 
paleontology, but to slip out into the gar- 
den, where a great rose-tree carpeted the 
velvet irvss »•;<!• <a »• >> 
petals at every passing breath of air, and 
where < 'hurley Everett was busied in cut- 
ting out sticks lor carnations. 
“C Charley—Charley! 1 am miser- 
I able! 
•■Lizzy, what is the matter?” 
lie dropped knife, sticks, and all, in 
dismay at her woeful countenance; and 
Lizzy told him to the best of her ability 
what ""the matter" was. 
T-.that all?” he asked, quietly, when 
the recital was concluded. 
“Is that all?" she rejoined, piteously. 
■When we were going to have such a 
nice drive a'l b\ ourselves, and then come 
home by moonlight, and”— 
“Don’t fret, cirti min; it will be al! 
right! So she won't consent to our mar- 
riage, eh 
•■She say- most positively that she will 
not" 
“What shall we do, Lizzy ? shall we 
elope quietly 
“O Charley, you know I would never 
marry without her consent!" 
“And are two lives to be made miser- 
aide just because she thinks matrimony a 
mistake ?” he asked, gravely. 
“1 suppose so, Charley.” 
Lizzy Dewsford's pretty head drooped 
like a rose in the rain. Charley watched 
her quivering lip and tear-wet eyelashes, 
and said no more. 
Mrs. Dewsford was ready, with a pre- 
posterous green umbrella to keep off the 
sun, a tin ease to put ferns in, and an ex- 
tra pair of hoots, in the event ot swampy 
walking, when Mr. Everett's little light 
phaeton drove up to the door. The 
springs creaked ominously as she stepped 
in: and Lizzy, meekly lollovving, was 
nearly overwhelmed by her mother’s vo- 
luminous draperies. 
••I had better sit in the middle—it pre- 
serves the equilibrium of ttie vehicle bet- 
ter,” said Mrs. Dewsford, wedging herself 
in between Lizzy and Mr. Everett, with 
a smile of great complacency. 
And she immediately began discoursing 
on the properties and habits of the tern, 
with '.inpausing volubility, while Lizzy 
perched on the extreme outer edge of the 
seat, had all she could tlo to ken ) in the 
vehicle, and Mr. Everett’s eyes were in ex- 
treme danger with the points ol the green 
umbrella, which veered to and fro like a j 
ship in a storm. 
Suddenly she checked herself, as her eye 
caught a cluster of green waving vegeta- 
tion on the crest-like point of a rock which 
overhung the road 
“Charles! Charles!'1 she oneu, “stop a 
minute! Can't you reach that asplenium 
ebenum P'1 
“Is this it, ma’am?” said Mr. Everett, 
making a dive at a tall stalk of some- 
thing. 
"Mu, no; not that — the little green 
thing with the black stem!” 
“This, ma’am?” hazarded Charley, 
clutching at a tat-leaved cluster of weedy 
growth 
“Oh, dear, dear, Charles,how stupid you 
are!” s’ghed Mrs. Dewsford. “I’ll jump 
out and get it myself!” 
“Mamma!” remonstrated Lizzy. 
“Oh, I’ll help her,” nodded Charley, 
springing nimbly on the cliff, and pulling 
Mrs. Dewsford by main force up the steep 
sideof the rock. “Here you are, ma’am!” 
“Yes,” panted Mrs. Dewsford; "but— 
but it was very steep. 1 really think 
women should devote more attention to 
gymnastics. Oh. here’s the asplenium— 
very choice specimens, too ; Charles where 
are you going?” 
For Mr. Everett had sprung back into 
the plneton 
“Only for a little turn, ma’am, while 
you are collecting your botanical treas- 
ures.” 
“Yes. but Charles — 
Mrs. Dewslord’s words of remonstrance 
were drowned in the rattle ot the wheels, 
as Mr. Everett drove briskly away, with 
Lizzy nestling up to his side. One long, 
lingering glance she gave after the de- 
parting pair, and then returned to her tin 
ease and umbrella. 
“They’ll be back presently,” she said. 
But the afternoon sunlight faded oft 
from the cliff, and the red orb of day sank 
majestically down behind the evergreen 
glens that bounded the western horizon, 
and Mrs. Dewgford grew tired, and cr<>> 
and rlieumatic, and still, like the charac- 
ters of^romance, ‘‘they came not." 
“Something has happened!” cried tin- 
prophetic soul of Mrs. Ilewsford “It can't 
be possible that I shall have to stay here 
all night!” 
She looked nervously round. It wa tall, steep cliff whereon she stood. cut il 
from the woods beyond by the rush and 
roar of a wide and by no means shad'-w 
stream on one side; while on the other 
three it was almost perpendicular, ;:-i 1,_ 
some twenty feet up from the road Mi 
Dewsford began to feel, as she survevi.: 
it, very much like St. Simeon Styiitc- 
his column in the wilderness. 
“If they shouldn't come ! she thought 
But at the same instant a welcome rum- 
bling of wheels broke the hushed stidue-. 
of the seldom traveled mountain read, 
and Mrs. Dewsford's strained eyes caught 
sight of Mr. Everett's spirited gray da-ii- 
ing round the curve of the hill. 
“Well!” she cried, “I never was more 
thankful for anything in my life I am 
tired to death, waiting.” 
“Are you ?” said Charles Everett, as he 
cheeked the horse in the middle i th- 
read. 
“Yes. Why can't you drive closer 
sharply demanded Mrs. Dewsford. 
“Oh, did you want to drive home w,:l. 
us ? 
“Why, ol course I did ! i d have been 
home long ago if I could have got "tf this 
place.” 
“Well, ma'am,” said Charley, i a.- ,-ui 
of the cool .st deliberation, while ED/ e 
clung, frightened and yet smiling, to h;-> 
side, "I shall be very happy to help you 
off the cliff on one condition 
“Condition! Charles Everett < \ !a 
ed the astonished and indignant inatr 
“what do you mean ?” 
“Simply this, Mrs. Dewsford 1 w u. 
to marry your daughter. But Eiz/y 
a too dutiful child, will not beronn n 
wife without your consent." 
Which she shall never have .' -aid M 
Dewsford, emphatically. 
“Very well, ma’am! Gee up. 
and he shook the reins. 
“You’re not going to leave n.. u 
shrieked Mrs. Dewsford, in a pai 
ror. 
“Unless you comply with my > 
ma’am, I most certainly shall.” 
“And your condition is—" 
“Your consent to my marriage 
your daughter!” 
“Elizabeth!” cried Airs Dew.-i a; 
you he a witness to this—thi 
conduct, and not interfere 
“Charley won’t let me hast 
the matter, mamma, at all,’ -a I 
demurely. 
Mrs. Dewsford gave a D 
Mr. Everett touched tii- nor- 
with the whip. 
“Stop!” cried Mrs. Dcwsl i,! 
sent—but it is under protest !" 
“You can protest all you like. ~ 
Everett, driving closer to tin- r 
standing up to assist his motfi. 
elect into the plneton. 
Silently Mrs. Dewstord enter, -d 
hide—silently she rode home—- •• 
she crossed the threshold >f lmr lion-, 
became a conquered party 
“To think,” she said, in a hollow \ 
as she sat down to dinner, "that aft. a 
my precepts and example, 11 1/ 
should end her career bv gettag 
ried!” 
“Mamma,” said Lizzv, timidly. -I 
think it’s so very terrible alter a 
“To think,” sighed Mrs. l>e» -r. •• I 
ing no attention to her daughte: 
“that you should meet th* i ir■ r 
dinar}’ woman !” 
l’i.aviso the Ear Tut Met i 1 in- 1 
ton editors dodged away into New 11 
shire upon a fishing and hunting .-v 
sion. One bright morning—it wad t > 
tember—they took a t-um and s.-t ; 
with their fishing rods, hound t r r ■■ 
day’s sport. A few miles aw 
to a very neat and comfortable >k 
farmhouse, with substantial out bu. di:.. 
from the jtorch of which approa• -li. d 
aged man, who hailed them t!i■ ■ m 
up. 
“What is it,J" asked Bill, is !•■ 
the reins, and came to a stop. \\ 
a hurry." 
Instead of replying in ivonlj, th" 
turning to his fields, he slumt. I a’ ” ; 
ot his voice .— 
“Timothy 1 Timothy 
Our two sportsmen looked in th it •; 
tion and saw nearly a quarter »f a u 
a boy engaged in digging potat il 
had evidently heard the "id u. 
for he suspended his la : and 
upon his hoe, lie faced the h* f u I 
directly afterwards cam. t f:>• 
of— 
“Hallo!” 
The aged sire, seeing from tin- 
motion that he had been heaid 
again, with stentorian power 
“Where is the new ox-vokc 
A response, faint but distin- 
back:— 
“In the corn-crib.’ 
“What did he say asked tic i m 
turning towards our sportsme. 
"He said it was in ti e c.i f. 
swered Ben 
“Speak louder, u ye I’m 
hearin’.” 
Ben yelled the words iut the', .-t- 
ear. 
“Ah—thank yeThat's ill \ 
drive on.” 
And so the heroes of tin pull an '1 
rod had been made to sene as a:: 
trumpet to a deaf man Bn; tin-;, 
oil the joke, and they c-tij.».. I tin 1 
ot it when the}' got home 
Com.uekciai. Vallf. oi Voi li; 
one ot oui large hotels a young tmo 
a very large salary as room ch-rk li 
has the faculty ot stowing people ■ 
all sorts of unmentionable pis -. 
hotel, and making the guests te- ha ,• 
about it. llis stock of politeia e •! 
good-humor never run empty St ut. ■ t 
the Shoe and Leather Bank, i- o ei rate 
for his finaneial success and for hi' i e \ 
haustible good cature. lie is nevet 
busy but he has a kind word tor the hut; 
blest. When they are rushing tiling' 
the bank, Mr. Stout alway s finds time 
say, “Take a seat, I'll be at leisure 
moment." A man came into the bank 
other day and opened an account, 
came here," lie said, “net simply l.eeao- 
I know my money would be safe *» i: 
you, but because you are always i.i 
1 have been a depositor in-Im .k. 
for many years. 1 went in to-day to 
the cashier. 1 knew him when lie lino n. 
society to boast ot and hardly mo ,, 
enough to pay for a dinner at a c heap :v- 
taurant. 1 laid my hat on the de-k, u a 
1 suppose 1 had no business to do If 
waved his hand with an imperious 
and said, “Take this hat oil." I remove.I 
my hat, when he said. “Now I will he u 
what you have to say.” “I've nothing t 
say to you,” l replied. 1 went to tie 
book-keeper, ordered my account te l» 
made up, took the bank's check lor *1 
(KJO, and this 1 wish to deposit.' flic piv- 
ident and cashier represent two styles 
business common in New York •sai;.-: 
ness does not bear a high common- 
value among the financial men ot tin 
city. [N. Y Cor. Boston Journal. 
When the stiffened body goes down t 
the silent tomb, sad, silent, remorseies- 
1 feel there is no death tor the man. 1'ha 
clod which yonder dust shall cover sit 
my brother. The dust goes to its pla- e 
man to his own. It is then I feel my im- 
mortality. I look through the grave into 
heaven. 1 ask no miracle; no proof, ti- 
reasoning lor me. 1 ask no dust risen to 
teach me immortality. 1 am conscious ■ I 
eternal life. [Theodore Parker. 
A Detroit gentleman walking behind 
two school children the other day heard 
the boy inquire: “Will you he at tin 
party to-night?” “I shall be there.' an- 
swered the miss, “but 1 may as well tell 
you now that your love is hopeless. Mam 
ma is determined, father is set, and ii 
isn’t right for me to encourage your atte: 
tion. I can be a sister to you, but noth- 
ing more. Therefore you needn't buy me 
any valentine or give me any move gum 
Horatio Seymour is reported as saving that 
the Democratic nomination for President next 
vear will not go outside ot tour persons : Samuel 
j. Tilden, Sanford K. Church. Thomas A. Hen- 
dricks, and Allen G. Thurman. 
A Western City Burned. 
Oshkosh, a flourishing city of 12,000 in- 
habitant'. .. fuatedon the Fox River, Wis- 
consin. was almost totally destroyed by 
lire on Wednesday of last week. The fol- 
lowing arc the particulars— 
Twelve mills, the Beckwith House, 
Hardings Opera House, the two tele- 
graph offices, tlie Chicago & St. Raul rail- 
cad depot, and a number ot other impor- 
tant buildings were burned down within 
'eventy-iive minutes. At half-past three 
o'clock, about a mile and a quarter oi ter- 
ritory, east aud west, by over a quarter of 
a mile average width, was burned over, 
with very few buildings lett standing. 
During the tire several explosions were 
heard'and it is reported that five or six 
men were killed by the blowing up of a 
powder magazine, but the confusion was 
'.I great that it was impossible to ascer- 
tain the truth. Many determined attempts 
were made to renew telegraphic commu- 
nication with adjoining cities, but after 
continued failures, the attempt had to be 
given up. The only line available was 
that ot the Northwestern railroad. The 
operator at this point managed to keep 
his line open. All the banks and printing 
offices were destroyed, and several hun- 
dred houses burned to the ground. Two 
met. have been carried in from the ruins, 
and it is certain that nine must have met 
their deatli during the tire. 
The city is in possession of a gang of 
thieves, anil vigilance committees are 
lorming. 
Among Hie losses by the lire are tire 
Beckwith House, $40,000; Adams House, 
$152,000; Northwestern newspaper office, 
r-ls.ooo. Times office, $10,000. Over 200 
'idences, large and small, were burned, 
nl over loo 'tores, hotels, banks, etc., 
destroyed. 
I he Opera House, a valuable structure, 
’-ting neai y $100,000, and the finest in 
iVi'i-oasin, outside of Milwaukee, was de- 
-' roved. 
flie los' is variously estimated. The 
in -r moderate being $750,000, and the 
highest $2,000,000. The flames began to 
\ ield to the persistent efforts ot the fire- 
men and citizens, at nine o'clock. 
< llii ago, Apiui. tin. A special from 
ishkosh says there is no possible way of 
riving at the loss to insurance companies 
tin < ishkosh lire, since all the agencies 
ut one were burned out, and the books 
in confusion, and the books of one 
rettcy were burned. The insurance with 
till last-named agency. Mary & Harmons, 
estimated at $500,000. The total loss 
> the lire is thought to be greater than 
was at first reported, and is now put at 
>:•. It is estimated in general 
terms that the insurance is fifty per cent. 
the h’S.-. About 300 lamilies were 
burned out, and relief is much needed, 
lue City Council has appropriated $2000 
r their immediate wants. There is no 
i.'euiiragemeiit among business men, and 
’he reeling is strong that rebuilding will 
mmetice at once. Several hours oi rain 
'.a led to extinguish the lire, which is still 
burning among the debris. A deep pall 
hangs over the city. Five times since its 
C’undation has conflagration visited it, but 
the present calamity is the most crushing 
t all. This is the third time within a 
< ar that fire has desolated Oshkosh. This 
nic has taken most of the line residences 
ami homes. Citizens seem utterly hope- 
I■ -sa, and walk the streets with sad faces, 
l'iie ruins arc -till smouldering, and when 
finer owners are asked what they will 
In they reply that they cannot tell at pres- 
i.t. i Ishkosh lies on a flat piece of ground, 
ind there is almost a continuous south- 
we,t wind, which on this occasion was 
>wing with great violence. It has been 
n.c custom in Oshkosh latterly, when a 
’u-avy westerly wind is blowing, for the 
mills which are situated in the western 
it", of the city to stop work to prevent 
:.i -. A number of mills shut down Wed- 
icsday noon, but Spaulding & Reck re- 
tired to .stop work, and when Morgan 
; keil Reck to do so he was answered ab- 
■nptly that he (Reck) intended to run his 
•’Wn business. Shortly after this Morgan 
Brothers’ mill was observed to be on lire, 
■ ml in a lew minutes the whole building 
..as in flames. The fire companies and 
thousands of citizens were promptly on 
band, but the gale was so tierce and the 
material ”1 the mills so combustible that 
-* * 1 I-— -  ,, '1 fly, 4 tp- 
drove them from place to place, advanc- 
ing the head ot the city. Mr. Davis, 
clerk oi Morgan Brothers, attempted to 
■uve -rune books from the mill, but be- 
coming bewildered, nearly roasted to 
death before lie could find his way out, 
i:ii 1 expired soon after reaching the open 
aii The air was tilled with shingles and 
ill ici which bore destruction to houses 
at a great distance, and as the flames 
ulvanccd rapidly toward the principal 
thoroughfares, even the most sanguine 
c. c up all hope of cheeking them, and 
iiit- -ii was devastated. 
Presidential Perquisites. 
I c -landing scandal nf the profligate appro- 
i':"ih lor :hc Executive Mansion being part 
■i the one which lias cost his party its cxist- 
nee, it is proper that it be spread before the 
i'.-paying public in it- detail.-;. Despite the 
Oouhliiig of lii- salary by Congress at his own 
in-tanc. and urging, the perquisites allowed the 
1 ’ic id1 nt have In cn continually increasing, un- 
iik hi- -:dai \ they have fully doubled those 
any humor I’rc-idcnt. An exposition of the 
mat:. ; the X yy York Sim represents that 
ITe-idi-ui 1.1111• o. laid up from liis salary of 
2 .1..in- -uni of scVi.iKiu. while he entertained 
!reely and that t’i c-.dciit .Johnson, who was 
t in ny -heroin in entertainment, saved 
ootit tin- -aim -urn. Yet Lincoln was Presi- 
u tlirongh the whole term of the rebellion, 
when g dd went up to a premium approaching 
■ in. in the appropriation made at tlie last ses- 
sion of ongn— for the Executive occurs such 
■ in-a- do- following: For compensation of 
the President, $""1.00(1: private secretary, $3500; 
assistant sec retary, $25(X); one Executive clerk, 
22300: on* Exccutiv- clerk, $2300; steward, 
22000: messenger, $1200: furnace keeper, $804 
— In-t year. S72H; one policeman. $1320; one 
policeman, $1320; one night watchman, $900; 
otic night usher, $1200; one doorkeepeer,$1200; 
. doorkeeper, $1200; contingent expenses, 
>t;00o: postage stamps, $000; repairs to Execu- 
tive mansion, $10,000; refurnishing Executive 
Man-ion. $10,000; fuel for same and green- 
houses. $.7000; care and repair of greenhouses, 
$■7000: tilling ground south of Executive Man- 
cion. $10,000; taking up and relaying curb of 
Executive Mansion, $1,700; cutting down cm- 
iiankment in nursery, $127>0: repairing fountain 
oittli of Executive Mansion. $3000. Total, 
124.17). I hi-for a single year. Jt is $74,154 
w ilh the doubled salary left out. 
How do the people who, from one end of the 
country to the other, have for a year and more 
been pinching to make both ends meet, like to 
c ontemplate a lavish profusion like this, that 
lias never had its parallel in our National ex- 
istence:- So suggestion or suspicion of econ- 
omy about this. The bigger tlie salary the 
larger the perquisites, in laying thirty-five 
millions more of taxes on the hacks of the 
people, nothing was attempted by Congress in 
the way of cutting down expenditures, and 
least of all in reducing these wasteful perqui- 
site- of flic President. Laboring men, whom 
heavy taxes and a depreciated currency kept 
in a state ot vassalage to poverty, may reflect 
upon tie- princely luxury in which a Republi- 
can President is maintained, and upon the in- 
crease of hi- fortune annually front money ab- 
solutely given him bv a partisan Congress, and 
contrast the spirit of such a life with that which 
governs their own. if plutocracy succeeds in 
getting the supremacy in this country, its reign 
will have to he dated with the administration 
of President Grant. There would he no apol- 
ogy for this extravagance on the part of‘the 
Executive, even if it showed in the public en- 
tertaining that at Jeast gratifies a popular com- 
placency, but the niggardly spirit of President 
til-ant oilers a surprising contrast to the grand ! 
total of his perquisites. Ten thousand dollars 
every year for -■furnishing" the White House! 
fen thousand dollars more every year for -'re- 
pairs!” And still another ten thousand dol- 
lars for '-tilling ground" soutli of that expensive 
edifice 1 Congress itself knows too well that 
no such use is ever made of this sum of $30,000; 
nor is much move than a meagre part of the 
total amount devoted to the support of tiic 
President or the repairs on the white House 
and grounds. So that besides the $50,000 an- 
nual salary an equal sum is capable of being choused out ol tiie.se prodigal perquisites, mis- named appropriations, and riches are poured 
into the lap of the individual who lives in the 
thought that ids country can never do too much 
for him. it is patriotism in the form or per- 
quisites. [ Boston Post. 
Mysterious Affair. 
Hanoor, April 30. A mysterious affair 
occuiTod on Wednesday evening, to which 
as yet there is no explanation made pub- 
lic. Samuel Baker came home with a bad 
pistol w'ound in his breast, and said a man 
demanded his money as he was walking 
along the road, and on his refusal drew a 
revolver and shot him. The wound is 
very serious and will probably prove fatal. 
Baker claims to know who his assailant 
was, but refuses to reveal his name, which 
gives rise to suspicions that he was shot 
by a jealous husband, to whose wife Baker 
had it is alleged, been paying attentions 
too freely. The wounded man is 60 years 
of age. 
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The Dawn of the Day of Reconcilia- 
tion. 
It must be evident to all who watch the 
di'itt of current events that a very marked 
change in Northern public sentiment with 
reference to the Southern people and 
Southern affairs has occurred within the 
last two years. In this matter, as in every 
other ot a similar character, the press is 
the best barometer by which to guage the 
tendency ot the popular atmosphere. No 
well conducted newspaper, more partic- 
ularly ll it lie in actual alliance with a po- 
litical party, intentionally runs contrary 
to the feelings and opinions of the constit- 
uency from which it draws moral and 
financial -upport. It endeavors to repre- 
sent. as nearly as may be, the average 
views prevailing at the time in its own 
immediate circle: and as these views un- 
dergo material alteration, their shifting 
phases are faithfully reproduced in the 
journalistic mirror. Up to the period ot 
Grant’s second election every recognized 
Republican organ in the land sung the 
same song with very slight variations. 
The people ol the South were still as 
1 
rebellious as ever, and cnly waited an op- 
portunity to renew their hostile perform- 
ances. The negroes and their carpet-bag 
allies were the only ones who could be 
trusted, and tlioy* required the constant 
protection ot the federal government. 
The white Conservatives were unreliable 
and treacherous, and their alleged wrongs 
had no foundation in fact. On the con- 
trary. all the wrongs came from them and 
were suffered by the patient and patriotic 
colored community. 
These ideas, being adopted and indorsed 
by a majority of the voters, gave us an- 
other term of an administration ot which 
one was more than sufficient. Hut scarce- 
ly had that term been inaugurated before 
the ideas which it represented began to 
diminish in force and gradually assume a 
more sensible shape. The excitement ol 
the contest was over, and the people of 
the North uau leisure iu ismauu 
and impartial tribunal of reason and com- 
mon sense. They were not long in find- 
ing out the harshness and injustice of 
their verdict and the ridiculousness of the 
charges upon which it was based. The, 
policy of the President anu his friends in | 
Congress stimulated the inquiry and ai led 
its logical conclusion, and soon the more 
independent Republican journals caught 
the direction of the popular breeze and 
trimmed their sails accordingly. The 
elections last fall showed the meaning as 
well as the extent of the silent revolution; 
for as the battle was fought on precisely 
the same issues which Grant had repre- 
sented in the presidential campaign, the 
sweeping defeatof the Republicans proved 
beyond doubt that these issues had been 
reviewed and the former decision reversed. 
During the past five months the charge to 
which we allude has been more sharply 
defined and more boldly declared. It 
would be very difficult to find any respect- 
able Republican newspaper which would 
venture to express now the same senti- 
ments concerning the Southern situation 
which were its political stock in trade 
less than two years ago. Occasionally a 
slur or a sneer at “the rebels” is filing out, 
but these are exceptions to the rule. Gen- 
erally an entirely different toned treatment 
is adopted, and curiously enough we have 
heard less about “the new rebellion” since 
the events transpired which it was asserted 
would inevitably provoke it, than we ever 
have before. Plainly the Conservative 
victories of last fall and this spring have 
convinced the Republican oracles and or- 
ators that the rebellion dodge has played 
out and may as well be abandoned alto- 
gether. 
We think that every honest man, no 
matter what may be his political proclivi- 
ties, will wonder, not that the Northern 
lunacy has ended so soon, but that it last- 
ed so long. It may be safely asserted that, 
taking them as a whole, and with a pro- 
per consideration ol all the circumstances 
of the case, the Southern people have set 
an example of good behavior since the 
war which history cannot parallel. There 
have been many other unsuccessful rebel- 
lions, but none in which the rebellious 
feeling was so unanimous throughout the 
community, and none in which such terri- 
ble sacrifices in blood and treasure were 
so cheerfully made. Had failure simply 
involved the loss of a coveted independ- 
ence and the consciousness of overwhelm- 
ing defeat, there would perhaps have been 
nothing specially heavy to bear; but there 
was one feature which aggravated and in- 
tensified the misfortunes of the South to 
an extent, and in a waj', which the North 
has never fully realized. Other nations' 
have lost their slaves by an appeal to arms, 
but no people were ever before compelled 
to accept their emancipated servants as 
equals in all things, and in many things 
their superiors, it was hard to be stripped 
by one stroke of a pen of the immense 
wealth invested in these servants, but it 
was infinitely harder and more galling to 
be saddled, bridled and ridden by the for- 
mer chattels. The right or wrong ot the 
business we are not arguing; we simply 
speak of its natural effect upon those who 
had to endure the terms of the conquerors. 
Put ourselves in their place. Would we 
have done better than the Southern people 
have ? Is it not at least possible we might 
have done worse? We repeat that the 
patience, perseverance and self-control of 
the Southern people under the accumulat- 
ed calamities and wrongs incident to their 
condition since the close of the war have 
not only been unprecedented, but really 
marvellous. If their offences were great, 
the atonement therefor has been most am- 
ple and most nobly borne. 
It is this conviction, slow coming but 
sure, which has changed public opinion in 
the North and opened, as we believe, the 
doors for a perfect reconciliation between 
the late hostile sections. Upon that re- 
conciliation, as a firm foundation, the re- 
constructed edifice of National Union will 
arise; and when the cap-stone of that 
glorious temple is laid amid the joyful 
shouts of a long divided but now strongly 
reunited people, then and not before shall 
we have a right to feel that the awful or- 
deal through which our country was called 
to pass has purchased for us a precious 
and permanent blessing. [Missouri Re- 
publican. 
Prof. Marsh, of Yale College, has let a 
little side light in upon the management 
of Indian affairs, lie was collecting fos- 
sils and geological specimens in the Bad 
Lands last fall, and in order to conciliate 
the Indians iu that vicinity he gave a feast 
to Red Cloud and his companions. The 
great Sioux chief made bitter complaint of 
the style in which the Indian agents were 
cheating his people. He said that the 
president had promised many tine things 
when the chiefs were last in Washington, 
but nothing had been done to protect his 
people. Prof. Marsh, in order to retain 
the good will of the Indians, promised to 
represent their hardships to President 
Grant, and took from Red Cloud speci- 
mens ot the kind of flour, coffee, tobacco 
and sugar that the agent was serving out 
to his tribe. The professor, being like 
most scholars, a man of his word, took oc- 
casion on his first visit to Washington, to 
exhibit to the proper authorities the good5 
which a paternal government bent on civ- 
ilizing the untutored savage, is distribut- 
ing. A Tribune dispatch gives the result: 
“The commissioner admitted that the 
flour was very bad, but said that it was 
not. a sample of that now issued, but of 
some that was issued several years ago, 
and which was so poor that the ponies 
would not eat it. He said also that Red 
Cloud must have picked out the black 
beans ol the coffee; that the sample of 
sugar had been wet, and that the tobac- 
co, which was execrable, must be some 
issued at some former time.” li the In- 
dians attain Christianity on such a diet, it 
is plain that the old-fashioned style of 
getting religion by mortification and last- 
ing is a very effective one. The itinerant 
geologist tolil tlie commissioner that the 
agent was not, judging from personal ob- 
servation, a fit man for bis position, but 
the commissioner philosophically remark- 
ed that he was good enough for the wages 
he was getting. 
The State Liquor Agency hasn’t become 
quieted yet. After the late agent, Howe, 
was invited to resign because he had dis- 
covered the dangerous secret of compress- 
ing four barrels of whisky into two, one 
B. C. Stone was invited to the perilous 
post. But Stone was a wary specimen. 
Like Hotspur’s spirits of the vasty deep, 
he wouldn’t come when he was called. 
And now we notice that Edward 1*. Chase, 
ol Portland, is designated as the custodian 
of the state’s inteiest in the wet damna- 
tion trade. The public will be envious to 
see what new rook he will find upon which 
r\ tr * »1 ♦ 
—The Prog. Age thinks that a loul deed 
has been perpetrated in this city, in a 
wood. It says— 
Since the disappearance of Pie snow two 
young men were gunning in the vicinity and 
chancing to pass through the grove they’eaine 
to a spot near the center where was strewn 
about the entire suit of a man, including shirt, 
boots, pants, and coat badly torn, the pockets 
all turned inside out. 
These were probably the remains of 
some subordinate who held olliee under 
Barnabas, and perished in an effort to 
save his salary. The fact that his pockets 
were turned inside out .is an indication 
that he had been interviewed by the Col- 
lector. 
—The Collector of Customs at Belfast, even 
if the charges against him arc true,—as they 
certainly appear to be from the statements of 
t lie local papers,—that he exacted from subor- 
dinates a proportion of the salaries allowed 
them by government, lias but carried to the 
extreme the idea on which the present spoils 
system of civil service is based, f Portland Ad- 
vertiser. 
It might be remarked also that a deacon 
with a contribution box, and a highway- 
man with a pistol at the traveler’s head, 
are only the extremes ot the same idea. 
But it isn’t a case in which extremes 
meet, by any means. 
—Different sheriffs in Maine have differ- 
ent notions of their duty under the liquor 
law. Sheriff Jerrard, of Penobscot, is out 
with a circular in which he says— 
My purpose is to enforce this law faithfully, 
and impartially, and I hope effectually. I do 
not intend myself, nor do I expect my deputies, 
to wait for complaints to bo made by others. 
On the other hand, Sheriff Norton, of 
Waldo, does wait for complaints, and so 
do all his deputies; consequently nothing 
is done. 
— The explanation which Barnabas 
makes oi his custom house operations is 
most amusing. The accusations which he 
hurls against his denouncers, like the Aus- 
tralian boomerang, come back and hit 
him in the lace. If the thing goes on he 
and his associates may well exclaim, like 
Falstaff—“I would to God thou and 1 
knew where a commodity of good names 
were to be had.” 
—A convention to consider the means 
of uniting Canada and the United States 
will meet at Buffalo, July 4th, composed 
ol delegates from both countries. Doubt- 
less there would result benefits from such 
a union, but the times are not yet ripe for 
it. Besides, what will John Bull say 
to tile plan. 
—A new Democratic club at Bangor, 
called the Pine Tree Club, was inaugurat- 
ed at Bangor on Monday evening. Ad- 
dresses were delivered by the President, 
C. N. Ilersey, Esq., Hon. E. F. Pillsbury, 
Abram Sanborn and W. H. McCrillis Esqs., 
and others. 
— In his Progressive Age explanation, 
Barnabas intimates that the salary filched 
for the custom house subordinates is divid- 
ed among a party ring. Who constitute 
this ring ? What are its purposes, besides 
stealing these salaries? Will Barnabas, 
the head thief, please answer ? 
— Attorney General Williams has left 
the Cabinet, and Judge Edward Pierre- 
pont, of New York, is his successor. There 
will be no lamentations. Williams found 
the duties of the place a little too heavy 
for his limited strength. 
—W. K. Moody has sold the Skowhegan 
Reporter to C. H. Kilby and C. A. Wood- 
bury, who will assume its publication. 
The Reporter has an excellent field for 
business. 
The Confession of Barnabas. j 
The Progressive Age of last week con- 
tains an article in relation to the Belfast 
custom house troubles. It is nominally 
an editorial, but is so obviously inspired 
by the Collector, and is so pervaded by 
his peculiar shufliing evasion and falsifi- 
cation, that it cannot be regarded other 
than as his only—as much so as though it 
bore his sign manual. We shall therefore 
consider the produc tion as his personal at- 
tempt at vindication. Jt purports to be a 
defence—it is really a confession. 
One of the charges is that the Collector 
violates the law by residing in another 
town. The explanation which Barnabas 
makes is this— 
In regard to the charge of non-resiilence the 
statements were that the Collector, though not 
technically a resident ot the city, exercised a 
constant supervision over the service of the 
Custom House; remained there when there 
was anv thing that especially required hts ser- 
vices, and that, at all other times, he was in 
reach of the telegraph, and his presence could 
be procured at any hour when required. 
The constant supervision of a custom 
house by a collector who is personally deal- 
ing out codfish and molasses in a grocery 
ten miles away, is something amusing. 
The language ot the law is that “a eol- 
lector shall be appointed to reside at Bel- 
fast, which shall be the only port of entry 
tor said district.” The question here is 
very simple. Does the Collector reside at 
Belfast? No. Then he violates the law. 
All the talk about techniealties and tele- 
graphs is bosh. 
Ill regard to tlie second eh urge Mrs.-rs. J lavi- 
and Jtust stated that no stipulation or agree- 
ment was or had been made between either ot 
them and the Collector. wherein lie should re- 
tain any part of their salaries, or that any pari 
should enure to any third person, and that they 
had never signed any vuuehoi s tor mone\ \\ liieii 
they had not received in full. 
This goes for what it is worth, it true, 
the government pear is not quite so rotten 
in that particular spot as had been sup- 
posed. 
Daniel L. Ditcher, Detective and .Measurer, 
stated that no agreement existed between him 
and the Collector, that the lattei should retain 
any part ol liis salary, lining asked it lie had 
received the lull amount since he had held the 
office, he replied that he had. as lie considered 
it. but a portion of ii was ill the < olleetor's 
hands, which lie considered lent mount 
This is entirely too thin, when it is no- 
torious that the Collector did retain and 
pocket liilly three fourths ot the pay of 
that office, it is confessed, as will be seen 
further along, that the Collector retained 
$21)5 a year from t lie pay of Mr. Darker, a 
man who performed daily work at the 
custom house. Then why could he not 
retain three fourths of the pay of a perfect 
sinecure, who did nothing iJ 
We copy entire the concluding portion 
of the article— 
A< to Collector Robert's arrangement with 
Mr. Parker, it is but just to bear in mind that 
whatever disapproval his arts may lie subject 
to. they arise wholly from befriending the man 
who lias how turned his accuser; anianwlmse 
labors had become no longer useful to the 
church hero, and who was out of employment 
and to whom the favor was a Godsend. He 
was informed by the Collector when he applied 
for tiie place Hint lie was under obligation to 
other friends who were candidates for places 
under him. and that he owed it to them to satis- 
fy them with something in lieu of the place if 
lie should give it to him. To this Mr. Parker 
most heartily consented: was glad to take the 
office by thus helping to satisfy the other claim- 
ants, and further stipulated to resign any time 
the Collector requested. As to the relations of 
the Collector with the government, lie is re- 
sponsible for the management of tile office; 
gives bonds for Hie faithful discharge of its 
duties; and is responsible for the malfeasance 
of those under him; they are hardly more than 
clerks or assistants of liis. He emphatically 
denies, as we understand, that he has put any 
thing iifto his own pocket outside hi- fees or 
salary, and the question is as to how far lie i- 
to be considered culpable for doing what is 
done, and always has been done, in regard to 
political offices all over the coimtrv. under all 
administrations, 
but how does tiie investigation leave Mr. 
Parker? lb is a minister if tie Gospel; a 
teacher of religion, lie understands the nature 
of all oath. I luglit we not to suppose when In- 
come to see the voucher lie was required po 
that he hud rerrieed *'• mlicit money, briny 
the amount of his salary in full up to date, 
that he would at once have refused to sign it, 
and that lie would have resigned the pla -e in 
righteous indignation and have appealed to the 
government? Then would have been the time 
lo prefer charges, but lie did no such lliing. 
He signed; not one nor two only, but more 
than forty, and would have kept on signing 
them as long as lie was retained ill office. And 
he is now tilled with spite because he has no 
longer the opportunity to sign those vouchers 
and draw his pay. We forbear further com- 
ments. 
This is very specious argument — the 
shallowest cd sophistry. Granting, tor 
the moment, all that it declares, and how 
does the investigation leave Barnabas? 
Ho was appointed Collector at Belfast, a 
position ot responsibility, of trust, and 
vvilli confidential relations to the govern- 
ment. He should be the representative 
of its integrity and tail dealing, its dig- i 
nity and power. He is pledged to fidelity, 
incorruptibility and vigilance in the dis- 
charge of bis duties, lie is to be an ex- 
ample especially to bis official subordi- 
nates. Before entering upon bis duties 
iie took the following oath of office— 
I, Barnabas M. Itobcrts, having Irani ap- 
pointed Collector of Belfast, do solemnly, sin- 
cerely and truly swear, that J will diligently 
and faithfully exeeute the duties of said office 
of Collector, and will use the best of my abilities 
to prevent and detect frauus in relation to the 
duties imposed by the laws of the l nited States. 
The triends of Mr. Parker allege that 
the oatli attached to the salary receipts 
was never administered to him—that it 
was purposely omitted by the connivance 
of the Collector. It makes no particular 
difference in considering the guilt of the 
Collector, which horn of this dilemma lie 
takes, it he withheld a portion id' the 
salary of a subordinate, as is admitted, he 
was guilty of a gross piece ot knavery; il 
he took a fraudulent voucher therefor, he 
was guilty of another piece ol knavery. 
The vouchers were either sworn to, or 
they were not. II they were sworn to. 
the Collector knew they were false, and 
that the oath was by his procurement and 
command, and he was the guilty man 
II they were not sworn to the Collector 
was guilty of gross corruption and fraud. 
And in either ease he is convicted of vio- 
lation of his trust and ol his own solemn 
oath. II In; alleges that such things hap- 
pened once or happened lorty times, he is 
self-convicted of outrageous fraud every 
time he makes the charge. There is no 
escape from it. Why, look at it. The 
best defence he can make against imput- 
ed dishonesty is to assert that he had suc- 
ceeded in corrupting one of his deputies, 
whose fidelity and honesty it was his duty 
to guard and guarantee! I le actually 
seeks to make a merit ol his own official 
rottenness! That is where the investiga- 
tion leaves the Collector. 
There is one feature of the statement of 
Barnabas upon which he evidentlyplumes 
himself. It is that Mr. Parker received a 
special favor at his hands, lie was one 
“out of employment, and to whom the 
favor was a Godsend.” It is not gener- 
ally understood that Mr. P.is a poor man, 
but it is well known that when the devil 
seeks a victim for temptation, he selects 
a poor man, as one more likely to yield. 
When the lean apothecary ol Shakespeare 
consented to sell poison, it was “his pov- 
erty and not his will consented.” But we 
lind it nowhere recorded that Satan ever 
blamed and reproached a man for being 
poor. It was reserved lor Barnabas to be 
meaner than the devil himself. 
A careful perusal ot the statement made 
by the Collector through the Age will con- 
vinee any one that the charges preferred 
against his administration arc true. That 
he resides at Stockton, contrary to law, 
is admitted. That he neglects his duties 
is apparent to every one. And that he 
corruptly and fraudulently filches the 
salaries oi subordinates is testified to by 
them, and virtually confessed in the state- 
ment in the Age. Tiiere can be no doubt 
about it. Now the question that interests 
the public is, how long shall the head of 
the custom house be allowed to disgrace 
the position he holds and the government 
lie represents ? 
— A newspaper controversy that has 
been going on for some time between Rev. 
Dr. Field of Baflgor, and Mr. Emery of 
the Commercial, has come to an end. Dr. 
Field charged Mr. Emery with being the 
author of a dispatch to the Boston Herald, 
in which his lecture was misrepresented. 
He now publishes a card saying he was 
mistaken, and exonerates Mr. Emery from 
the charge. 
— Barnabas gives to the term salary 
grab a new meaning. Formerly it meant 
for a man to grab an increase of his own. 
Under present custom house regulations 
it signifies that the Collector grabs three 
lourths the pay of those under him. 
A young girl was recently compelled to leave 
this place, because she had slept with two cer- 
tain young men. [Ex. 
Horrible ! Good heavens ! if girls down 
this way were forced to leave town on that ac- 
count, there wouldn’t be half a dozen young fe- 
males left in West Waterville. in two weeks. 
[West Waterville Union. 
That's rather tough on the girls, and 
can’t i>e true. We shall look tn see an 
apology in the next issue. 
—Lewiston is a city of wonders. It 
was there that the four barrels of whiskey 
became two at the command ol flic city 
agent. And now a man in the same place 
has invented perpetual motion. 
— Barnabas M. Roberts, collector ol the 
Custom House at Beltast, has it is believ- 
ed, been acting naughty, and a detective 
is looking into the matter. Send hint to 
Congress. [West Waterville Union. 
—The West Waterville Union, a new 
paper, published by Rowe and Hooper, 
comes to disable. It is of fair size, neat- 
ly printed, and full ol spicy writing. 
—The Republican State Committee met 
at Portland on Friday for organization, 
Ac. It was voted to bold the State Con- 
vention at Portland, June loth. 
—The Maine Central Co. has decided to 
erect a building at Portland for the com- 
pany's offices, which will be removed 
from Augusta. 
— The favorite song of Barnabas is said 
to be one. of Moore's Melodies commenc- 
ing “Still so gently o’er me stealing.” 
— it will be understood that Ihe humor- 
ist who appears at Hay ford Hall next 
Tuesday evening is not Barnabas, but Bar- 
nabco. 
(i. Asm:.' A citizen who has an eye 
to the handy and useful things of lite, 
sends us the following method of silting 
coal ashes without dust— 
When clearing out your stove or furnace, 
Jump the ashes into a wooden box about three 
feet long that has one end out, so t hat a shovel 
•an be used in removing them to the sieve as 
from a floor. Turn on about a gallon of water 
to a bushel of ashes. Now let them remain 
tweiitv-l'our hours, when they can be silted 
without a particle of dust. 
i ual ashes make excellent walks when rolled 
or pounded down, with a small quantity of 
beach gravel strewn on top to keep the ashes 
from tracking. 
Barnabas Going to the Custom House 
by Telegraph. 
la iii« statement in the Prog. Age, Bar- 
nabas explains that although lie lives in 
another town ‘die is in reach of the tele- 
graph, and his presence cau be procured 
at an}- hour, when required,” This, it 
must lie conlessed, is a method of answer- 
ing official calls which the law has not 
contemplated ft is doubtful it even the 
wonderful inventive genius of Professor 
Morse ever thought it to he possible. Be- 
low. our artist has depicted Barnabas re- 
sponding to a call of the kind — a sum- 
mons so sudden that he hadn’t time to put 
down the codfish which lie was showing 
to a customer, and so tucks it under his 
arm. He is going so fast that the streak 
of greased lightning is fairly distanced. 
The Beecher Case. 
There is but little ot interest in the 
Beecher ease of Into. On Monday, just 
after Judge Neilson had come into court, 
Mrs. Tilton arose auil called his attention 
to a paper which she held in her hand, 
addressed to the Court. Judge N. took 
the paper, remarking that he would con- 
sider it. It was as follows— 
Bp.OOKI.vx. May 187f«. To Judge Neilson : 
1 ask tlie privilege from you of a few words in 
my own behalf. 1 feel very deeply the injustice 
of my position in the law and before the court 
now sitting; and, while I have understood and 
respected from the beginning Mr. Kvarts’ prin- 
ciple in tlie matter, vet, since your last decision, 
1 have been so sensible of the power of my en- 
emies that my soul cries out before you and tlie 
gentlemen of the jury that they beware liow, 
by a divided verdict, they consign to my chil- 
dren a false and irredeemable stain upon their 
mother. For live years past 1 have been tlie 
victim of circumstances most cruel and unfor- 
tunate; struggling from time to time only for a 
place to live honorably and truthfullv. Believed 
for some months from a will by whose power 
unconsciously I criminated myself again and 
again, 1 declare solemnly before you without 
fear of man, and by faith in (lod, that I am in- 
nocent of the crime charged against me. I 
would like to tell my whole, sad story; truth- 
fully to acknowledge tlie frequent falsehoods 
wrung from me by compulsion, though at the 
same time unwilling to reveal the secret of un- 
married life, which only the vital importance 
of my position makes necessary. I assume the 
entire responsibility of this request, unknown 
to friend or counsel of either side, and await 
your Honor's honorable decision. With great 
respect, Klizahkth B. Tilton. 
Judge Neilson directed the clerk to re- 
ply in a brief note to Mrs. Tilton that her 
letter could uot be read in court, and that 
the calling ol' witnesses was a matter in 
the control of counsel. 
Lynch Law. At Nashville, Term., a 
negro bully named Joe Reed was beating 
his wife, when policeman Frazier warned 
him to desist. Thereupon the negro shot 
and killed Frazier. The rest of the affair 
is told in a despatch, as follows— 
The excitement over the killing of police 
officer Frazier by Joe Heed (colored) yesterday 
jrrevv more anil more intense, during the after- 
noon and evening, and culminated at ball' past 
eight last night in a large, excited crowd gath- 
ering in trout of the jail and demanding the 
keys from the jailor who refused to give them 
up". They then attacked the building, forced 
an entrance, and at 10:30 1*. 31., forcing open 
four heavy iron doors, succeeded in reaching 
the cell in which the negro was confined. The 
door was soon broken open. Hoed was seized, 
a rope fastened around his neck and lie was hurried to the suspension bridge from which 
lie was thrown with the intention of hanging; 
but the rope broke and he fell to the rocks be- 
low—a distance of 90 feet, and thence into the 
river. Ho was shot once on the way to, and 
again at the bridge. The body has not yet been 
recovered. An alarm was given at the first in- 
dication of a riot, and a large police force was 
sent to the jail, but they were overpowered and 
driven awav by the rioters. The jailor and his 
assistants did all in their power to protect their 
prisoner 
LETTER FROM BOSTON. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Boston, May 2. 
It is often said in terms of compliment that 
when women interest themselves in an enter- 
prise it is sure to succeed. Such is likely in 
reality to prove the ease with the National C en- 
tennial, at least as to its representation here, for 
the women who are working for it are doing so 
in right good earnest. The executive commit- 
tee of this state, including Mrs. Gov. Gaston. 
Mrs. S. T. Hooper and other prominent leaders 
of metropolitan society, have already held two 
receptions for raising funds, which were emi- 
nently successful. They were held last week 
on two successive evenings in the Deacon 
House, an extensive mansion which has recent- 
ly been entirely retitted for private parties. Are. 
The whole house, with the exception of a suite 
of rooms reserved for the accommodation of 
the owner, is thrown open, and you may wan- 
der from one spacious chamber to another, or 
from either of several dance rooms to a refresh- 
ment hall, card room, reception parlor, or tete 
a tete nooks at pleasure. The house is beauti- 
fully furnished, the walls freshly frescoed and 
Ihe polished floors unexceptional. Only one 
thing is inferior and that is the pictures, many 
of which are poor in themselves and others 
poor copies. On the evenings of ihe Centen- 
nial receptions there were about 000 persons in 
the house, and there was no crowding, or dis- 
comfort. The ladies of the committee occupied 
a reception room, and here each person was 
presented by an usher to Mrs. Hooper, tile 
chairman, and Mrs. Gaston, the Governor's 
wife. It was. of course, a select assembly. 
The ladies appeared generally in evening toi- 
lette. although not a few wore dark silks and 
dress hats. The Germania hand and two piano- 
forte players furnished music for the dancers. 
The evening's entertainment terminate,1 at 11 
o'clock. 
'1 his house, until within :i h*w year-, was 
owned)»y a wealth} D»>ston family of the name 
it, is stiil known )»v. It was ilosed for years, 
the gentleman who built it having died ami his 
widow preferring t<> live abroad. singularly 
enough the children, who do not reside with 
their mother, seemed also to have a dislike to 
the place, and while it was in their possession 
they took up their residence on Deacon street. 
A*few years ago the furniture and < 'hina, whieh 
were elegant and artistic, were sold at auction. 
Afterward the liou.se was sold to a man who 
rented it by apartments. It was then that so 
many spiritual seances were held there, and it 
was fast getting up a sort of a “haunted" repu- 
tation when it fell into the hands of the man 
who has restored it — not exactly to its old 
grandeur, but to the beauty of newness and 
taste. It is a strange fancy v> hi« h leads persons 
to give up some thing really tine and unique, 
for something tashionable; but association was 
doubtless the seed of dissatisfaction in this in- 
stance. 
One is always glad to live in a metropolis on 
the occasion of great events, and certainly the 
exhibition of the grand painting of “The Prod- 
igal Son." by the celebrated French arti-t, Ed- 
ward Dubufe, a pupil of Delaroche, is sutlieient 
cause for such congratulation. It is a mam- 
moth canvass, occupying the space of 20 by 4.'» 
feet, and comprising three pictures. The cen- 
tral and chief painting represents about forty 
figures in a gorgeous scene of riotous feasting. 
The Prodigal Son stands on the portico of a 
magnificent palace, holding high a goblet of 
wine, and surrounded 1>\ brilliantly dressed 
and beautiful women who by alluring attitude 
and enticing expression are urging him on to 
ruin. In the foreground is a group <»f musi- 
cians and fair women listening to the verses of 
a poet, and to the left are three semi-nude fe- 
male dancers exquisitely posed as in the midst 
of poetic measures. On the right is a third 
group, illustrating the gambling element of the 
| scene. A soldier has just thrown the dice, and 
in a kneeling posture he leans eagerly forward 
and sees that he has won, while a male and 
female, both losers, look on with faces expres- 
sive ot despair and recklessness. These are 
the main figures. The others are secondary in 
importance and are disposed in shadow, com- 
pleting the composition. I pon the marble floor 
of the palace court i-* a luxurious eastern rug, 
and flowers and artistic vessels tilled with fruit 
are profusely scattered about. In tin- arch of 
the portico two white doves are bending cooing 
to each other,giving the key to the spirit of the 
j *- 1 •« tiinn-' 1 *■ — 
travagantly ol this magnificent. conception, of 
the brilliant coloring, ot the rich draperies, or 
of the masterly drawing and grouping of the 
colossal figures. I saw the picture in company 
with an artist, who sighed over the splendid 
colors, and wished he could steal tic secret of 
mixing the crimson of the troubadour's velvet 
costume. ‘•Hut," he said, "if I should try and 
think 1 had matched it exact Iy, ou bringing it 
here I should find it was nothing like it. for the 
reason that those colors are si skillfully ar- 
ranged that what appears to lie a certain shade 
is not in reality what it seems when by itself." 
For instance, vvhat looked a lustrous white in 
the woman's dress, relieved against the Prodi- 
gal's bright scarlet suit, would prove a very 
gray, lie thought, if white were put against it. 
When 1 wondered at the marvellous ease and 
grace of position of the dancers, poised on their 
very toe tips, my companion said that in Paris 
the professional models who pose for the artists 
will stand thus for an hour and a half at a time 
and scarcely move. 
Brilliant to the very possibility of combining 
colors as this central picture i- in itself, i! i< 
still further heightened in cfiY-rt liy the side 
pictures, which are painted in simple black 
and white. One represents the Prodigal in ids 
degraded state, tending the swine His wretch- 
ed figure is bowed in abject despair. At bis 
feet are the greedy animals he even cm ie«. and 
over ids head hover Hie carrion birds ready to 
swoop upon the prey they instinctively ted will 
soon be theirs, i'he opposite panel shows, 
however, the happier termination of the par- 
aide. The noble figure of the aged father 
stands on the threshold of his home and clasps 
the averted head of the returned Prodigal to Ids 
breast, while lie lifts bis rtglit band and upturns 
iiis face to Heaven in pious thank-. The severe 
simplicity of these two umber-colored pictures 
shows even more plainly than all the wealth of 
color in tile central group the true merits of the 
artist. Without them it might have been said 
that lie was a decorative painter—though a 
magnificent one-—only, which cannot now be 
charged. The artists arc unanimous in praise 
of the work, and declare tied it i- tin- finest 
ever seen in this country. Those who tunc 
been abroad say that it far surpasses in bril- 
liancy the famous “Marriage of (ana." by 
Veronese, which Sumner used lo say was the 
grandest picture ever painted. 
The subject of art lias considerably enlarged 
its sphere of interest within the past year, and 
particularly among younger persons than have 
previously been attracted by it. A small pri- 
vate club lias recently been formed with the 
avowed object of “the study of art." It is call- 
ed tiie Da Vinci Club and lias for its president 
a young lawyer by the name of VVaslilniriie. 
and for vice-president, Miss .Susan Hale, sister 
of Edward Everett Hale, and an artist and art 
teacher. There are about sixteen male and 
female members of the club, the number being 
limited to twenty. Their meetings are held fort- 
nightly at Miss Hale's studio,which is in the Art 
Club Building, and which, by the wav, is a very 
attractive and uiiiipie apartment. The mem- 
bers of tiie club propose in turn essays on Hie 
subject under investigation,and the others tiring 
some designs illustrative of the topic. For in- 
stance, Miss Hale prepared the last paper which 
was on Egyptian Art. She had been for some 
time in Egypt, while her brother, Mr. Charles 
Uale, was a government official there, and was 
consequently ahle to invest the subject with a 
freshness, gained from her own observations, 
and also to show many interesting things which 
she had picked up during her stay there. I 
should think such clubs might spring up out of 
town where evening entertainments arc few, 
and prove a prolific source of enjoyment. 
Murray is to make his church plans public 
to-morrow. 1 hear that Music Ilall Is engaged 
for him from October 1st till July 1st, and that 
the new society is fairly organized as to com- 
mittees. His friends claim that tin? new church 
will be built in one year. The seats in Music 
Hall, however, are to be sold at auction in Sep- 
tember, after the style at Plymouth Church. 
The taking of Music Hall is a good deal like the 
trick of a sharp grocer who sells out his shop and 
Starts another exactly over the way. The Park 
congregation Is quite small now. There are no 
camp chairs required In the aide? as in Mur- 
ray’s time. Several members have left lately 
who were not disposed to at the time ot Mr. 
Murray’s withdrawal, alleging as excuse that 
there was no more harmony iu the church now 
than when they thought they had a minister 
who kicked in the traces. 
Joe Jefferson and Charlotte Cushman thi- 
week at the Globe and Bo-ton Trcatres. The 
latter,*though she takes her farewell of the 
stage, will not give up reading, 1 hear. Bourci- 
cault made hi.- usual bright farewell speech last 
night, and has gone, lie wanted to take Mrs. 
Barry, the leading lady at the Boston Theatre, 
to London with him in the fall, to play in "The 
Shaiigliraun,” but she, though desirous of going 
and trying for a London success, was obliged 
to decline. She has several children and an 
aged husband who is entirely helpless to main- 
tain. John Raymond was entertained at the 
weekly supper of the Papyrus Club last night. 
The members of this association are mainly 
journalists, literary men, and artists, and it is 
understood that they can circulate the social 
howl as long as any other club, not excepting 
that of politicians. When the hour approached 
for Raymond to get into the habiliments of 
“Col Sellers" for the la-t performance of hi- 
engagement at the Globe, he said he w:i> “al- 
most sorry there were so many millions in it. 
that he must don the war-paint." 
W'(‘ have a Cardinal in our midst, red hat 
and stockings and all. and to-day and to-mor- 
row are consequently red-letter days in the an- 
nals of the Roman Catholics of the city. Their 
new cathedral, where the imposing ceremonies 
an* held, i- certainly a magnificent structure. 
(lossir. 
Generalities. 
Attornex General Pierrepont D "aid to l*e a 
great < uban sympathizer. 
It took -i\ days to carry I he news of the bat- 
tle of Lexington to Philadelphia, in 177b. 
Big Cow, a sub-chief of the Arapahoe In- 
dian-, is seven feet high in his moccasin-. 
Sheriff Jerrard of Bangor, has given notice 
that lie will get every liipior dealer lie ran in 
jail. 
\ cry cold weather is reported in low a. and 
frosts which it is feared will injure the fruit 
trees. 
The grand iurv at Calais returned *21 indict- 
ments, eighteen of which were for violation of 
the liquor law 
The dead-lock in the Lllsxvorth city govern- 
ment is over, and tin* otlicers of last \ear have 
been re-elected. 
A crush bachelor's objection to ladies with 
beautiful teeth is, that nine out of ten of them 
would laugh at a funeral. 
The trial of Sawyer, the supposed murderer 
of Mrs. Liner-on. of Piermont. \. 11.. is -«-t 
lown tor Monday, May loth. 
Sunn* of the threatening notices issued bv 
tin* Pennsylvania miners are signed •* Beecher 
and Tilton." Who wouldn't be frightened'' 
Light Auburn lad- are in jail be-atise tln \ 
plaved ball Sunday and could not pa> a fim of 
S‘2 'each, w hich the court imposed tor the 
offence. 
County Attorney Whitohouse. of Augusta 
has decided that prisoners in the eountv jail 
cannot be compelled to labor unless their -eu- 
tenee included labor. 
Hon. Job Prince, of Turner, died at hi- re-i- 
dettee Friday evening, aged about so years. He 
had been an active business man and’ occupied 1 
mauy positions of trust. 
A Texan woman has learned to u>e the lasso 
so deftly that sin* can stand, in the door and 
haul the hat off the lightning-rod pedler w hile 
lie is unfastening the gate. 
The president does not 1 ik« the independent 
Republicans. They bother him and annoy his 
boon companion?, ami disturb the ease of tie- 
gay circle. Boston Herald. 
Sartoris. Nellie's Algernon, i- coming hark 
from Kngland in a few weeks, Nellie remaining 
at home meanwhile. Grandpa Grunt, yes, that 
sounds well. [Boston News. 
Dispatches from various points in the north- 
west say the recent cold weather lias killed the : 
young grasshoppers, and it is believed there 
will iie no further trouble from this pest. 
The principal hotel keepers at Mount Desert 
are receiving a great many applications, and 
several of them have already engaged all their 
rooms. A crowded season is anticipated. 
In the marble -hop of A. C. Shepley A, Son 
intlii- city, are four sets of square stones near- 
ing the names of persons who have committed 
suicide the past year. [Bangor Commercial. 
It nni-t have been a woman who compiled 
the table of figures to show that tie- average 
man wlm patronizes the barber, spends f.u 
shaving in forty years the sum off S-tOOn.iTL 
\« -i w»,.-lliin»- match in Candia. N. IL. M.on-j day evening, for the beneiu oi in v I 
tio’nal society. Deacon Fz.ckiol Lane, si years' 
of age. spelled all the r -t down and fon'k the j 
pri/te. 
'There i- no lv.ismi xvh\ w'omeii ma\ not be 
good lawyers a- well as good clergymen, phy- 
sicians, teachers and editors. In all tIn -.- pro- 
fessions women have achieved success. LTroy 
Times. 
John Whortt* of Sk<»w began—pp year- of age 
himself-—has arranged for the Somerset Report- 
er a list ot names of forty-four persons h\iug 
in Skowhegan, who are 7"» year- of age and up- 
wards. 
file centennial of the conundrum “who -u u-k 
Billy PattersonV” will be celebrated in the year 
1PJU. It originated in Boston, on Broad street, 
thirty-nine years ago, and it hasn't been 
answered yet. 
There is a justice of ihe peace in Montana 
win* does not sjdurge any When he •narri* •- a 
couple. He mcrclv remark- \ii-«—tak** 
hands—bitched—.-ix dollar-!*’ And that’- all 
there is to it. 
Judges Brooks and I)iek, recentl\. in their 
respective charges to grand juries in North 
< arolina, declared the criminal features of Un- 
civil rights act. unconstitutional, a- no law 
could say that men are socially equal. 
The Boston market is liberally supplied with 
fre-h salmon from California, which arc sidling 
at tOe per pound. All the fresh salmon on thi- 
side of the continent heretofore have been 
brought trom St. John, N. I'., and “down Ka-t” 
generally. 
At Rockland, April loth, the house of 1 a-*-. 
Sheridan took tire and was entirely destroyed. 
So rapid was the progress of the tlame- that it 
was necessary t<> throw one of the children out 
of the window to -aw its life. Insurance 
about $S00. 
.\ bill substituting license for prohibition in 
respect to the sale ot intoxicating liquors ha- 
just passed both brandies of tile legislature of 
Michigan, which is the fourth state where simi- 
lar legislative measures haw been adopted 
w itliiu a few Weeks. 
A quiet, peaceable gentleman in Philadelphia 
has recently given up business, -cut hi- family 
into the country’, and calmly announces his de- 
termination of devoting the remainder of his 
lile to discovering the man who sent hitu a pav- 
ing stone by express, with #17 charges on it. 
Professor Baird will have a whole building in 
the < entenuial devote.I to ail exhibition of ti-li 
and ti-h culture, and models of very boat, 
vessel and seine used in capturing the ti-h. The 
Swedish government ha- appropriated loo,nun 
for a similar object. 
The Warren -hoe factory hasn't been a suc- 
ee>-, and the stockholders haw voted to sell tin* 
factory, stock and tools to the highest bidder, 
who w ill give a guarantee to run it, the amount 
received, if t hen be anything over and above the 
amount of the debt, to be di\ided among (lie 
stockholder-. 
A dog in Steubenville, < b, w a- so distressed 
at the death of it- young master lately that it 
would let no out at first, come near hi-body. 
When it was finally decoyed awav to another 
room, if refused to eat, and attacked every one 
who approached wilh such \ ioleuee that ii w a- 
sted for -afety's sake. 
The Press says that a three years old son of 
Mr. Kepeck of Portland died from eating poison, 
Saturday night. The family had left rat poison 
on the back stairs the night before, and the 
child got up early in the morning, amt before 
his parents knew of it, had eaten a quantity of 
the poison, lie died in a few hours. 
A drummer named Bradford, who travels for 
the Remington Sewing Machine Company was 
exhibiting a pistol to a fellow passenger bn the 
Knox and Lincoln road Thursday morning, when the weapon was accidentally discharged, 
in Hiding a wound in his knee, lie left the train 
at Damariscotta for treatment.. 
British ship Niagara, whieli arrive*! at New 
York on the 4th, .salt in her hold and :trs«nie 
above it. She experienced hea\ \ \v»*ather :m<I 
the arsenic was possibly mixed with some *>i 
the salt, as an analysis of some of the latter 
shows its presence. The salt was delivered t»* 
the \ arious consignees, but lias been telegraphed 
for, and if found to be poisoned will l»e de- 
stroyed. 
There was a lively time at New Britain, 
f’onn., Monday, during a performance of the 
Oriental circus* when the performing elephant, 
“Tippoo-Sultaii," broke away from his keeper, 
rushed through the side of the tent into the 
menagerie and through tin* outer canvas. IK* 
was captured, but broke aw ay again, and rushed 
through the crowd, though fortunately no one 
was injured, and was finally secured aud tied up. 
< nir correspondent writes : “There is a place 
at Riverside culled Alt. Tom, which years atro 
was the burial ground of the Indians. People have recently found relies of Indian warfare, such as arrows, spear heads and parts of human skeletons, home hoys at play recently found part ot a man's arm. This location overlooks 
the Kennebec, and is a picturesque spot, and there are many tales of Indian barbarity and 
blood-shed in connection w ith the early settle- 
ment of the place. | Lewiston Journal. 
News of the City and County. 
Business was brisk in our streets on Satur- 
day. 
Mayday was pleasant, but the crop "f flower- 
was very light. 
By and by shad will lie here. They are vers 
abundant in New York. 
Frank A. Greer, of Belmont, has been ad- 
mitted to practice law in the courts of this stab 
I.eeture at the North Church next Sabbath 
evening. Subject—" Infallibility, not Papal." 
The prospect i- that a large number of dw ell- 
ing bouses will be erected in this cite the -om- 
iug season. 
Frank B. knowlton has bought the McFar- 
land house, on High street, and will build on 
the lot in front m the house. 
Three wily baekmen now importune pa- 
seugers at the ears and boats, ami ills- us- tie 
merits of that number of hotels. 
Itev. Mr. Goodeuough. ot thi- city, ha- re- 
ceived a purse of g3o0 from hi- friend- in Ban 
got-, where he formerly preached. 
Potatoes have eomrneo -d to ‘tie over the 
railroad for shipment. They are for local bu- 
rrs and -hippers from the interior. 
.1. Y. Stearns has commenced the bunding 
of a dwelling house on l nion street, auo 
dames Crosby one on Bay \ irw street 
The sidew alk on Church street is getting vc: > 
bad, lint the street commissioner promises 
new one a- -non a- the iumbei an be out from 
Bangor. 
Steamer Kutahlin i- umlergi ", 
Meantime the Cambridge make- two trip- 
week, leaving the Penob-.wt n Mon-lays a 
Thursday -. 
Our advertiser* mu-t hand in their documents 
as early a- possible, if thev want u good slew 
Late’advertisement- are ipt f<» he -lighted 
the hurry. 
Mr. Wm. « \ la-t week received a m vv 
and elegant coach which he proposes to run 
j connection with the Phentx Hou-c. L tie 
! nicest one in town. 
l’lie divorce business was brisk at the *n 
term ot the court. Twelve discordant and 
ligerent couple- were cut apart by tin* pifviuc 
| hand of Judge Dickerson. 
The steamer Pioneer -moke stack ha- got * 
cable-tier kink it the top, which pive- her a 
ungainly appearance. A new .»nc ha- art *'*.• 
and will shortly be erected. 
The first evening in May wa- a haj Lmi- 
for the younger portion »f the community 
eonvey love sentiment- and eoufe> tioie rv 
cadi (fthcr by the exchange ot May basket 
>. II. Mathew- and Wm. !L Swan ha\e -m 
meneed t!i♦ foundation of their dwelling house- 
Uie-c houses will he :\s in structures, bunt fr* 
the-atm* de-igns. and will be on iinenr- t 
city. 
The Ladies* Temperance A-sociat -r. w 
hold their annual meeting at the Vestry >f tie 
I'niveisalist Church te xt >aturday. Mav Mb. 
it o’clock. All tile !nlic- are eordiaii) in \ it .-I 
to attend. 
The Ladies* < entennial ( ommi tt•-* :ne; m* 
Tuesday ifternoon, at the residence » Judge 
Dickerson, to make a rnmgements f<»r the gram 
Centennial Tea-party, to he held in tin- r 
June 17. 
The first ear of light freight, under the new 
express freight arrangement, arrived in tin- 
city on Tuesday evening 24 hour- from Bo- 
ton. it is sealed, and i- not spelled not11 
reaches Bell'a-i. (Mir merchant- will find this 
both speed) and convenient. 
Thr»*e dead bodies came to this if* Frida 
on the steamers—two on the outside boat, am.' 
one on the liichmond. They were the remuai- 
of Nicholas Schmitt, a former r* -ident. a a. 
of John II. (iilmore. and a Mr. I.as-ell 
Sea rsnnuit. 
It would «s though drtiMimi rs -■ one 
times conic into Maine with fjueer ideas con- 
cerning the people with whom they deal. I m 
following mi a postal aid wa- sent from a 
neighboring town b\ an agent to hi- firm ;•» 
Boston— 
('-. Ma\ I. Trade dull, and selling noth- 
ing at all. Price** no temptation, whatex* 
Tin v arc not green in these part- «- the' 
might be. * 
Some unknown hand ivcriitlv ta-himch an 
sent to our table an array of tiowers. as mi 
fill as the summer sk\ and fragrant tt- the men 
orv of the just. There were sinilax, fm h-ta- 
roses, pansies, geranium, verbena—all that 
attractive in flower-. es< cpt tin* trailing 
tus, the earliest darling m' tie* -pntig, that 
-end- up its -In blossoms on the margin a in* 
disappearing snow. and dot not tab- k nd: 1 
t he cares of cult i\ atiou. 
1 lie >II|UVIlie < OUT! :i«l|>)imieil lili.il > *0 .M e 
• lay, without an\ busines- of iinportau t" 
yoiul one report of last w**«*k I'll*- juries w»i 
dismissed on Frida\ 1 he followim* liv«»i 
nV*'re derived Sarah .1 \ndivws tr-• tu Kzra 
Andrews; >arah Lowell from Thonia- 1 we 
Lina S. .1 aekson from < has. 11. 1:i« k >n /.eh, 
II. Witziir from Henry Wit/ig. Man A Kerb* 
from Patrick Kerbv; Fred M. Keith from Lot’ 
I Keith; John Mur. h from Faustina Mur h 
Vmmnta M. Hullo* k from "-amuel \ Hullo,k 
Maria N.Di.ay from l.< and- r <*r* Matilda A 
Norton from HyronH, Norton; l 'horns- Hour i 
man fn*m Loisk:'l‘.*ei'-Imrm y h i- 11 1 
from Anna Tibhett-. 
ilous* eleaning Was gome •»» II u 
early in the morning put on his eld lotln 
lugged one of tht* carpets ini" tin- \.. I a 
went at it. He hanged and whang. 1 .t w 
elubs, tickled it with switches, an ; f rushed i; 
I with broom-. I'liei* ii turned ii and di ! 
likewise to tin'* other side. Then in* hoisted 
on the e lot lies line, and lid tin -am*' o\ »*r aga.n 
His hands \v**r«* blistered, his hail full of grit, 
and hi> u*»«- >tut!. *l with lint. He rolled up 
tin* arpet, lugged it into the entry and set 
down, with tin mental resolve that **ln 
d—*1 if In* shook another one." Just then tie- 
woman who lives in the other part of the lion— 
appeared with the *juer\—“Dot-tor, what m tm- 
world have you been doing w ith inv -pel 
It was as true as that Job had hoiK, that h 
had been shaking his neighbor'- ,u u I 
fancy that excavator of molar-* a-t* aiane n ,ui. 1 
and saying over .-US'- word- 
I he n**\t da> after the pn-omr- <■-, ,p. 
from tin* iail in this city, three <>i the depufv 
sheriff- who wer* in atteudam*. upiii u 
e*)urt, *|tiietly stole **tl with the * valent intern 
tion of capturing the runaways, ami gl\inga 
surprise to their brother "Hirers at the -airn 
linn*. Proceeding to "w mvill* tin tormei 
home of Morrithew, tin y hoped !*» find h*m 
there. Driving along tin* road near a \vom!-l"t 
about dark, tin v met two un*n who proved' 
he Morrithew and Treat. Hoth parties \\.*tv 
surprised. Tin* "Mi. r- hadn't expeefed t 
meet them -o .on. Th<•> Wer* n-.t n-uU 
The ‘juiek and prarti--*d **ye J .bn k wits tin 
lirst to reoogni/e, ami tin* woods near h> seem 
ed to possess especial attraction f*>r him. Tin 
ottieers started in pursuit witli raised pistol- 
As Jack dis*tppeatv»l In* ast hi-* crooked n--- 
over his shoulder and shouted as farewell 
•‘■'hoot and he • l——d.‘ Alter -hooting among 
the trees for a while without bringin down 
any gam**, the ere-l-l.d'eu •?!.. r- :,rn«* I 
■ 
He Hast. 
.Tail !>i in ri: a * >n H imnight 
last week, four per-mi- 'P**d fr«*m tin* jail 
in this city I>\ the u-e ol false key. The' 
were .J:i*-k Merrilhew ■ >; tii gold lump uoto 
riel \ his m*, mid CM-ip*- -unv arivsi); \ | 
Treal, und> r Oh day s •mutem*- for li»|u -i sell 
ing: and Fogmtv and Fain \ awaiting trial i... 
assault, rhe prisoners hiul made out of a tin 
spoon a key that would tit the lock of the out 
er door. Ii was tin* custom to allow these prN 
°ners tin* use ,,| the corridor during the day 
and to lock ihcm in the cells at night. At hall 
past s Un* turnkey, a hoy, went into tin* corn 
dor, locking the outside door, and leaving tin 
inner one ajar. The prisoners slipped into tly 
passage, fastened the inside door, thus keeping 
tin* turnkey in the eorridor, .1 with their faU* 
key unlocked the outside door, ami were at lib- 
erty. They scattered over the country, and 
have not been captured, flic key was dropped 
in the jail-yard, where it was found. It is in- 
geniously made, ami tits the lock very well. 
Six other prisoners were in the cells, and did 
not escape. There is need that tics matter ol 
the insecurity of the jail should he looked after. 
If either the jail, its securities, or the vigilam-c 
of the keepers, is out of ti\' the proper remedies 
should he applied. But these easy and whole- 
sale escapes are altogether too common. 
Another hutclier added to the police force. 
On Tuesday night some thief pried open a 
box at the post office, and tried others without 
success. 
Kmery Roardman, llsi|., was, on Monday eve- 
ning last, elected City Clerk, in place of J. M. 
Ruarduian, resigned. 
\ strain tug came from Raugor on Tuesday 
ml towed the seiir. Prescott Ilazeltine to that 
port, where she will takr a cargo. 
A governnii nt steamer, a lighthouse tender, 
" » in our harbor th< lirst of the week, liiek- 
tord furbished her with ilO.OOO brick. 
The Ci'v ( ouueil thinks that the city clock 
iua be repaired and made to keep time. Al- 
lard will try !ii> hand at it. 
1 be store of Owen (>. White, under the Jour- 
na offii w as entered by means of false kevs. 
"ii Tuesday night, and a quantity of tobacco 
stolen. 
The Railroad company are making a new 
;i1 form at ( itj Point, to facilitate the loading 
ad unloading of freight. It is evident that the 
management mean To do everything’ to ae- 
ommodate the people. 
i be T nitavi ii May Festival was a very 
■i" it .l ur. 1 a- May j ole dance by the 
in Iren t diugh attractive and inter- 
U e ;ed for the funds 
tl 1 .udie*- A>-ih iation. 
y1,'! the western freight has diminished 
i!i' F«-iiast railroad, the local traffic is 
■ Gillum. 1 quantities of lumber, ship 
'• potati.A are constantly coming in. 
•: 'Tuesday the' were unable to bring in all the 
• sht, lea vmg t hree cars behind. 
* > Ui r building in < arter's yard 
1 o’ ii. s. 4'haples i> m*ariv completed, 
etuiu tie noddle ot the month. 
■ i’’out :.;oo !,m>. three toasted, <*t very 
and thoroughly build vessel. She 
■ mimed t ii I,oui> \ < haples. 
•! l*o >r will «oi Monday next commence 
-lead b nil -v. «.»rty-eight in number. 
i.:m mm A .-i:> ordinance requires 
dial :!'!■> shall b. mu-nod before the loth of 
M IVopio who arc interested are notified to 
'lot tin- Sc\;.»u ibout tlieir disposal. 
i v- -Jj pmcut "I hay the pu-1 week has been 
hgh: V'T.n tew vessels being in port. 
V\\.nds. Mathews A Baker have loaded sell. 
M. < "inbs, hay. tor Charleston, S. ('. 
P bei A son have loaded sell. Mary F. Cush- 
Ibr Brunswick, Ga. Pitcher »V Gorham 
■ hviii.iiy sell Helen Marr with potatoes for 
utheiv, port. Mi l.m«\ .1 Pittsfield is 
I'i’Ilg -eh \ With at'**-- lor N<*w Bed- 
bard. Al ass. 
J‘ >!:n \ i.' i- •.mix*,. Belfast i- to enjoy 
* a■ treat, a< will b«* seen by tlie advertise- 
ment in nlay's paper. I’he mirth-provoking, 
■ m. and mimitaBarnabee will aj1pear at 
ilayfmal Hal! or: Tm -day evening next. Our 
n 'in >er his former appearance, 
b up main or- aught er was never heard 
bin th four wa’is. >ome people of nat- 
■ vourv./:age wie* were present have worn 
“tug ia-'f- ever -nice. If we were going to 
: ■" a dyspeptic! man. we should write 
i: thus—••) nw Barnabee. and attend his con- 
i't- •>'! evening for two weeks/* We know 
"f » man who !»eeame reconciled to the loss of 
ime. rhe pro- 
amn fuesd v< ning include some of 
Biirna!-*. 1---t pi* es,an«G aunot fail to please. 
He is the star of t ravelling humorists. Let there 
be a full house to greet him. 
Sf.w Lomu Advertiskmknts. Attention 
idled to the following notices. An afternoon 
daie-mg -chool in Hayt’ord Hall, by Prof. Whit- 
ten —The new firm of Porter Brothers, Sears 
* Mr friends in that vicinity will do w ell 
pa?:-"! i/c them, fhey make a good display 
>t.*<•!».—A"* ion -al*' oi sewing machines on 
tie- ah. b\ \\ K Morison.—<• T. Bead, ma- 
bmi-t.—iJi.-.-olui ion, by I A. Know Iron and 
* o.—Wells' Millinery display. He has a large 
assortment *4 n*-\v hat- with high sounding 
titles which will be sure to pleas* They are 
entirely new.— Andrews show an array of fig- 
ure- b»r hi-clothing that are extreme]v low.— 
( P 1 bi \ i- announce* a lot of Bullock River 
t1 'Ster- — 1 Colburn is in the market with 
u \v -ii'dv of boots, ,-hoe.x, trunk-, findings 
A1 He » ty- keeps stocked up with first 
1 lass artn i*-s.—II H. Johnson A Co. have just, 
returned from Boston with a rich stock of dry 
.rood.-, whi. h they are offering at low rates, 
lb-ad their advertisement in another column. 
I in* m -cling of tli» « 11 v Government Monday 
vening w us a ven long one, lasting nearly to 
midnight. \ large amount of business was 
done. *»f whi. h tin- following i- synopsis of the 
most import *,t The appropriations are $70,- 
*oo ft * r < u’"-. at xpcjiM*>; >40,/>0(* for Railroad 
b-b:: ontiugent expenses, salaries, 
A and " jono for tlit- support of poor. The 
Mayor mm Aldermen were made a committee 
-di). with the liquor agent. A. I>. Bean 
«- chosen ity liquor agent for the year. A 
ctiiion presented for a street lamp on Prim- 
rose Hill, at Honey's corner. A large number 
*f petitions for -idewalks, Allyne and Condon 
street <1 nto tlie city district. The 
main sewer in the rear of Woods, Mathews & 
Baker*- store- t</ be extended to the water near 
* '"p* A v«>*s wharf. The following new 
pi*i!"cmen added Havid Alexander, L. A. Sta- 
A. ■) Howard, Levi L. Robbins, Howard 
1 l I'aiik Gilbriih aud Klisha Harris. 
1‘G.i i:\n-. Jolni Fry**, aged 2S. hung him- 
'/ hi in, lurmerly owned by His father, 
! i-t week His purents were dead, and he was 
j’ tic bin*’ :u work for Madison Hisler. lb- 
bad been iu low .-nirits for some time. 
Lixcolnaiu.h. A young man, .sonofBenj. 
i«*ven-. living near the Pitcher Pond, was se- 
r* lv iniured on Saturday by being struck in 
ibe lac** bv a bat-stick which slipped from the 
bands of another boy, while playing ball. The 
•■heck ’■ ii \v-.i- broken and the flesh severely 
cut. 
Fkjiim.m. The members of the Freedom 
Lodtr<- J.o. of (K T., held a Necktie and Hand- 
kei hicf Kntertainment in the Academy Hall 
'■1-n Thursday eve. After the sale of the neck- 
ties there was a spelling match, of course. Air. 
t harles Smith took the prize. The second best 
peller was Mr. dohn Ifaskell an old gentleman 
niuetv-one year* of ago: he also read a select 
piece without the aid of glasses. After the 
-pelling-matrh there was the sale of handker- 
« hiets, and then all enjoyed themselves in their 
own way till twelve o’clock. The Lodge real- 
ized about twenty-live dollars.Rev. A. II. 
Moment will occupy the pulpit of the Congro- 
gationalist < hurchthe next four months. 
\ Fi\j. M.\< him:. On MTednes<lav the Bel- 
la-: Foundry Co. shipped on the steamer Pio- 
neer, ior Vinalhaven, a Xillson polishing ma- 
l>ine. just completed for the granite works at 
that pl;u *-. It is a massive and strongly built 
-t ructure, weighing three tons, about fourteen 
feet high, with a frame of nard pine timber, 
reinforced by iron. From the centre projects a 
.ointed lunh, much like the human arm, only 
huge ami massive. at the end of which is an ad- 
.I'i-'iibie iron dF<\ rarrying the polishing mater- 
ial, and making 100 revolutions a minute. It 
.** < apabie "t polishing block* of stone of 20 
feel long and 8 loot square. Much of the stone 
work now ordered for public buildings has to 
be polished, and thi> machine is designed to 
save the old and tedious processes, and do the 
work bv steam. This is the second machine 
ever built, and the largest one. it is a splendid 
piece of work, and is highly creditable to Air. 
Castle, who has given special attention toils 
■ onstruction. The company will build smaller 
machines of the kind for polishing marble. 
Masonic Matters. 
Portland, May 4. The Masonic Grand 
I oclgc met here tins morning. Grand Master David Cargill, ot Augusta, presiding. One hundred and thirty-eight Lodges were repre- sented out of one hundred and seventy-one 
and more arrived on later trains. The commit 
lee returns reported 18,07:1 members, being an increase of 555 during the year. Officers elect- 
ed; Albert Moore of North Anson. Grand Mas- 
ter; Edward I’. Burnham of Saco, Deputy Grand Master; Will. O. Poor of Belfast, .Sen- ior Grand Warden; Charles I. Collamore of 
liangor, .Junior Grand Warden; Moses Dodge 
Vi Grand Treasurer; Ira Berry of 1 on land. Grand Secretary. Adjourned until 
Wednesday. 
Grand Royal Arch Chapter met at seven this 
evening. I lurty-seven chapters in the State 
were represented. The following officers were elected; Henry L. Paine of Portland, Grand High Priest: Arlington B. Marston of Bangor, Deputy G. II. P.; Joseph M. Hayes of Bath, G.R. King; FrancesF. Faulkner of Turner, 
Grand Scribe; Rufps H. HInkley of Portland, 
Grand Treasurer; Ira Berry of Portland, Grand 
.Secretary. 
Arch-Bishop Williams’ Investiture. 
Boston, May 2. The consecration cere- 
monies oi investiture of Archbishop Wil- 
liams to-day in the immense new cathe- 
dral, in this city, attracted thousands, and 
though the capacity of the building is but 
4,000, there were fully 10,000 surround- 
ing it by 0 o'clock this morning. The Chief 
ol Police, with a torce of 150 patrolmen 
was present and with difficulty managed 
to keep that pant of Washington street 
open lor travel. 
1\ lieu the doors were thrown open the 
building was speedily packed full, Gov- 
ernor Gaston, Mayor Cobb and other 
prominent personages having seats in the 
middle aisle, At 10iSS the Ecclesiastical 
procession entered from a door on the 
north transept and proceeded to the sanc- 
tuary. 
Cardinal McCloskey ha\ ing seated hint- 
self on his throne, which was on the Epis- 
tle side of the altar, Pontitical High Mass 
was begun, the celebrant being Tit. Rev. 
Bishop McNierney ol Albany, X. V., Chief 
Priest: Very Rev. P. E. Eindou, Vicar 
General Deacon : Rev. Father Regan. Sub 
Deacon; Rev. Father Ryan, Chief Master 
of Ceremonies; Rev. Father Metcalf, Chan- 
cellor of the Diocese,. Among the Bishops 
present were observed Archbishop Bayley 
of Baltimore, and Bishops O’Reilley of 
Springfield, Hendrieken ol Providence, 
Goesbriand ol Vermont. Healy of Port- 
land and Laughlin of Brooklyn) X. Y. 
At the conclusion of the impressiye ser- 
vice the “Brief" in Latin was read and the 
Archbishop-elect replied in the same lan- 
guage. The oath was then administered 
by ( ardinal McCloskey, who placed the 
pallium on His shoulders. The Archbishop 
then intoned a portiob of a psalm and end- 
ed the ceremonies with a benediction. 
At one o’clock a banquet was given by 
the resident clergy in the basement of the 
cathedral to the Archbishop and papal 
ambassadors. At the banquet addresses 
were presented to the Cardinal, Mgr. Rou- 
cott.i, Archbishop William- and to Bishop 
Healy A gold cross was also presented 
to Archbishop Williams. In the evening 
the distinguished personages were the 
guests of the Catholic Union of Boston, 
and a reception was given in the Hall of 
the Boston College, the members of the 
Union attending in lull dress. 
LirUs Cham:i-;s. Nine1 years ago Mr. 
and Mrs. Nicholas Smith of Sacramento 
had plenty of money, but no children. To 
meet this deficiency in their household, 
they decided to adopt a child. Mrs. Ladd, 
a widow, had a girl baby and no money 
to support it or herself They talked the 
subject over, and the upshot was that the 
baby was transferred to the Smiths, under 
a written contract stipulating that, the 
mother relinquished all claim to her child. 
Nine years have changed the circum- 
stances of these folks. Mrs. Ladd that 
was is now Mrs. Golden, the wife of a 
wealthy man; the Smiths are destitute, 
and the adopted girl is an uneducated hoy- 
den. Under these altered fortunes, Mrs. 
Golden wanted her daughter back again, 
but the Smiths loved the girl as their own 
and would not part with her, although 
their poverty urged a bargain. At length 
Mrs. Golden sued tor the recovery other 
daughter, and the decision has just been 
rendered in Iter favor. The little girl, 
who had never been told that the Smiths 
were not her parents cried bitterly at part- 
ing w ith them, and their grief was intense. 
Mrs. Golden, too, affected by joy at get- 
ting her daughter and grief at her daugh- 
ter’s refusal to recognize her, wept with 
the rest. 
George 11. Greeley, thirty years old, 
and formerly a bookkeeper for .J. 8. Em- 
ery & Co., ship brokers, 151 State street, 
was in the Municipal Court, yesterday, 
and held in the sum of §10,00b for trial at 
the Superior Court on the charge of em- 
bezzlement Messrs Emery & Co. have 
in their employ several sea captains who 
iiave been in the habit ot depositing bonds 
for safe keeping with the firm. These 
bonds have been deposited in the Union 
Safety Vaults, and Greeley had access ol 
them. On the return of one of the cap- 
tains he desired his bonds, and when Mr. 
Emery went to get them he found that 
they had been taken, the amount in all be- 
ing $7500. Of these bonds $2500 were 
owned by Capt. Ilallett, $:!000 by Capt. 
Cook, nnd $1511(1 by Capt. llemmcnwav. 
[Boston I’ost. 
A government detective has been puk- 
ing around Belfast looking after Simpson’s 
pet collector, Barnabas Roberts, and finds 
things looking pretty badly for the codfish 
man. Some ot the leading Republicans of 
the district make formal changes as fol- 
lows : 
First. That the Collector continually violates 
the law requiring him to reside at Belfast, by 
living in a town ten miles awav. 
Second. That he systematically neglects the 
business of his office. 
Third. That fie corruptly and fraudulently 
withholds lrom subordinates a portion of their 
salaries. 
i he evidence of the last two points is 
said to be very full and damaging to Bar- 
nabas. A deputy collector, who holds a 
sinecure position, is paid a salary ol $1 ,- GOO ;i year, but receives only about one 
quarter of the amount, the rest; being kept 
by Roberts. A\’e really hope Barnabas 
will not be removed, "because it is such 
fun to see Simpson go for him. [Rock- 
land (Ipinion. 
.Ridging 1 tv the quantities of neat looking 
cases, labelled “Quaker Bitters,” which meet 
our view, at all the wharves, depots and on the 
Streets, the Proprietors are finding the reward 
ot their persevering energy : and are reaping a golden harvest. Quaker Bitters is one of the 
very lew really good Tonic and restorative pre- 
parations in the market; we believe it general- 
ly performs what is burned for it, and it so The 
favor with which it is received is well deserved 
and we notice it with pleasure. 
The lifeless body of Rose Sewell, a white 
woman, the dissolute wife of a colored man, 
was found Saturday morning on the floor of her 
lodgings, in Boston. The body was badly 
burned and appearances indicate that she was 
killed in a carousal the previous night by three 
colored men, and Hie body afterwards burned 
to avoid detection. The negroes are under ar- 
rest. 
Tliis is Kentucky’s centennial year. One hun- dred years ago Richard Henderson purchased front the Indians all Kentucky soutii ot Ken- 
tucky River, Daniel Boone surveyed the pur- chase for him, Boone completed’ the fort at 
Boonsborough, in Madison county ids wife and 
daughters came as the first women to Kentucky, and t he first sermon was preached at the Big 
Spring, in Harrodsburg, Mercer county. 
Said a colored Georgia preacher: “Dar’s rob- 
bing and stealin’all around. Dar’s de Beecher 
business, de AA'oodhull business, Sumner is dead, 
tornadoes comes whoopin' around, de Freed- 
man’s Bank as busted, and it 'pears as it de end 
was nigh, mighty clus at hand." 
AV. S. Calhoun, (colored) a prominent Grand 
Parish, La., politician, lias been convicted of 
forcing a quit-claim deed whereby lie attempted 
to defraud a former mistress of $20,000. 
Cause and effect. Judge Pierrcpont gave 
§25,000 to aid Grant’s election, and Grant lias 
appointed Judge Pierrcpont Attorney-General. 
I Boston Post. 
Mr. Henry Mdntire who drove the first four 
horse stage from Portland to Brunswick in 1803, 
is still living and resides at New Sharon, enjoy- 
ing good health at the age of 93 years. 
Miss Ida Greeley was married at tlie residence 
of John K. Cleveland, in New York, on Satur- day,to Col. Nicholas Smith. The occasion was 
ft very brilliant one. 
Manv persons who, within the past few mouths, have gone to California in the hope of finding plenty of work at high wages, arc com- 
ing back. 
In the preparation of epitaphs, says a 
noted writer, nothing is so desirable as 
conciseness. We do not remember to 
have seen a more concise statement of a 
man's virtues than ate contained in tint 
following, from an Oregon paper: 
The angels to-night, in the mansions of light. 
Are a waltz in' round Anthony Mink : 
lie was faithful and kind, as any j oil’ll find, 
And gin was his favorite drink. 
Thanks from the Depths of the Heart. 
AVki.i.ixotox, Lorain Co., O., Aug. 24, 1874. 
Hr. It. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N\ Y.: 
Hear ,S7>—Your medicines, Golden Medical 
Discovery, Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Itemedy, have 
proved of the greatest service to me. Six 
months ago no one thought that I could possibly live long. J had a complication of diseases,— 
scrofula, manifesting itself in eruptions and 
great blotches on my head that made such sorce 
that 1 could not have iny hair combed without 
causing me much suffering; also causing swollen 
glands, tonsils enlarged, enlarged or “thick 
neck,” and large and numerous boils. I also 
suffered from a terrible Chronic Catarrh, and in 
fact I was so diseased that life was a burden to 
me. I had tried many doctors with no benefit. 
I finally procured one-half dozen bottles of your 
Golden Medical Discovery and one dozen Sage’s 
Catarrh Remedy and commenced their use. At 
first I was badly- discouraged, but after taking 
tour bottles of the Discovery I began to im- 
prove, and when I had taken the remaining I 
was well. In addition to the use of Discovery 
1 applied a solution of Iodine to the Goitre or 
thick neck, as you advise in pamphlet wrapping, 
and it entirely disappeared. Your Discovery is 
certainly the most wonderful blood medicine 
ever invented. 1 thank God and you, from the 
depths of my heart, for the great good it has 
done me. Verv gratefully, 
MRS. L. CHAFFEE. 
Most medicines which are advertised as blood 
purifiers and liver medicines contain either 
mercury, in some form, or potassium and iodine 
variously combined. All of these agents have 
strong tendency to break down the blood cor- 
puscles, and debilitate and otherwise perma- 
nently injure the human system, and should 
therefore be discarded. Dr. Pierce’s Golden 
Medical Discovery, on the other hand, being 
composed of the fluid extracts of native plants, 
barks and roots, will in no case produce injury, 
its effects being strengthening and curative 
only. Sarsaparilla, wliieh'used to enjoy quite a 
reputation as a blood purifier, is a remedy of 
thirty years ago, and may well give place as it is doing, to the more positive and valuable veg- 
etable alteratives which later medical investiga- 
tion and discovery has brought to light. In 
Scrofula or King’s Evil, White Swellings, Ulc- 
ers, Erysipelas, Swelled Meek, Goitre, Scrofu- 
lous Inflammations, Indolent Inflammation, 
Mercurial effections, Old Sores. Eruptions of 
the Skin and Sore Eyes as in all other blood dis- 
eases Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery 
lias shown its great remedial powers, curing 
the most obstinate and intractable cases. Sold 
by all dealers in medicines. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
Fuonomu ai. New Food. 25cents will buy 
a package of Sea Moss Farine, made from pure 
Irish Moss, which will make 50 kinds of dishes, 
such as cakes, pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts 
of custards, jellies, creams, Charlotte Russe, 
bianc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and 
Grocers. 1 yr. 
A young lady while out walking heard, for 
the first time, her mother’s intention to marry 
again, and she wasobliged to sit rigid down and 
cry about it. Slip could not go a step-father. 
Tlie seeds of consumption can tie destroyed 
by the use of Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam. 
Don't delay its use till too late. 
A young lady having read about a man ha\ itig 
invented a stove which consumes its own smoke, 
hopes lie will devise a method w hereby tobacco- 
smokers can be run on the same economical 
principle. 
The expenditure of brain power too early or 
loo severely in children often results in physical 
debility: the use of Fellows" Ilvpophosphites 
exerts a singularly happy effect i'll such eases. 
Do make yourselves at homo, ladies," said a 
lady one day to her visitors. "Pm at home my- 
self, and 1 wish you all were!" 
Kidney diseases, dropsy and ail diseases of 
the urinary organs can be cured by the use of 
Hunt’s Remedy. Thousands 1 hat have been 
given up by their physicians to die have been 
cured by Hunt’s Remedy. Try it. 
An old lady gave as her idea of a great man : 
“One who is keerful of Ids clothes, don’t drink 
sperets, ken read the Bible without spelling 
the words, and eat a cold dinner on wash-day 
without grumbling.” 
Caution. Purchasers of the Peruvian Syrup 
(a protected solution of the protoxide of Iron) 
are cautioned against being deceived by any of 
the preparations of Peruvian Bark, or Bark 
and iron, which may be offered them. F \amine 
tlie bottle before purchasing, and he sure and 
get the "Peruvian Syrup” (not Peruvian Bark.; 
Dean Swift says : “It is with narrow-souled 
people as it is with narrow-necked bottles; the 
less they have in them the more noise they make 
in pouring it out." 
Stop That Cough. 
Nu pulmonary complaint however obstinate, 
can resist the healing influence of I)u. Morris’ 
Syrup or Tar. Wild Cherry and IIore- 
lioi'Nii. Nothing that we have ever sold acts 
so promptly and effectually, in coughs, colds, 
hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all diseases 
of the throat, lungs and chest leadingto con- 
sumption. It is a certain cure for Whooping | 
Cough and Croup. Contains no opium and is 
pleasant to take. Cough worn victims whose 
lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms that 
threaten to choke them. And speedy relief in its 
use. Trial size 10 cents. Ask for Mr. Morris’ 
Syrup, take no otlipr. Sold by Wm. O. Poor 
& Son Belfast, Alfred Hooper, Searsport, 
A.,I. .Iordan, Orland. .). W. Perkins ,t Co.. 
Portland, General Agents. Ivrlii 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS. 
When you visit or leave the City of NEW YORK, 
save annoyance and expense of carriage hire and 
stop at the CillAMI* V.VIOI HOTEL, op- 
posite the CRAND C ENTRAL DEPOT. It has over 
3.'*0 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an 
expense of $000,000. Elevator, steam and all mod 
eru improvement*. European Plan. The REM- 
T AURAUBTh. l.uwh < -uniter and Wine Pnorn« 
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish. 
I he cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single per 
son, $l,f»o anil $2 per day ; rich suites for families 
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and 
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money 
at the HRA N L) UN1< >N, than at any other first-class 
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel 
every minute for all parts of the City. 0. F. & W. 
D. HARRISON, Managers. lvrsplO 
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. 
Every moment of delay makes your cure more 
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice 
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of 
Dr. .Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con 
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to 
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See 
Dr. .Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates 
ol many persons of the highest respectability, who 
have been restored to health, after being pronounced 
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability. 
Schenck’* Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as 
these evidences will show; but the cure is often’pro- 
moted by the employment of two other remedies 
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese 
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic 
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these 
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cer- 
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be 
cured. 
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston, 
on the following Wednesdays, from to 3 o’clock 
dan. 13th and 2?th, Feb. loth and 24th, and March 
loth and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough 
examination of the lungs, with the Respirometor, 
the price is $.r). 
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal of- 
fice, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, 
every Monday, where all letters of advice must b<* 
addressed. 
MARRIED. 
In this city, May 3d, by I. M. Board man, Esq., Mr. 
Francis P. Patterson and Miss Mary E. Mixer, both 
of Belfast. 
In this city, April 27tli, by Rev. Albert A. Ford, 
Mi. J. E. Jackson and Miss Mary A. Keen, both of 
Belfast. 
In Camden, April lrth, Mr. George R. Young of 
Lincoluville, and Miss Sarah E. Sherman of Cam- 
den. 
In Rockland, April 2fith, Mr. DeFloris Mills of 
Rockland, and Miss Nellie Clifford of Rockport. 
In Newcastle, April 21st, Mr. Wellington J. Fowle 
of Westport, and Ella (J. Pool of Wiscasset. 
In Ellsworth, April 17th, Mr. Lewis Flood and 
Mrs. Isa J. Eastman, both of Ellsworth. 
In Ellsworth, April 20th, Mr. Rinaldo Dow and 
Miss Sarah G. March, both of Ellsworth. 
In Waltham, April 23d. Mr. Horace II. Dickey 
and Miss Sylvina Mclntire, both of Waltham. 
In Bluehill, April 21st, Mr. Garrick Herrick and 
Miss Nellie Y. Blake, both of Bluehill. 
In New York City, April 29th, by the Rev. Dr. Ar 
mitage, Oscar W. Pitcher of Belfast and Miss Hattie 
M. Carman of New Turk City. No cards. 
DIED. 
Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Annie and Age 
must be paid for.) 
Tn this city, May 1st, Joseph W. Perkins, aged 
55 years. 
In Northport, April 27th, Hiram W. Dodge, aged 
IS years and 19 days. 
In Searsport, April 27th, Hattie McG., daughter of 
Capt. A. \ Nickels, aged 2 years, 9 months and 15 
days. 
In Rockland, April 23d, Lois, wife of Capt. Zenas 
Shaw, aged 44 years, 4 months and 21 days. 
In Rockland, April 26th, Margaret G., relict of 
Peter Richardson, aged 76 years and 6 months. 
In Warren, Aprii 21 st, Francis Seiders, aged 74 
years. 
In Woldoboro,April 18th.Mrs. Catharine Overlock, 
aged 78 years and 8 months. 
In Newcastle. April 20th, Daniel Hopkins, aged 
78 years. 
In Newcastle, April 7th, Mrs. Nancy, widow of 
the late Samuel Averill, aged 91 years aiid 6 raos. 
In Ellsworth, April 8th, Elsia R. Holt, aged 65 
| years. 
In Frankfort, May 1st, Lewis, youngest sou of 
late Capt. Andrew Tyler, aged 22 years. 
11? Ellsworth, April 15th, Mrs. Clarindu Potter, 
wife of Mr. A lieu A. Potter, aged 37 years. 
In Klbworth, Ajwil 22d, Mr. Peleg Stanwood, aged 
81 years. 
lu Ellsworth, April 22d, Harry, son of Edward 
and Alice Green, aged 3 years. 
In Ellsworth, April 22d, Bertlia Agnes, daughter 
of Stephen and Mary Monaghan, aged 18 months. 
In West Surry, Anril 14th, Clara Bernice, daught- 
er of Edwin T. and Florence E. Carter, aged 2 years, 
8 months and 22 days. 
At Prospect Ferry, April 24th, Trueman M son 
of George E. and Ruth M. Lothrop, aged 2 years, 2 
months, and 14 days. 
Heaven has gained another treasure, 
Earth the lowly casket keeps; 
And the birds will love to linger Where our darling Truemy sleeps. Jn Lnmoine, April llth, Mr. Eugene W. Huckins, 
son ot Mrs. Edward Huckins, afhd 17 years. I u Franklin, Anril 24th, Hattie, daughter of Gil- 
,r.r I',1,1' Han'u'h Havey, aged 9 years and 2 months In iilurhill, April 22il, Mr. John Clay, aged 7(i vrs 
in Gardiner, April 30tli, Maud I... oldv child of 
I»r A. K. 1*. and Myra E. titrout, aged lil months 
and 20 days. 
Hushed the sound around our home, 
Vainly our hearts have bled ; 
Sadly upon us conies the truth, 
Our little Maude is dead. 
With anguish deep we part with thee, 
With grief no words can tell; 
We say to thee, dear angel girl, 
Sweet Maudle, rest thee well. 
Little Maude was a bright, interesting child, al 
most idolized by her parents and loved and petted 
by their friends. There were many anxious Hearts 
when it Was first known that she was stricken with 
that dread disease—scarlatina, but neither love nor 
skill could save. We know words of comfort must 
sound hollow to her sorrowing parents, but they 
have the heartfelt sympathy of many who knew and 
loved their little one. [Gardiner Reporter. 
SHIP NEWS. 
_PORT OF BELFAST, 
ARRIVED. 
April 27th, sells. Empire, Ryan, Boston: Nile, 
Oliver, Bath. 
April 2‘Jth, Regulator, Grant, Bangor; Gazelle, 
Hatch, Pembroke. 
April 30th, Mary F. Cushman, Walls, Ellsworth; 
Avail, Walker, Brookline; J. G. Drew, Wadlin, 
Portland. 
May 1st, Earl, Cunningham, Boston; Lizzie Poor, 
Dickey, Boston. 
May 2d, Nathan Cliflord, Carter, Orland. 
SAILED. 
April 20th, sells. Paragon, Darby, Wilmington. April 27th, sells. 3Iurtha Weeks, Somes, 311.Desert 
April 2Stli, sells. 3Iary Farrow, Foss, Boston; 
Cameo, Patterson, Boston; 3Iary Patten, -, Savannah : R. L. Kenney, Tolman Camden. 
April 30th, sells. W. (i. Eadic, Ryder, Dix Island; 
Banner, Pattershall, Rockland; Jas. Bliss, Hatch. Brunswick. 
May 1st, schr. I*. 31. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s 
Harbor. 
31ay 2d, sells. 3Iary F. Cushman, Walls, Bruns- 
wick, Ga; Lillian, Ryan, Boston; AbbyGale, West, 
Bangor; Brig Lizabel, Chapman, Boston. 
May 3d, sens. Nathan Clifford, Carter, New York. 
GO TO 
C. R. DAVIS 
AND TRY THOSE NICE 
Bullock River Oysters 
EV'EKTIlNrGr 
-( WITH !- 
BARNABEE! 
HAYFORD HALL, 
Tuesday Evening, May 11, 
Barnabee I u Fine Bass Solos. 
Barnabee In Mr. Brown’s Serenade. 
Barnabee «ye1'ar“9ttndthe ClilJ 
Vkz'-v/'-v As Darius Green with his I3ctlIlctU00 Flying Machine. 
Barnabee With the Cork Leg. 
Barnabee Ah Blue Beard. ! 
Barnabee On the Annexation of Cuba. 
Barnabee In his Great Character of the I 
UNPROTECTED FEMALE. 
Tvliss Bersis Bell, 
The Talented Young Lady Violin Soloist. 
Tvlr. BE. N'T. Dow, 
The Accomplished Pianist. 
Tickets 50 Cts. Reserved Seats75 Cts. 
Now on Sale at Woodcock’s Book Store. 
GO TO 
C. R. DAVIS, 
AND TRY THOSE NICE 
Bullock River Oysters 
New Goods ] 
H. H. Johnson & Co., 
Invites utinntion to their Elegant Stock of 
X E W 
Spring <fc Summer DressGoods 
Which they utter at greatly reduced prices. 
Especial attention is called to their Large Stock o 
New A/I Wool Camel's Hair Plaids 
and Plain Goods for Suitings, 
also Twilled Serges. 
STEEL vlND GREY GOODS, 
in every Grade. 
GUINET BLACK SILKS, 
in all grades. 
SILK POPLINS, 
In Variety of Shades, which cannot be surpass- 
ed for Quality and Cheapness. 
Black Brilliantines, Mo- 
hairs, Alpacas from 25 to $1.25. 
A SPLENDID LINK OF 
Black Cashmeres 
IN ALL op iDBii. 
Heavy and Fine Drap'd Fte, 
IoR LADIKS’ SACQUF.s. 
1 INK CO LORE I) 
Alpacas aiul Mohaiis 
25 Cents Per Yard! 
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OK 
Paisley Shawls 
and Striped do. 
Woolen Shawls! 
IN ALL GRADES. 
SUN UMBRELLAS, 
Parasols & Sun-shades! 
IN KVKKV VARIETY'. 
Alim* Assortment ol’SACK TRIMMINCS consist- 
ing ol- 
Thread. Malta and Yak Laces, 
—A L S O— 
Fringes, Passementerie Loops 
ORNA MENTS ! 
The Largest Assortment of 
NECK TIES, HAMBURGS 
FANCY GOODS! 
Ever offered in this market. 
Ladies call and examine our Large Stock of line 
HAIR SWITCHES 
Recently received from New York, which are 




Ladies will please call and examine our LARGE 
and well selected Stock of 
Bonnets, Hats. Flowers and 
Feathers ! 
Which we feel confident cannot be surpassed in 
variety or style in this city. 
-GSF*New Goods received every Boat. 
H. H. Johnson & Co. 
May 5, 1875.—44 




CAPT, WM. FARNSWORTH 
Will run until further notice as follows : Leave Bel- 
fast, Sanford’s wharf, for Brooksville on Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Saturday at 9 A. M., on Thursday, 
3 F. M. 
HKT1JR1VIVG, 
Leave Brooksville for Belfast on Monday, Thurs, 
day, and Friday at 7 :15 A. M., on Tuesday at 3 F. 31. 
touching at Castine and Islesboro each way. 
FARE: 
from Belfast to Islesboro or Castine or return, .75 
Brooksville $1.00 
Between Islesboro and Castine .40 
Brooksville .50 
" Castine .‘-'5 
Freight Taken at Fair Rates ! 
Morning boats to Belfast will leave Castine at 7 30 
and Islesboro at 8 .15. Afternoon boats, Castine 3 :15 
Islesboro at 4. Thursdays morning boat to Belfast 
returns same day. Tuesday morning’s boat from 
Bel last Return same day. 
If. J. Locke agent at Belfast, Benj. Ryder agent at 
Islesboro, Hooper & Shepherd agents at Castine, 
Win. Wasson agent at Brooksville. 






SATURDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 15. 
MR. J. C. WHITTEN, 
Respectfully announces that he will open a 
first-class Dancing School for Misses, Masters 
and young Ladies, a Term of Twelve Les- 
sons, Saturday afternoons. 
Mr. Whitten will give instructions in the latest 
and most improved Styles of Modern Dancing. Also 
strict attention will be given to genteel deportment. 
Hours of Tuition from 2 to 4 P. M. 
Terms per Scholar, $2.00. 
Parents admitted to School. 
Belfast, May 1,1875.—2wl4. 
Spring & Summer 
-1 STOCK OF- 
Boots & Shoes 
-A 'I'- 
W. T. Colburn’S 
SHOE STORE. 
1 have replenished my Stock with a Large 
and Fuslnonable Assortment of 
Ladies’. Gents’ & Children's 
t i .\ t: 
Boots, Shoes, Slippers Ac., 
SUITABLE FOB 
Spring and Summer|Wear. 
Also, a very large Stork of Coarser and Cheaper 
work. If customers will give me a call, I will give them prices gQ YjQ\y that it will please them. 
A LARGE STOCK OF 
LEATHER AND FINDINGS 
ALWAYS ON HAND. 
Also a Splendid Stock of TRUNKS, VALISES 
anti TRAVELLING BAGS. 
W. T. COLBURN. 
City Block, High Street, i 
Belfast, May f», U7;>.—O.w-H 





nplJF. undersigned have lately returned from Bos JL ton with a Large Stock of the following goods 
Cloths, Clothing, Gents, 
Furnishing Goods, 
READY MADE CLOTHING, 
Rubber and Oil Clothes, 
CARPETINGS 
Of all descriptions. 
FURNITURE, 
Brackets, Trunks,Valises, Paper 
Hangings, Curtains, &e., &o. 
Having purchased ihe interest of Mr. Webber, of 
the Finn of Webber & Porter, we are p-epured to do 
T ATT fTRTXrn in the latest Style, and wur- 
■* KJ rant a Perfect l it in every 
case. We also have on hand and manufacture to 
CASKETS AND COFFINS 
of every description. Having secured the services 
of a tirsr-class workman, we are prepared to do all 
kina «.rpTT rxITURE RE P AIR ING 
and PHOLS-IhlUXO, riclurr Flaming, Ac. 
(.'all and examine our goods and we will satisfy 
you with both price ami quality. 
Porter Brothers, 
SEARSPORT. ME. mipnw44 
AUCTION! 
w ILL be Sold at Public Auction on 
Saturday, May 15. at 10 o’clock, A. M. 
At Storer's Auction Store, Phenix Row, Belfast, 
a large lot of new and second-hand SLAVING MA- 
CHINES, comprising 
2 New Florence. 
I New Elias Howe. 
I New Wilcox & Gibbs. 
I A. B. Howe, almost New. 
1 Singer, Improved. 
2 Grover & Baker. 
I Davis. I Finkle & Lyon. I Weed. 
I Wheeler & Wilson, and 10 other lirst-class 
second-hand Machines, all in fair running order and 
warranted to sew. New Machines and full instruc- 
tions given free. Sale positive. 
jfc^-Eor further particulars apply to 
w. K. MORISON, 
Belfast, Maine. 
May I, l.-C.-,. -'.Iw-H 
WELLS’ 
THE LATEST STYLES OF 
MILLINERY! 
Now in Stock from our own selection, all the de- 
sirable styles of Ladles’ Hats, in part, such as the 
Keilog, Viven. Derby & English 
Walking Hat, Misses School 
Hats from 50 Cents up. 
Ribbons. Flowers &c. 
I have secured the services of a lirst-class Milliner, 
Miss Alice M. Brown, who will give eutire satis- 
faction to all, even the most fastidious. 
Hats Bleached, Pressed or Colored in the latest 
Shapes. Yours Respectfully, 
_ 
B. F. WELLS. 
Money Wanted! 
OIK STOCK to be immediately sold out lor Cash. Head a few of our prices. 
I TUNE BLACK ALL LINED PANTS & VEST only $4 00 
Fine all wool pants and vests to match> warranted Custom Slade, only *550, 
worth $8.50. 
f 
ONLY A FEW MORE LEFT. FINE BLACK Broad Cloth Coats $5.50. 
A GREAT BARGAIN' BLUE BROAD CLOTH Coats only $6.50, never before sold less than 810.00. 
9ff PAIRS MORE LEFT, MENS’ WORKING Pants only 85o. per pair. 
All wooldiagnol coats and vests only 89-50. they are our own manufacture 
and warranted. 
A FULL LINE of WOOLENS FOR MENS’ and Boys’ wear. Constantly on hand, and 
selling very low. 
BOY’S SUITS, COATS, PANTS AND VESTS, only 86.50 Per Suit. 
^^Please call early if you would secure a Good 
Bargain. 
Boston Clothing Store, No. 1 Hay- ford Block, Belfast. 
ANDREWS. 
G-. T READ, 
MACHINIST! 
DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF 
Sewing Machine Needles 
AND ATTACHMENTS. 
'♦'Particular attention given to Model Making and Sewing Machine Repairing. Shot Guns Repair- ed and Bored to shoot close. 




A LARGE AN-D DESIRABLE STOCK OF FURN ITL’RE HAS JUST BEEN' RECEIVED 
J. L. LOCKE, 
No. 11 PHENIX ROW, 
Consisting of New and Elegant Styles ol 
Chamber Sets, Parlor Suits, 
Tables, and Chairs of all kinds, 
Mirrors, Brackets. Feathers, 
Feather Beds, Mattresses 
&c., &c., &c. 
Besides this new addition to his Extensive Stock, he has constantly on hand all such articles as are 
usually touud in Eurniture IVarerooms, which he 
proposes to sell at the 
Cheapest Living Rates. 
CASKETS 
Both Walnut, Rosewood and 
Metallic, of all Styles and 
Grades, Coffins all Styles 
Supplied at the Low 
est Prices, and at 
Short Notice. 
J. L. LOCKE, 
KTo. 11 Phenix Row, Belfast 
3mos43 
Mrs. Richards 
—a x D— 
Miss Southworth, 
A HE NOW OPENING A 
New and Selected Assortment 
-O F- 
SpmgS Sim Miliary! 
Ladies please eall and examine. No. 11 Main St, 
Belfast, April it), lsrf*.—4w43 
FRED ATWOOD, 
Wintorpart, Maine, 
M AN! EATl• It Kits’ AGEN T, 
tV holesale and Itotail Dealer in Every description ol 
Agricultural Implements. 
MOWIX<i MACHINES, CULTIVATORS. HORSK 
BARKS, HARROWS, NORSK HOKS, HORM-. 
P O W K US, TH RKSHIN < MAC HI X KS, 
WOOD-SAW INC MACH IN KS, 
PLOWS OF EVERY VARIETY. 
Hay, Straw ami Root Cutters—Hand or Power. 
Lawn Mowers, Harden and Field Rollers, 
Hand-Carts and Wheelbarrows. 
Cider Mills, Cotfee, Spice and Hrist Mills—Hand or 
Power. Cucumber wood and American Sub- 
merged Pumps, Wind-mills, Automatic Pumps tor 
Farms and Railroads, Dumb Bells, Sash 
and Hitching Weights. 
A large line of Steel and Swivel Plows, including the 
Celebrated Silver Eagle. 
NEW CHARTER OAK SWIVEL. 
Potato Diggers and Planters, Bag Holders, Wagon j Jacks, \\ nipplotrees-Double or Single, steam- 
boat, Railroad and Platform Trucks Ox 
^ okes and Bows. Plow Beams and 
11 a n d I.s. 
Clit*4‘.«i4* Factory ami I>;tir_v Funililitn^ 
(xooiR, Stationary ami S*orfatil4k 
Steam Engine**. 
Ilay Spreader^, Loaders and Hav Fork-. Iron and 
Wood Work "f any kind’and in any 
•juantity. at short notice. 
Trade supplied at Manufacturers’ prices, lerms 









WE hereby inform our friends, acquaintances and the public generally, that we have b ased 
one of the stores in the New Block near the Shoe 
Factory, on Main Street, wiiere we will be pleased 
to see them all at any and all times, and show them 
our goods which we will sell at as LOW or LOW EH 
Prices than they can be purchased in Maine. 
Stock New & Fresh 
Shall make a specialty of keeping on hand everv 
thing in the line of 
Farmer's Furnishing Goods, 
And propose to make our Store the Farmers’ Head 
quarters and 
Farmers’ Exchange 
For Waldo County. 
Farming* Tools 
Of every description, Plows, Harrows Horse Hoes, 
Cultivators, Road Scrapers, Shovels, Forks, &c., St> 
Also a full line of Field and Garden Seeds. 
Please call and examine before purchasing else i 
where. 
IRVIN CALDERWOOl). 
SA Ml 1: L CALL>EIt WO< >I >. 
Belfast, Aprils, 1875. tftO 
20 TONS WHITE MIDDLINGS 
Just received per Sehr. Lizzie J. Clark, and for Sab- 
Low at Win. Pitcher & Sons, bv 
tf-42 1 C. PITCHER. 
April 20, 1875. 
CALL AT 
Belfast Hardware Store 
Before purchasing your goods. There you will 
tind General HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS 
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and 
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and 
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget 
the place, AN'GIKK’S, No. 1 Phenix Row. 
April 20, 1875. tlT2 
BED U BUSTED! 
QAA r* A OTTO dust received per OUU LiiiSAlS Schr. "Swallow.” 
WM. PITCHER & SON. 
April 10, 1875. U4” 
TO THE FARMERS 
WALDO JXJUNTY. 
I RECOMMEND to you Bradley’s X. T.. Phos- pliatc of Lime as the very best fertilizer in the 
market. 1 have sold the article for about ten years. 
The sale has increased from three to four tons per 
year to thirty-live tons and always with very gener- 
al satisfaction, often with very large protits. I shall 
be prepared to furnish the farmers of Wuldo County with an article improved in quality fresh lrom the 
mills and at a reduced price, on terms that cannot 
fail to give satisfaction. Those in want of a fertiliz- 
er please call before purchasing elsewhere at the 
Bed Store foot of Main St. 
4tveow38 E. BEAMAN. 
dissolution! 
THE Co-partnership heretofore existing between the undersigned under the style of L. A. Knowl 
ton & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual consent. 
The business ofthe late firm can be settled by either 
of the partners at the store recently occupied by the 
firm. L. A. KNOWLTON. 
C. 1’. HAZELTINE. 
Belfast, May 1, 1875.—G\v44 
The business will be continued by the undersign- 
ed, who will be glad to see the old customers, and 
assures them of all advantages ofthe mnrket. 
L. A. KNOWLTON. 
SPRING GOODS! 
Have .A.rrivecL. 
I HAVE SELECTED WITH ( ARE, GOODS suitable for this climate or any other, in a variety 
of Styles and Shades, 
Foreign and Domestic, 
And employ the most Skilful hands to manufacture 
them. Confident I can fit the most fastidious, 1 re- 
spectfully solicit a call to examine. 
To those that find it difficult to get a good fitting 
S H I H T ! 
Will save a good deal of fault finding to come and 
GET A 
3?at/tern Gut. 
By my New System. I have also a Nice Line of 
Collars and. Cuffs, 
(Linen and Paper,) Neck Wear, Hosiery, Umbrellas, 
and the best SUSPENDERS out at 
H. L. LORD’S, 
MERCK A YT TAILOR 
jSo. 10 Williamson's Block, Belfast. 
April 20, 187u. tf4' 
A. B. MATHEWS 
LATE OF THE HEM OF 
FIELD & MATHEWS’ 
HAS BOUGHT OUT 
A. BLODGETT & CO.’S 
STOCK OF FURNITURE! 
70 MAIN STREET. 
And is making large additions to the stock which lie 
will sell at the lowest living prices 
WALNUT GOODS ! 
-SUCH AS- 
CHAMBER & PARLOR SUITS.PARLOR 
TABLES MARBLE d WOOD TOP, 
HATTREES. 'VHA TXOTS. WR1T- 
IXO DESKS. WORK TABLES 
mill LOOlClXO GLASSES, 
EXTEXSfoX TA B I. ES 
d SIDE BOARDS. 
ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !j 
O > N S TA N 17. V < >X HA XD 
ALL KINDS OF 
BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c.. &c. 
Al.so a nice assortment of 
piliil Beds, Mattresses and Feathers! 
I would cal! special attention to our stock of 
CASKETS & COFFINS? 
To tho-e who have to purchase l would say I have 
them all grades from the lowest price that they can 
possibly be sold for, to the nicest WALXl f and 
KO'KNVooI). 
Metalic Burial Cases! 
Same pattenj-i as were sold by FIELD & 
MATHEWS. 
r \rm:n. tuf: ri.ACi:..*x 
tt ’? 70 Main Street, Belfast Me. 
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DR. JOHN HOMER, 
Physician and Surgeon. I.ate from 
Boston. 
Office, 58 Main St., over store of S 
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME. 
X. B — Catarrh, Svrgicai. nm! Chkonio ins. 
fanes, with those peculiar to WOMAN' ami Chil- 
dres, will receive his Spe< i.vl Arms nos. 
Electricity used in all its forms—wh<re this 
valuable agent is indicated. 
will Visit Patients at their houses, who 
are unable to call at his rooms. 
Office Hours—From 10 A. M. until 1 P, M. 
From '* P. M. until 1’. M., and from 7 F. M until 
A M. tlV.d 
O RGAN S ! 
One Word is Sufficient for the wise i 
DON’T buy a little third rate Organ, when you can get one of WOOD’S or MASON' b. HAM- 
LIN’S for LUSH MONf. 
*f Don’t buy of parties that know nothing about 
selecting an Organ. 
Don’t buy of parties that cannot Tane and Re- 
pair itii Org-au 1 he BFST and CHEAPEST 
<> ROAN'S can be bought of 
W. C. TUTTLE, 
tfmos'-’i. High Street♦ Belfast. 
BITTERS! 1 
DR. R. MOODY'S 
The best Spring Bitter in the market. 
Its peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent 
above all others for loss ol Appetite, Hebility, Indi- 
gestion, Jaundice, and all kindred diseases which 
people are subject to in the Spring and Summer. It 
is an excellent tonic, and used in connection with 
iron, builds up the system, and makes well the sick 
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail by 
R. H. MOODY, Druggist, 
tl'j'JCorner of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me. 
Holbrook’s “VETO” SEED DRILL & “NEW” 
^ liand Cultivator sow and cultivate ail v 
k inda vegetables. Do work of 10 
men. Best and cheapest. 
Price $1^.50 combined. 
Circulars Free. Mads fcy E. E. LUMMU2 & CO., Boston, Mast. 
FRED ATWOOD. Winterport, Me. 
General Agent for Maine, New Brunswick, and 
Nova Scotia. 2mos39 
BELFAST TO NEW YORK 
FOE $7.25 ! 
Buy u through ticket on hoard 
Steamer Katahdin ! 
-AND— 
SAVE 25 CENTS! 
Bonnet Bleachery. 
THERE goes Mrs. A. With a New Style H it 011 D°.n t She Look Nice? Who wants 
to De outdone by Mrs. A., “that’s the question.” Ladies look to your laurels. All milliners that are 
in communication with Belfast bv stage or other 
wsse, please take notice. At the sign o? the Straw \\ orks, East side of the river. 
Belfast, April UO, 1S75.—3m4ti S. A. BLACK. 
VALUABLE 
Real Estate for Sale 
THE Subscriber offers for sale the most \:ihia» ■ and desirable lot of Real Estate for Ke.Hi.leu 
ever before offered in this city. It consists of the 
following described parcels 
1 Two story House, and Stable on Church Street 
known as the residence of the late Gen. W«■ G.-t» 
This house is centrally and beautifully locat' d * large lot with good water and fruit trees. 
1 Beautiful House, L, Carriage House and d 
on Congress Street, in the best of repair v. rh modern conveniences, 5-8 acre <»t land and 
bearing fruit trees. This place is i* .,;i 
desirable. 
1 New Two Story House and L on Belnu-ri: 
Avenue with 1 3-8 acres of land. 
1 Farm mn Waldo Avenue one mile from I*. 
Office, 40 acres, fruit trees, two story ii l 
Shed and Barn. 
1 House Lot on High Street, containing _ .. 
the most desirable of any unoccupied lot in ?! 
1 House Lot on Union Street 1-4 acre, on* ■.* ■: 
b< st of wells, young fruit trees, aud rock for a ■ i 
lar. 
1 House Lot on Bav View Street. 
J House Lots on Northport Avenue, overlooking 
the Bay, and containing 1-2 acre each. 
2 House Lots on Belmont Avenue, 1 acr- < 
each. 
e Store Lots on Main Street, 24x70 feet. 6 Acres of Land on Belmont Avenue, 1 2 in 
from the Post Office. 13 acres tillage aud 13 acres 
wood and pasture. This lot has a frontage of U 
rods on the Avenue and is 44 rods in depth. 
All the above property will be sold at reasonable 
prices and most of it with reasonable terms of cred- 
it- Further information and examination of tb 
property can be had by applying to the sub-erib 
at his office No. 10, Alain Stre -t. 
PHILO HERSET, Agent and Owner. 
Belfast, March 20, 1875. tt';-s 
FOREST TAR, 
Is a new preparation, containing ali the miM:- 
cal properties of c mmon Tar, separated fr< w, 
the black and Impure products, and should b<- 
kept in every family. It i- safe and reliable in 
ail oases where cures can be effected, and i- tie- 
only preparation of Tar approve'! and u- 1 t.> 
physicians as a standard remedy. 
Forest Tar? 
For Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, A-thm.* 
Sore I'hroat, Pile.-, Dlsea.-ed of tin-Skin Ki ln* 
and Urinary Organs. 
FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION, 
For inhaling, for Catarrh, Consumption. I’.rntu !..: 
Asthma, and as a wash l>3r diseases of the >ki:: 
FOREST TAR TROCHES, 
For Bronchitis, Sore Throat, Hoarsem an 
Purifying the Breath. 
FOREST TAR SALVE 
For cleansing, purifying, and healing 1 mi 5 
Ulcers, Cut-, Bruise.-, Disease- of m- -km 
wherever a healing process is wuute 1, f. n 
beast. 
FOREST TAR INHALERS 
For inhaling the solution. Manufactured 
FOREST TAR COMPANY, 
Trial Bottles Price lo cts. Poui am 
WM. 0. POOR & SON. Druggist' 
Agents for Belfast, Johnson Block 
1ST E 
MACHINE SHOP! 
Pulleys, Shafting, Saw Arbors, da. 
and Dagon Screws, &c., 
*S"ON HAND AND MADE TO ORDEK j».l 
Machine Jobbing of all kinds done with/i-mr 
-O- 
Patterns For and Castings 
Of every description furnished when dr-ired. 
X. B. -Bolt cutting and Nut tapping mac!; i. 
a specialty. 
Bolt ends from 1-4 inch to 1 Id: inch iu- iu-iv. t 
nished at low prices. 
Contracts for building machinery li 1 
The following second-hand 
Machinery for sale cheap : 
1 Stationary Engine, Oxlm with Hut.* 
governor, upright tubular boiler, st*-um gag* >• 
and pump complete. 
1 Upright. Portable Engine, 
and Heater. 
i Irregular Mo aider, with fill -< t 
nation collars, cutters and counter shafts con*.| i 
1 Wood Lathe, lf»ft- bed, inch wi: 
ranged to turn 7 foot circle at end. 
F. A. HOWARD. Propr. 
SHOP- Mathews Bros/ Steam Mill, < or. oft 
uml Miller Sts., Belfast, .Me. tf.f 
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE 
The Great Spring Tonic*! 
OSGOOD’S 
INDIAN BITTERS! 
An Old and Reliable M*dicin 1 
EVERY BOTTLE WAERAM'J 
For all Biiaut* Disr. \-i Dv-pfi^m, ; 
Of APPETITE, J VI XDICK, and every trouble can-* I 
by a disordered Stomach or Liver. 
Carefully prepared from the origin.i. !<•. i [. 
WM. O. POOR & SON. 
Johnson Block, 
Where you cuu lind a LARGE Sl< »< K ot 
Drugs. Medicines. Trusses, &e. 
Ten Good Realms Win 
Every Farmer Should 
Use Bradley'^ Super- 
phosphate. 
1st. Because It gives the iv .1. k .1 i •• 
ous start. 
Jd. It inatutes the crops ti :u fifteen :• u 
days earlier tliau any other ln.oitu t :n-n 1 
cases saving the entire crop from ear!. fr<»<: 
3d. It will increase your crops from o*• to ! 
cent. 
ft»i. It adds permanent va. ** to you 
nth. You cannot keep up the f*rt 111 *' t 
unless you restore it to wliat v<»ii hu <• tak< 1 1 
by constant cropping. Bradl« 's I p 11 ar 
plies the required constituents tor pi < t\».>d ■ k 
all soils must have to grow • proritm!>!«• or-: 
Oth. When the season.' Ate, on n« ed V. 1 
Phosphate to start your crop-. «-o mean o 
have a good crop, but haw it up and h<-« *. 1 
haying. 
rt hi. It will always pruve wlmt it nun 
to be—a genuine Bone Pho-phaM- 
8th. It is the Standard Phosphate ot :1m- 
yth. None is sent to market till anal ■ 
knowu to be up to th» requi- * d standai 
10th. It is endorsed by the be»t -«u r t •! * 
the country, by the pres? generaliv, m d 
best by the most tnoroughh pract h 
throughout the Union. For shI> )•« lweo\v38 1 BF.A.MAN, F'oot of M 5 
F I N E 
SHIRTS! 
MADE TO ORDER. 
Warranted to Pit 
(HAS. C0STI8 A CO.. 
493 Cougrcss St., Portland, Ms."' 
NOW OPENING! 
A I.ARGE VARIETY ol- 
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS! 
WM. 0. POOR & SON 
Belfast, April 14, 1876. 
ii in 4 m 
Hare jast Received their Spring Style ol 
HATS & BONNETS! 
Also a Fine Line of 
FLOWERS! 
Please Call and Examine. 
April (t, 1875. tftn 




J. C. THOMPSON S. 
TO INVENTORS 
MMWMAMW 
1 Ss for obtaining patents unless successful 
PeroUeiAw. C. a.Sh*w; 1110 Tremont Street, Boston 
A Memory. 
In gorg. ms garniture of clouds, the suu 
ltolied hi- broad di-k allowii the glowing 
west, 
1 lie sill, .to tuimial day was nearly done. 
file iar-oif city's hum was sunk to rest; 
We slow ly wouiid around the pinv height, 
\\ here the bronze soldier bolds hi- iron sway, 
t\ -aw ihe distant dome in mellowed liglit, 
Where the broad river swept m dreams away. 
Tie tiei-ls forlorn hud then no flowers rare. 
No song of birds nor insects tilled the ear. 
1 lie scent of dying leaves was in the air. 
lint thy sweet voice was all 1 eared to hear. 
1 on drove and talked,all' \v inning word* to me, 
i-ike silver coins dropped down an ancient 
well; 
I'ear ideal of my dream- I seem to see. 
The child of grace and >nu! in v\ horn did dwell 
Quaint thoughts, with woman's heart and 
witchery 
Cf beauty all combined, -o sweet, so dear. 
To one all iwarv of the world's sad strife. 
That left mi laurels that lie eared to wear. 
1 said, oil, ••resurrection and the life." 
That comes too late, and only moeketh me 
With "might have been," for'thoil art young 
and fair. 
And i am old and weary; while for thee 
the world is lull of love, I only see 
A world of hate and wrath: the Ishmaelite 
With heart of scorn and ready hand to smite, 
And no content nor hope. Oh! how I longed 
I'o lav my head upon thy gentle breast. 
As some tierce tiling the cruel world,had 
wronged. 
And sought, subdued, for shelter and for rest. 
Ah', no. our pathways widen far apart; 
1 give to memory all I most hold dear. 
And add to memories of a tomb-like heart 
me ay v\ here else but gl mm and shadows 
were. 
1 take sweet comfort in your bright career: 
The world is at your feet—brave little feet 
That trod so lirmly through the tangled maze 
Of envy, malicehatred, dark and deep, 
And bitter poverty, until the praise 
That followed triumph swept the night away 
\:-d hailed von Queen. I kiss those little feet 
As knight'd' old might kiss the jewelled' and 
if royal mistress crowned with power compl 'te, 
I make hi- homage something sweet and 
grand. 
1 far down I hi* fame-lit aisles of t ime, 
When 1 am gone your name, will live to ring 
For myriad lips, elear a> tin fairy cldme 
Rung in the subtle car of sleep; as sweet 
As the low murmur of the mighty deep. 
\nd when tin- many io thee homage bring 
Will memory call up one ?— Ah ! no. not then. 
And the noi>v crowd of men; but when, 
■ in midi" autumnal day. you sadly tread 
Amid erisp leaves with fields and woods for- 
lorn 
Recall the memory of the dead, and shed 
A tear for one whose heart vou mov ed,though 
born 
1 strife, and passed in battle and in storm. 
l’he dav i- d«»n«*, and on 1‘otomae’s deep 
the st a i‘s :ir»* gathering in their glad array; 
ft ■ wearied world now slowly sinks to sleep 
And i'-H\v» mv heart to wander far away. 
A~ -v eej. those dreamv waters to the sea. 
1 iind no fe-t ’neatli any sky or clime. 
I’m e’er mv -oul goes out in love to thee 
In a vain search ot peace, <> soul divine! 
We live in crowds to die at last atone; 
Life’s rivers widen as they reach the sea. 
W •- learn to love. ala>! when life is grown 
le yond our earth and feels eternity. 
We live a life to tind what life may be. 
And so in sorrow do l turn to thee, 
blight v ision -it a moment, never more 
1 •• thy radiate on mv shadowy shore. 
•*;>. IV us the Washington Capital. 
The Deadly Drug. 
Among the follies that affliej mankind, 
none are so universal and destructive as 
the use of stimulus. The New York Sun 
shows the evil and extent of the use of the 
greatest ot these: The tact that iffm tons 
ot opium have been imported in one year 
alone into the United States, and that not 
more than one-filth id this amount is 
used for medicinal purposes exclusive- 
ly. may well create alarm. Quietly and 
insidiously this vice is making its way 
among all classes, stricking down its vic- 
tim- by thousands, unknown or unheeded 
by our philanthropic societies, while the 
public ears are deafened by the clamor 
ot temperance and prohibitory move- 
ment- Not only in drug stores but in 
groceries, in temples ot fashion, and in 
-till less likely places is this pernicious 
stimulant sold—sold in utter defiance of 
law. and with a lull knowledge of the 
purpose for which it is used. The last 
place to which any one would look for 
the sale of opium would bean umbrella 
store, but it 1- a fact that a well-known 
umbrella store in 11 road way is doing a 
profitable business in opium. It has many 
customers, who receive their daily supply 
ii'om a clerk or clerks specially appointed 
tor this particular purpose, and who are 
acquainted with the habitues ol the store. 
< b course tie- opium is not sold to all who 
sk bn it, as only druggists and apothc- 
■ .tries are permitted by law to dispose ot 
the drug in its various forms. During the 
war immense quantities were disposed of 
in Washington t" the soldiers, and a live- 
\ and lucrative business was done in 
opium by liquor dealers, sutlers, cigar 
-nders, a id the army’s other evrnp lol- 
owers To such an alarming extent was 
tiU;- business carried that it forced itself 
upon the attention of the superior officers, 
a it finally upon that ot the government 
itself. Measures Were at once taken to 
-oppress the trade, but the evil was only 
partially abated, for the opium venders 
contrived to elude the authorities. The 
opium was easily concealed, anil the sol- 
dier wli'-ii entering battle took a sufficient- 
U large do.-e not only to quiet his nerves, 
but t ■ render him utterly indifferent to 
the terrors of the conllict. While, how- 
ever, it proved a powerful stimulant, in- 
-piring all who were under its potent in- 
lltience with an artilieial courage, it made 
them wholly incapable of understanding 
tin- orders of the superior officers and of 
pertorming tln-ir duty intelligently or 
efficiently Dr Alexander Mott was in- 
•••« iewed. lie stated, among other things, 
that the use ot this drug leads to the use 
", other stimulants. The effect upon the 
•retions produced an insatiable thirst 
uni a depression of the nervous system, 
and creates a desire for alcoholic stimu- 
li its. The majority ot opium eaters and 
laudanum drinkers are addicted to the use 
oi spirituous liquors. One is a natural 
consequence of the other. The doctor also 
say- that large quantities are sold in the 
form of tincture ot opium or laudanum. I 
have known persons addicted to this habit 
to take a wine glass lull ot laudanum 
three or four times a day. i have seen 
them enter a drug store and take two 
unices of laudanum at one dose. This 
they would do on their way down town 
,n the morning to their place of business, 
tnd on their return home in the afternoon 
they would stop at the same place and re- 
peat the dose. A supply was also obtain- 
ed for use during business hours and to 
prevent the prostration of the mental ener- 
gies at a time when they were in constant 
requisition But morphine is much strong- 
er than the liquid form It is the salts 
ol opium—an alkaloid. In comparative 
strength, it bears the proportion of one 
grain to about 90 drops of laudanum. 
These doses ot the two forms are of about 
equal strength. There are ladies who use 
a drachm ot morphine every two days— 
that is sixty grains. You can understand 
the strength of this quantity when I tell 
vou that six grains ol morphine taken by 
a strong man in full health, would prove 
fatal unless remedies were immediately 
applied. 1 am -peaking now ol persons 
who are not in the habit of taking opium. 
Besides laudanum there are the acetate 
and tlie sulphate ot morphine. The sul- 
phate is most frequently used. The quan- 
tity of morphia obtained irom gum opium 
is from nine to fourteen percent. The 
India opium is inferior, affording about 
ix per cent. < >ne sixth of a grain of the 
acetate of morpha is equivalent to a grain 
of opium. The usual or ordinary dose of 
cither of the forms ot morphia is from an 
eighth to a quarter of a grain; this is a 
dose for adults. In my own practice 1 
have had to treat a large number of per- 
sons who were the victims of this habit. 
As a general thing, 1 can tell from the 
peculiar appearance and expression of 
the face that they are the slave of this 
vice. 
Their skin has ail unhealthy whiteness 
and bloated look, resembling the effect 
produced by the frequent use of alcoholic 
stimulants. When under the potent in- 
fluence of this drug the eyes assume an 
unnatural brightness, the action ot the 
I,rain is quickened, and while the spell 
lasts the conversation is marked by vivac- 
ity and sprightliness. This condition of 
the mental organization is followed by a 
terrible reaction, which produces a lan- 
guor ol both mind and body, and in some 
cases there is a great mental depression 
and physical suffering, obliging the un- 
happy victims to renew the dose for the 
purpose ot maintaining this stimulating 
effect; and so it proceeds from day to day, 
from week to week, from bad to worse. 
The sleep of opium eaters is fretful and 
restless unless they are under the influence 
of the drug. The use of hypodermics has 
become of late very common. This is 
the process of ejecting morphine under 
the skin, and its absorption into the sys- 
tem. Patients have now got so much in- 
to the habit of using it that they have 
hypodermic syringes ior their own use. 
it is no uncommon tiling to see persons 
whose arms and bodies are marked by 
sears produced in this way, and this means 
of stimulating the brain originates in the 
too frequent application of opium by phy- 
sicians under the circumstances stated. 
The effect thus produced is more imme- 
diate than by the ordinary means. The 
doctor says further that the ladies are 
very much addicted to the drug, bo pow- 
erful is the influence of the habit on its 
unhappy victims that all their ingenuity 
is exercised to get possession ol the covet- 
ed stimulant. L have had persons appeal 
to me in the language of despairing en- 
treaty to undertake their case, knowing 
how utterly helpiess they were it lett to 
themselves In answer to the question as 
to the difficulty of eradicating the habit 
when established the doctor said : “Most 
assuredly, because the stimulant can be 
more easily concealed, for the reason that 
it is used in smaller quantities. On this 
account, and on account of the various 
subterfuges to which the patient resorts 
to procure the desired stimulant, the in- 
cessant craving for it, and the depression 
of mind as well as the physical prostra- 
tion by which its withdrawal is followed 
—it is most difficult to eradicate the habit, 
more so than to cure drunkenness. Brom- 
ide ot potassium, as I have stated, is the 
least dangerous remedy; but great care 
is to be taken that it shall not be abused 
by its too frequent and general use. Per- 
sons who have taken it as a remedy are 
too much in the habit ot resorting to it on 
the slightest occasion, and have always a 
supply of it about their person. They 
are never without a Vial of bromide ot 
potassium, and they really resort to its 
use when there is no justifiable use for so 
doing. Let me say here,” said Dr. Mott, 
“that much of the affliction and misfor- 
tune resulting from this terrible vice 
might be avoided by a proper course of 
treatment by physicians when dealing 
with acute diseases. Instead of going to 
the seat of disease they apply temporary 
remedies in the form of opiates, and bv a 
reckless repetition of these remedies they 
lay the foundation for a worse evil in the 
habit which they have created. They 
content themselves with treating the ef- 
fect, leaving the cause undisturbed. To 
this imprudence on the part ot physicians 
1 have no doubt the vice of opium eating 
is largely attributable. Unfortunately 
they are in some cases influenced against 
their better judgment by a desire to atlbrd 
a temporary relief to their patients.” 
A letter from a very prominent Spanish 
official in Cuba represents the movements 
ot the revolutionists as bolder and more 
successful than ever. The field of active 
operations is now 100 miles farther west 
than ever before. The line of fortifications 
which the Spanish authorities had con- 
structed entirely across the island had been 
penetrated and rendered comparatively 
useless. 1 lie centre of the richest sugar 
region has been reached, and eightv sugar 
estates have been destroyed. A feeling 
ol despondency is developing itself among 
many of the heavy planters. 
The German paper tell this story about 
Baron Rothschild's death A. amt B. 
meeting—B. weeping and sobbing aloud. 
Says A., “Why do you weep?" “Because,” 
says B., as it his heart was breaking, “lie 
is dead, the powerful, the rich baron.” 
“But, replied A., “why do you cry so much: he was no relation of yours.” 
“lhat’s just what 1 am crying about,” 
howls B., more affected than ever. 
Ucto 3>bbertis*mrnts. 
FREE. FREE ! FREE!!! 
THE PIONEER, 
A hancDome illustrated newspaper, containing in- formation for everybody. Tells how and whereto 
secure a home cheap. .Sent i:i:j: to all evicts 
ol TilE WORLD. 
It contains the New Homestead and Tim her 
Laws, with other interesting matter found onlv in 
this paper. 
SEND FOR IT AT ONCE ! 
It will only cost you a Postal Card. New num- 
ber b>r April just out. Address 
<*. F DAVIS, 
Land Commissioner l*. P. K. K., 
Omaha, Neh. 
r 11 n r \l A Uur burner and Indestructi- 
I I I n r R fl ,'It* * bimnev giee more a/ul better L U II L l\n\uU,lt than any other Keiosene burner 
in the world, and the chmiiey cannot 
break under all test where other chimneys do. The saving in glass will pay for one every month. \V, 
want an agent in every township in the land; anv 
person can make $10 daily by such agency. Hum 
«*r and chimney sent anywhere east of ihc Aiifgha nies for (wc., expressage prepaid, or 2 for $1. Send tor the samples and terms to agents. ciOHP RLRXER CO., Rost on, Mass. 
F E L L OWFHYPOPHOSPHITES. 
THE MENTAL RENOVATOR. 
HU- ASSISTANT TO TIIE TOII.IXO. S TL DKNT, 
IT RELIEVES Til E 
PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART, 
AND (JIVES 
BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN 
<>K THE li A BRASSED MAN (IF RESIN ESS. 
LADIES! 
If your husband, sous or brothers are to have anv 
Shirts made this spring, call for the 
PURE LINEN SHIRT BOSOM, 
FOSTER &l MERRILL, Manufacturers. 
Their goods are not part or all cotton but are made 
of Pure Irish Linen, imported by them. You will 
know their goods by their trade-mark on each front, i 
It is a blue label with gilt letters. 
PPPP same bottle ofAdam won’* Bo AmiM~4 JLJ tank Balsam at all druggists. I leasant, and an unfailing remedy for Asthma, A. Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c. Large bottles, .*Vi cts. L)r. F. W. KINSMAN, Proprietor Augusta, Maine. $5,000 for a case, it will not cure! 
1'ry il. MOLD By all ItruggiMt*. 
CR O Q9fl Per day at home. Terms free. Address 
^ Vfcv (jK(). Stinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
■■■ A WEEK guaranteed to Male and 
M M Female Agents, in their locality. 
iJn M m Costs NOTH I N(i to try it. Purtic- j" M ulars Free. P. U. VICKERY, Au- 
gusta, Me 
A.D.FRENCH&CO., 
Having formed a Copartner- 
ship, would respectfully inform 
their friends, and the public gen- 
erally, that they will continue 
to carry on the 
Stove and Tin Ware 
Business at A. D. FRENCH’S 
old stand, No. 20 Church street. 
We shall keep constantly on hand 
a hirst Rate Stock of 
STOVES! 
Tin Ware, Sinks, 
Sheet Lead, Lead 
Pipe, Sheet Zink, 
&c., &c., &c. 
Furnace Work and Plumbing 
made a specialty. 
(^-Remember the place, No. 
20 Church St., near the Court 
House. 
A. D. FRENCH. 
0. W. FRENCH. 
All persons indebted to A. D. 
French are requested to call and 
settle their accounts. 
“ Help Those Who Try to Help 
Themselves.'’ 
ROBERT E. CLARK 
Having recently purchased the stock and trade of S. 
S. HHUSKY, will keep constantly on hand a large 
assortment of 
STOVES 
<)f the best manufacture, Also Furnace Work, 
Tin Ware, Lamps, Oil, &e. 
The WYOMING STOVE 
Made a specialty. Come and examine the newest 
and best stor*1 in the world. 
JOB W O B K 
Of all description promptly attended to. 
People who contemplate purchasing stoves 
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before go- 
ing elsewhere. Having had large experience in the 
business am satisfied that I can give satisfaction. 
R. F. CLARK. 




Don't Fail to Call Upon 
AND EXAMINE THE CELEBRATED 
SMALL & KNIGHT 
ORGANS! 
They are built from the best material, in tlie most 
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that 
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, De- 
sign, Finish and Durability which constitute must- 
ci.Ass instui mknts, and wherever they have been 
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won 
[ their way into the admiration and confidence of the 
people. 
Every Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and 
satistaction guaranteed to the purchaser. 
1 he tuning and repairing of an Organ should be 
done by a person, that by constant practice and con- 
nection with Organs, understands them perfectly. 
Couseq c-iitly we shall have a ti n kk from the fac- 
tory visit us regularly and keep out Organs in 
n Ni. and kkpaiiI. 
Come and examine these Organs for yourself and 
be convinced that they are as coon and < u kapj.i: 
ban any you ever saw, and if you want one we are 
bound r<> as we shall let no oni. touch us in 
prices. lyrtiC 
M. P WOODCOCK & SON. 
New Firm! 
--- 
npHE subscribers having become successors to J. X. B. WADLIN, bv the purchase of his stock of 
STOYES, 
Tin, and Iron Ware A'e. 
Together with the Tools and Machinery, are now 
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old custo- 
mers, and AS MANY NEW ONES as are pleased to 
give us a call, with all kinds of goods in our line, 
\v it ii as 
GOOD AN ARTICLE 
-AND AT AS- 
LOWFIGURES 
As any House in the State. 
-- 
ALL KINDS OF 
JOB WORK 
DONE TO ORDER. SUCH AS 
SETTING- FURNACES & REPAIRING SAME 
Repairing STOVES, TIN it IRON WARE, HEAD 
1*11*1*'. it 1*1 .MI'S, with neatness and dispatch. 
Tin Roofing Made a Speciality! 
«► 
WADLIN & MERRILL. 
G. K. WADLIN. W. W. MEliKILI. 
1*. S. .L B. Wadlin will be found at tlie old stand 
for a short time, where all those who have unset, 
tied accounts will please call and settle the same, 
fimus.is Per Order .LB. WADLIN. 
LADIES 
WISHING to send for Flower Seeds or Plants from L<>\<. Bkotiii.us, Hovky’s, Vick's, 
W vsiii-riiN's, Wiu.ia.ms, BmvniTCH's, Pr.n.i: 
Hkndkkson’s, or any of the popular Florists, are 
invited to leave their orders with 
MISS A. A. HICKS, at her Cloak Rooms. 
J shall send orders every Tuesday during the season, 
and design to keep the in.s and most reliable seeds 
that can h<- nurchased in the country. Particular 
attention paid to plants after their arrival till called 
for. Vegetable seeds ordered if desired. 
Cloakmaking a Specialty. 
Personal attention paid to fitting and satisfaction 
warranted. Stamping done with neatness and dis- 
patch. Booms in McClintock’s Block. Entrance 
next door beyond Dr. Moody's Drug Store, tfto 
The Charter Oak 
SWIVEL PLOW, 
Built on entirely New Principles. 
Don’t fail to see it before purchasing. Descrip- 
tive Circulars Free. 
FRED ATWOOD, 
Winterport, Me., General Agent. 




Henry Dunbar, Jr., has bought 
ftArtfSthe stable formerly occupied by Fred Knn- / ball, on Washington Street, near Perkins 
Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has 
opt lied a livery stable, stocked with 
First-Class Horses, New Carriages, 
Harnesses, &c. 
Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times. 
Good and capable drivers lurnislied when required. Give me a call and try my teams. 
Bi'lNM. Julv ,31!.. 1ST,. 5f,DUKBAR. Jr- 
MEAT MARKET 
GROCERY'STORE! 
THE UNDERSIGNED have purchased the stock and trade of the Meat and Grocery Store for- 
merly occupied by SANBORN & SI APLES in Tele- 
graph building, corner of Main ami High streets 
where they will keep every thing in the meat and 
vegetable line that the season affords. Also gro- ceries of all kinds. 
4Qr“ A Team will deliver all articles 
purchased of us at any part of the City 
free of Charge. 
We invite our old friends to call. 
CALVIN J. GRAY. N. F. PATTERSON 
Belfast, Aug. iiOth, 1874.—tIT 
BELMONT. 
(F.UROPKAN HOTK1..) 
638 G25 Washington St. 
(Opposite Globe Theatre) 
BOSTON. 
This new and commodious Hotel, built by the late 
Gardner Brewer, Esq., is now open to the public. 
U is complete in all the modern appointments,— Fassenger Elevator, Steam-heat and running water 
in the Rooms; Bath and Toilet Rooms on eacli Floor, 
etc. etc. Very centrally located, near the Common, 
all the places of amusement, Fublic Buildings, and 
Southern and Western Depots, and the numerous 
Steamboat Lines; Horse-Cars and Stages to all parts of the City and Suburbs, connecting with all the 
Depots, pass the door continually. 
Rooms, $1.00 per day and upwards, according to 
size and location. 
An excellent Restaurant, at moderate* prices. Your patronageds solicited. 
Lon. H. Sanborn. e. A. Hardy. 
0mos42* 
FIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON 
INSIDE LINE. PORTLAND AND BANGOR. 
THREE TRI1S PER WEEK- 
S T E A M E R 
City of Richmond, 
CAPTAIN C. KILBY, 
Will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Mon- 
day, Wednesday and Friday Evenings, at lu 
o’clock, commencing April 10th, for Bangor, touch- 
ing at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy 
Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden. 
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday .Mornings at *5 o'clock, 
touching at the above named landings, arriving in 
Portland at o’clock I*. M. 
Steamer City of Richmond connects with Stage at 
Rockland, and other landings for neighboring tow ns. 
Connects at Rockland with the Knox and Lincoln 
R. R., at Belfast with the B. is: M. U. R., Bangor 
with the E. &. N. A. and other Railroads 
Through tickets for sale at the offices of the Bos- 
ton aud Maine and Eastern Railroads, and good on 
either through train to Portland. 
State Rooms and through tickets can be secured 
at the office of 
(HIM III HIM VAST, 
(•enera! Ag«ut. 
Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street. 
CYRUS PATTERSON, Agent, Belfast. pj 
DESERT & MACHIAS7 
FIRST TRIP FOR THE SEASON. 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT. 
One Trip Per Week. 
THE STEAMER 
9 
CAPT. CHAS. DEERING, 
Will leave Bnilroad Wharf. loot of state Street, 
every TH l IPS HA 1 evening, at lu o'clock. cumin m 
mg Thursday, March dd, for Bockiand, Pamdcn, 
Belfast, ( asiine, I leer Isle. Sedgwick, So. We-'t 
Harbor, (Mt. Desert.; Milllmdgt ,Jom-p..rt and Machlusport, ('or as ice will i>*• rinit. 
Keturning will leave Machiasport «*\i-rv MoN. 
DA^ Morning at 1 i\e o'clock, touching as above, 
arriving in Portland snu.c night, usuallv connect 
ingwith Pullman I'raiu. and ai!’. morning Trains 
for Boston and the W.-t. 
For further particular- in.mire :.t If, Wharf. 
Portland. 
< VUFS Sil i.'DIVA \ 1. (.end Agt. 
Portland, March dth, l>7d. tl.;7 
Maine Central Railroad, 
ARRANGEMENTS OF TRAINS. 
1 ruin.- leave lit Hast 8 a, 
211. connecting Hired to JJun 
Igor. Dexter, >ko\vliegan, 
“Fiirmingi -n. Lewiston, Dan 
vine .1 unciion ami (.rami Inmk Railway. Augusta, 
Brunswick, Bath, 1'ortlaiul. ami via i.a'lern, ami 
Boston ami Alain.• Railroad', urn\ii;g i.i Boston 
8 p. in. 
Leave Belfast 3:30 p. ill connecting to Lmxtcr and Bangor, also with liialit l’ullinan l raiii, arri\. 
iug in Boston at 6:15 a ii». 
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt. March 1J. 1 1 
I ! 
t 
l i ILI HEM'S 
NO 5, Phoenix Row, 
C an lie li,um| all t|u_. 
DRY GOODS 
Advertised in this }):lju*. a; as ].»\v 
and ven !• >\\vr prim* 
CALL BEFORE PURCHASING ! 
got I' 




East Indian Remedies. 
Introduced via San Francisco. Califor- 
nia, tlienco to Maine, and now Sell- 
ins Commercially l>y 
J. E. ROBINSON. 
OI'L'V IMtUCJ STORE, 
282 Main St ,-- Rockland, Me 
Sole Agent for tho State- 
rpm. lirahminieal Ib-medies are represented in A. twelve si'li lAl.'l Ills, DIsTIM •'H.V I'l-J.fAHI!), each one having qualities and principles innately 
peculiar, and a name to distinguish ail of them, 
labeled on the bottle; whereon is a number denoting order of succession to be taken, and are for the Vv. 
lit 1 of 
Price 
GO! T. Acute or Chronic. fjiN.OO 
HHEI tl A »!C ( 
Acute or Chronic. o.OO 
AG! E, 0,00 
AEi JIALGfi A am! *»( E A if S i hi 
Head or hi|i«. 0.00 
OllOP*Ir, Incqiient Stages. (bOt) 
9Y.UPAT1I ETtfC for Elver If. 
ection* generally, Epilepsy. 
lot# of memory, i\c..«Vc. :> OO 
K I Y DIMEAK ES. Scrofula. 
■*implew, Ituniilng More* anil 
Eruptive Humors, VOO 
CATAIIRII, A'a#al Air Tiilte#, 
Ntomaihor Chert P/.iiifniili 
Cough or Asthma. VOO 
FEtlALE Corrector, Mmitlilr 
trouble#, excesses or defici- 
encies thereof; nii bduer of in- 
flammation of sexual org’an*. 
change* of life alleviator 
adapted for young or old. VOO 
DlARRHfEA ami ll)y#enterv. .» OO 
DYMPEPNI 4, COAtUX! P l 
TIOY, Debility or Langour, VOO 
APERVEWT, to he used with 
all the mixture* "constant!v, 
a household medicine foe in- 
fants or adu Its. .1.00 
Applicants should make sure that the Medicines, 
come only from the Agent, J. K. Kobiuson. 1 .a 
further information call on or write to 
J. E. Robinson, City Drug Store. 
T' 282 Main St Rockland Me, 
1845. 1815. 
ROYAL 
Insurance Co., of Liverpool, 
ENGLAND 
Total Assets, $ 0*.•-78,054.85 
Total Assets in the United Stales, 2,13.>v;?0.30 
Net Surplus, ... f»,540,58.T8d 
Losses Paid since Organization, 20,988,540.89 
Annual Statement, January, 1875. 
ASSETS. 
Cash in Bank of Liverpool and other 
Banks,. $1,030,456.89 
Cash in Principal Office, 091.90 
United States Bonds, 1,407,0.42.08 
Real Estate owned by Company no 
encumbrance), 1,108,934.72 
British, Indian and Colonial Stocks, 
Shares and Bonds owned by Com- 
pany (market value, 5,359,034.01). 5,106,788.01 
Loans on Bonds and Mortgage, iirst 
liens, ... 327,865.31 
Stocks and Bonds of Corporations and 
Cities held as security for cash 
actually loaned, 0,107,281.18 
Balances on deposit in Banks, at 
Branch offices, and in course of 
Transmission.- 419,250.82 
Other Secured Loans, Accrued Inter- 
est (since paid, and admissable 
Assets, 703,747,94 
Total Assets, $10,278,054.85 
Net Surplus as regards l ire Policy 
holders (after deducting unsettled 
losses, Reserve Fund of Life De- 
partment, Reinsurance Liability, 
and all other Liabilities), $5,5 lo, ,83.80 
FOSTER & SCULL, Maxagkks, 
For the New England States, 
No. 53 Devonshire Street, Boston. 
GEO. P. FIELD, Special Agent. 
3w43 COX & FIELD, Agents, Belfast, Me. 
“How to Make Them.” 
FOR 50 cents each I will send the following Recipes, or the eight for $3: The World’s Fair Premium 
Vinegar, Paint for one cent a pound, Red Writing Ink, Yellow ink, Gold and Silver Ink, Sympathetic 
or Secret Ink, Life Belts, sure cure for Cancers. For 
25 cents each, I will send these Recipes, or the seven 
for $1.50, Cure a Consumptive Cough, Cement for 
Broken China, Glass, &c., Remove Freckles, Destroy 
Flies, French Polish for Boots and Shoes, Restore 
Eyesight, Cure Deafness. Address GEO. W. DUN- 
BAR, Box 1037 Auburn, N. V. 4w42 
PROBATE NOTICES. 
To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the County 
of Waldo. 
HANNA1I M. PALMER, Administratrix of the Estate of Daniel L. Palmer late of Palermo, 
iii said County, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, chatties and credits of said deceased 
are not sufficient to answer his just debts and charges of Administration, by the sum of eight huudred aol 
lars. 
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant her a license to sell and convey so much of the 
real estate of said deceased, (including the rever- 
sion ot the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy 
his debts and incidental charges, and charges of Administration. HANNAH M. PALMER. 
At a court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and for 
the Cuunty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of 
April, A. D. 1875. 
Upon the foregoing Petition. Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by 
causing a copy of said petition, with this order there- 
on, to be published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed in Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second 
Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in the fore- 
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should uot be granted. 
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest — B. P. Field, Register. 
To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the Countv 
of Waldo: » 
F:RMEL1A E. WETHERBEE. Administratrix of the Estate of Lewis M. Wetherbee, late of 
Belmont in said County, deceased, respectfully re- 
presents that the goods, chatties and credits of said 
deceased are not sufficient to answer his just debts 
and charges of Administration, by the sum of six 
huudred and fifty dollars; that said deceased died 
seized of certain real estate situate in said Belmont, 
and known as the homesteud of said deceased; that 
by a partial sale of any entire portion of the same, 
the residue would be greatly depreciated in value. 
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to 
gruut her a license to sell and convey the whole of 
tin- real estate of said deceased, ^including there- 
version of the Widow’s dower thereon,) to satisfy 
his debts and incidental charges, and charges ol 
Administration, at public or private sale. 
PE RM E LI A E. WETH 1 i Ii B I: F.. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor 
the Countv of Waldo, on the second J'uesdav ol 
April, A. D., 1S75. 
Upon the foregoing Petition. Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by 
causing a copy of -aid petition, with t his order t here 
‘"i, to be published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probute Court to be held at the 
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second 
Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in the for*- 
noon, ami shew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be granted. 
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest 1». P. Field, Register. 
To tin- Honorable .Judge of Probate for tin-County 
of Waldo. 
rjnHK, UNDERSIGNED Guardian of W illiam I I. Eli F. and Currie E. 1-Ylker, minor heirs at law 
of Betsy C. Crosby late of Brooks, in said Countv, 
deceased, respectfully represents that said minors 
are -eized ami jiossessed of certain real estate situate 
in -aid Brooks, being a portion of the homestead of 
-aid deceased; that an advantageous oiler of thir- 
teen hundred and fifty dollars has been made by 
Lorenzo E. Elweli of said Brooks, for said interest, 
which oiler it is for the interest of all concerned 
immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to In- 
put out at interest for the benetit of said minors. 
Wni-i: :tokk your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant him a license to sell and convey said real 
estate of -aid minors, (including the reversion of 
the \N blow’s dower thereon, to said Elweli for said 
sum. CYRUS E. FELKKK. 
At a ( ourt of Probate, hold at Belfast, within and 
for the < ounty of Waldo, on the second luesduv 
of April, A. L>. 1&75. 
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by 
causing u copy of .-aid petition, with this order 
th* reon, to he published three weeks successively 
iti the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Bel- 
fast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he 
held at the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on 
the second Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in 
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, 
whv the same should not be granted. 
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge. 
V trm copy. Attest—B. P. FlKi.n, Register. 
Io the Honorable Judge of Probate for the Countv 
Waldo. 
/ 1 EORGIAXXA FREDERICK, Guardian ol Geo. 
\ X M •. " alter F. and Frank B. Frederick, minor 
heirs of Prank B. Frederick late of Belfast, in said 
County deceased, respectfully represents that said 
minors are seized of certain re: 1 estate situate in 
Cranberry Island and also in Belfast, subject to the 
Widow's right of dower therein, that the interest 
of -aid minors would he promoted by a sale ol tin- 
whole, or a portion of the same, and investing the 
proceeds on interest for the benefit of said minors. 
Whkki:foi:k your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant her a license to sell and convey said real 
e it ate of said minors, (including tin- reversion of 
the \\ blow's dower thereon,' at private sale. 
(i EORGIAXXA FREDERICK 
At a ( ourt ot Probate, held at Belfast, within and 
for the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday 
of April, A. D*. 1S75. 
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by 
causing a copy of said petition, with this order 
thereon, to he published three weeks successively 
iu the Republican Jouruul, a paper printed at Bel- 
fast. that they may appear at a Probate Court, to 
he held at the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, 
on the -eeoml Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock 
ia the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they ha\ c, 
whv tin- -amt.* should not be granted. 
ASA TUT'PLOUGH. Judge. 
A true copy. Attest:—B. P. Fn;i.i>, Register. 
\t a Probate »’oiirt held at Belfast, within ami l'or 
thi- County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav ol 
April, A. D., 1S75. 
'I'MIoM V.S W. VOS 10, Guardian of William 11. 
Johnson, minor lo ir of Nuthanbl Johnson, 
late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceas- 
ed, having presented his fourth account of Guardian- 
ship for allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Guardian, give notice 
to *11 persons interested by causing a copy of this 
order to he published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast', 
w ithin and for said ( Ounty, on the second Tuesdav ot 
May next, at ten of tin- clock before noon, ami 
-how cause, if any they have, why the same should 
not be allowed. 
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.ii, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Bellas;, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tue>day ot 
April. A. !>., 1»; 5. 
BEX T. WHITMORE, Administrator ol* the 
X_J Estate of Rufus B. Whitmore late of I’nity, in 
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented 
| his first and tinal account of Administration on said 
estate for allowance. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice 
to ail persons interested by causing a copy ot 
this order to be published three weeks successively 
in the Republican .Journal printed at Belfast, that 
1 hey may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second 
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be allowed. 
3wJ4 ASA Till RLOUGII, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest:—B. P. Ph.i.d. Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for 
the County of Waldo, on tin second Tuesday ot 
April, A. D. 1875. 
HARRIET WEST, widow of John West late of Belfast, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, 
having presented a petition for an allowance from 
the personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Harriet give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published three weeks successively in the Repub- 
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may up- 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of 
May next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and 
show cause, it anv they have, why the prayer ol 
said petition should not be granted. 
ASA TH L'RLOFGir, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.d, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot 
April, A. D. 1875. 
\ BBV 1> MORGAN, widow of George ( Mor. 
/l. gun, lute of Burnham, in said County oi Wal- 
do, deceased, having presented a petition for an 
allowance from the personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Abby 1>.. give notice 
t«> all persons interested by causing a cop> ol 
this order to be published three weeks successively in 
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at 
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second 
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the 
prawr of said petition should not he granted. 
ASA THl RLOUOH, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Fil.i.D, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of 
April, A. D. 1875. 
r>A(T!EL A. CLEMENT, widow of Almon W. Clement late of Waldo, in said County of Wal- 
do, deceased, having presented a petition for an al- 
lowance from the personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Rachel A. give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published three weeks successively in the Republi- 
can Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of 
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if auv tliev have, why the prayer of 
said petition should not tie granted. 
ASA THI KLorGH, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest —B. P. Fikld, Register. 
Administrator's Sale. 
WILL be sold :it Public Auction by virtue of a ! licence from the Court of Probate for the 
County of Waldo, on Tuesday, the first day of Jun* 
A. 1>- 1875, at two o'clock in the afternoon, at Frank 
fort, at the office of Russell A. Treat, in said Frank- 
fort, all of the real estate of Mary A. Hopkins late 
of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased, 
for the payment of the said deceased’s just debts, 
charges of administration and incidental charges; 
said real estate consists of tin* homestead lately oe- 
oupied by said deceased, and the store formerly oc- 
cupied by the husband of the late .Mary A. Hopkins. 
RUSSELL A. I RE V 1 
Frankfort, April 20, 1874. 3w42 
Freedom Notice. 
I HEREBY GIVE PUBLIC NOTICE THAT for a valuable consideration 1 have this day 
sold my son Baruard Norton his time, and 1 shall 
claim none of his earning or pay any debts of his 
contracting after this date. Done at Palermo, Couu- 
ty Waldo, and State of Maine. 
4 ^ 
HIRAM NORTON. 
April 3d, A. D. 187o. 3w42* 
Freedom Notice. 
I JOB LARRABEE, of Searsport, Me., In con- ^ sideration of one dollar, hereby gi\e to my 
minor son Albert Larrabee, the remainder of the 
time of his minority, with full power to transact 
business in future upon his own account; and 1 shall 
pay no bills of bis contracting after this date. 
his 
JOB * LARRABEE. 
mark 
Witness, Amos II. Ellis. 
Searsport, AprilTD, 1875. 3w42* 
MWWWWMW 
TO INVENTORS 
No Charges for obtaining Patents unless successful. 
Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw, 110 Tremoiit Street, Boston. 
G. £. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
MR.UIEN BLOCK. Belfast, lie. 
£SrAll business entrusted to him will receive j 
rompt attention. 
M. L. M A G 0 0 ;> 
B ENTIST S 
Office in Gordon Block, Main St. 
SEARSPORT, ME. 
Special attention paid to • vtiaotin^ 
teeth. Artificial Teeth MamifucUu « d. I 
iTeeth tilled in the best manner. 
IrylO. 
POOR & WELSH 
PAINTERS! 
We ure prepared to do SHIP and HOUSF 
PAINTING in all its branches—both plain and 
ornamental—at price- that will suit the times. 
Our long experience in the business, and our past labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think, 
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to u- 
will be faithfully don**. Consult u before going elsewhere. Shop o\«-r the Marble \\\.vks, High 
Street. JOHN 11. pool;. 
Belfast. March IMS?.”., tf MATT WKI.sll, 
Plow Handles! Plow Beams! 
I am prepared to furnish at short notice, anv <t It- 
of Handle that may he wanted, from the he-t’of 
Connecticut Oak: workmanship, first-class; furn 
i-dicd in any quantity. at hotlom prices. 
1 I'lil) A l Wuoi), Wint*Tport, Me. 
tf-d (i* ti l Ag’t lligganum Mfg. c.. 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAYK liKMi >\ 11) to their m w Bunkiue Bo..in in Custom Hou-e S piare. are prepared to n- ceive deposits, placing 11;«- sunn- on int.-u.-t on the 
tirst day- of .him*, .Inly. August and >ept«*inl*» i-. amt 
December, January. February and .March. Inter.--! 
being computed on same, tin tir-i Mondays ot .1 urn- 
ami December. 
Deposits received daily, wept on Sumla and 
I.egal Holidays, trom 0 to l A. M.. and : to ! P. At. 
Saturdays Bank closes at F.\ no.m. 
John tf. DriMiiv. Tresis. \*-\ I At N( I pi. 
Belfast. June sth i-;t. tf 
SHINGLES 
A N 1 > 
CEDAR FENCE RAILS 
IN ANY nl AN m \ FOB >AI.F JCi 
S. A. HOWES & CO. 
DENTISTHT! 
1)H. G. P. LOMBARD. 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May '•rill In* foumi at tlm uM .-taml of 
Dr. Muorr, corm r ol rhinvii ami 
1 Spring Stifit>. Has all t>,<- la:.-t 
iiujH Mveu mMi'uiiit'iii.' n»r operating upon t eet n. ti 
eluding 
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much l*->-■ painful 
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert- 
ed in Kubber or Celluloid liase, as per.-on- prefer. 
He lias the country right for the use of 
Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates. 
Part ictilar attention given 1 o makimr and inserting 
artificial teeth. up;' 
Erysipelas. Scrofula, and Salt 
Rheum Cured. 
rpm.PK i, nil form of Lrysipela-. Scrofula mo JL SALT PHIT M that the human fa mil v have 
ever been attlict* d with, but w hat I can etl-ct a pi r 
manent cure. I discovered the medicines in t i.• 
year ImVj, and since that time 1 have effected a cure 
ol more than two thousand e:is« s. Am one aillict 
ed with any (A the above diseases I would like to 
have them visit Portland, and make all the imp.iii i< 
they please in regard to my -kill as a physician 
I graduated at Harvaid University, and have .d 
ways practiced medicine in this city. 
Those who are not able to visit nna I will, a! their 
rripiest, visit them, or -end medicine- and direction- 
as they direct. 
1)R. H. A. LAMIi, 
Physician and Sui'yc-oii, 
No. ::r Congre-- St., Portland. .Me. pi 
ESTABROOK & E ATON 
Late \\ TI.Dki: & 1> ! AP.Ib »ol\. 
7 ('osnnierci'til *€.. (Obi Mtaiul), Slonfioi, 
V.I Vl I'M. 
*51 ■*rinci|Mk »b* iialeii 
^ 
lu llo>a JEft|»unol.k E C A 15S. 
Also, (or the ivtclmit.a «v tl.inoi f |. 
CiAltMi, Put up in fill Hum .-. .m .: 
Arlington House 
Cor. Causeway and Canal Sts. BOSTON. 
1 .nt rely new anu In rut'In 1 w it!. all not lent 
improvements. < lerks in attendance at all 
hour-. It' nearness to tin- Lowell, i t 
ern, Fitchburg am! I’O'ton ami Maine IL 
II- Dr-pots, others special advantages to 
those arriving late at night or taking < ,rh 
morning trains. Hoard >» :.u a day. 
S. II. ln'M X''. Proprietor. 
Lat<* of Piionix Hotel. ( oneord, .V 11.. and Pro. 
prietor Hoar’s Head Hotel, .Mamptou tteacli. :;m::i 
PHENIX HOUSE! 
rite subscriber, having recentIv .1 -itun d 
proprietorship of the above well known 
House, and made e\ten.-i\e improvements 
in the same, informs the public that lie is 
iii*'w ready for business. 1 he old lriends <.f 
the house will tiiul increased comfortami m-wone- 
will he welcome to as good fare a- can hi had :nr, 
when*. 
The stable has shared the genera! improvement, 
and with experienced ami careful hostler- no pain- 
will he spared in taking care of hor-e 
He has some line LI V LR\ > f<>( K, for the a.-c.-m 
modation of those desiring good team-. 
K 11. M!T< II KLI. 
llellast, Dec. lsr4.—i‘.mos-_r.‘ 
HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO 
SHIPWRIGHTS, SIIIPSMITHS, 
Mast. Spar and Blockmakers. 
i! 1’ 01) L, I 
This firm confidently assure Hie ma-fers and own- 
ers of ships that they have the he.-1 of facilities for 
executing every branch of slopworks, for both wood- 
en and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to five 
satisfaction.—tf.,4 
.lust published, U Ue\v edition t Mr, 
Cultrru ( <-l(>l»rut04l ICn- I 
on the r.niiral < nn‘ vvithoui i 
inndioine of m*ki:u.\ n0:1:110 m J 
henunal Weakness, involuntary >emtn:il > 
IMI’oil.Nt l, Mental and Physical J neap n il v. I in 
pediments to Marriage, etc.. also, < mnm i.»n. 
Kpilkpm and Fi ls, induced by self indulgence or 
sexual extravagance, Xe. 
Ktr-Price, iu a st aled envelope, only ix uts. 
The celebrated author, in this admirable l.- .i' 
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' -m ce -dul 
practice, that the alarming consequenees of self 
abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous 
use of internal medicine or the application of the 
knife; pointing out a mode ot cure at once simple, 
and eliectual, by means of which every sutferer, no 
matter what liis condition may be, may cun* himself 
cheaply, privately, and nuiicuiltj. 
4^-This Lecture should be in tin* hands of every 
youth and every man in the land. 
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,\< anv .!«1 
dress, jirtst-pau/, on receipt of six cent or two pn-1 
age stamps. 
Address the Publishers, 
CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO., 
1*7 Bowery, .lew Turk; 
lv ll Post Ollice Pox, 4 >M» 
AME1MCAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS 
R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
For Inventions, Trade Macks or designs, 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston 
ATER an extensive practice of upwards of 30 
years,continues to secure Patents in tin* United 
States; also in Great Britain, France, and other for- 
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assign- 
ments, and all papers for Patents executed on reason- 
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to do 
termine tin* validity and utility of Patents of 1 m on 
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in all 
matters touching tin* same. Copies of the claims oi 
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As- 
signments recorded in Washington. 
No Agency in the United States possesses superior 
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the patentability of indentions. 
All necessity ol a journey to Washington to pro- 
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay then*, are 
here saved inventors.- 
TESTIMONIALS. 
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and 
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of- 
ficial intercourse. CHARLES MASON, 
Com’s’r of Patents.” 
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannot employ a man more competent and trust 
worthy and more capable of putting their applica- 
tions in a form to secure for them an early anu favor- 
able consideration at the Patent Office. 
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.” 
“Mr. R. H. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY 
applications for Patents, having been successful in 
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great 
talent and ability on Ills part leads inetorecommend 
all inventors to apply to him to procure their pa- 
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faith- 
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very 
reasonable charges. JOHN TAGGART.” 
Boston, Jan 1 1875. lyr-7. 
DR. FLINT’S 
Quaker Bitters 
Composed of Roots, Barks, and 
Herbs, — the great Blood Purifier 
of the day, — restoring vitality 
and energy. To the Aged, they 
are a blessing, — removing the in- 
firmities of age, strengthening 
and stimulating the body and 
cheering the mind. Mothers and 
Maidens will find the Quaker 
Bitters a safe and reliable rem- 
edy, in all cases of illness inci- 
dent to the sex,—purifying the 
blood, — producing not only a 
vigorous circulation, but a beau- 
tiful and healthy complexion. 
Children suffering from sudden or 
severe attacks of illness peculiar 
to early life, often find ready 
relief by taking one bottle of 
Quaker Bitters. No one can re- 
main long unwell (if curable) af- 
ter taking a few bottles. 
Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint A. Co. 
At their (freat Medical Depot, 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. 







.\ \ !) soiri.- <i\ am. 
DOMESTIC ANIMAL 
i. ti M'itm-- till- mime- ‘-t ifii Nine.i who t« ily 
to it- extraordinary merit-, 
j A I lay ford, F.s<|., F.x-Mayor. lD-liasi M. 
isriiol o\, (ieti’l In*!. Agent. 
Harrison Haytoid, Farmer, 
1‘. M. Aloofly, 11 or-r I raiimr, 
>. I. Doan, l'rop. of Livery >ta!» •• liockiand 
I W. Seavcy, Hot cl h ci per, Mo >i ar-port, 
Holier! (L Ames, Teamster, 
.1. \V. Itlack. Deputy Sheriff, 
.1. M. Hale & Co., Stage Crops., FH-wortli, 
U'. L. i'I• a"e-, Crop ot Liv. >tal.le Stockton, 
| l’rej.ir.,1 By 'kMERV S.UYUX l’ru!|i. 
-■•BAltSPORT, M 11. 
RICHARD M. MOODY. 
Dni'iLii-t ami A pot lu a r 
•: 11 u > -1. Hi, i\. i, Mi 
MISS BEECHER'S 
HAIR OR WHISKER DYE, 
For Ilair and Whis- 
kers. Changes light 
• •r gray hair to a jet 
black, dark brown, or 
auburn color. It con- 
tains no Sulphm or 
Lead, or other delete- 
rious ingredient. It 
requires but a single 
1 application to cil'cct 
!it.s 
purpose,ai d w ash- 
ing is required after 
dyeing, as in the ra.v* 
of otherdyo. It is not 
two separate articles 
a are most hair 
k dyes), but a singl* 
combination. and ex 
perieiiced wllol -ale- 
druggists, who have 
handled all the various dyes, pronoum e it Tin; r.K.-1 
Kios'lo preparation for chanijimr the eoluv ot the hair hieli 1i;i> ever been brought t«i their notice. 
I'Ult Mi (I\N I S Sal i-la. t >u I'liaranteed in every 
ease, or the money refund..;, Prepared onlv l»\ <h \V 
THOMPSON. Km Uland. Me. Sold n> all deal* 
8 ko\ i\ tiii: bi.ooh. 
the imuw>i!:ri> 
\ ifali/.i s ami Kimcln s 
tin Bluod, i >iu*s 11p tin- 
Builds uji tho 
Bruk< n tl. n u j- »• 
Mmpv ( iiilU 
and I < Iir<nii( 
Iki.l rail <**:,», 
4?ia*» % If i* t o 11 «, 
St«»i!«, IN ii in i» «* 
(.1 tin- i* id 
«•«*.»» and St I a«l«! «* r. 
i'Vlii;tiv ('oiliplilinH, Ac. 
1 i hott.-ands have been chaiiL'ed by the use of tl,js 
! remedy front weak, -ickh, >u fieri it" creatines, to 
-troii", health'. happy men and women; an I inva- 
lids cannot reasonably hesitate to "he i: .1 tr al. 
Caution lie sure .n: ! the -pi'ill 1 |. 
*»V IUI* I'erir, iau Hark. -.. M l.\ 
dealers "enerallv. 
I A pa "e pamphlet, contaiuiii" atr*aii-« « n iron 
! ns a 1uedie.1l a>;eiit and other v:i;ua'>;e paper-. t« I timonials from di-i inpmisiV d phv i.-i;m-. >■,< ry\men 
! and others, will be sent /nr to anv hi dre-- -!• | n 
1 <>" !.!. \ >• >.N", ri 'phetor-. -o llc.rrl-ou 
\vemie. Huston 1 ;j 
Sul GENERIS. 
[/[pALMAM | Q U R UIT F E R ATj 
°fcAN ^/HPAhY-" 
MAS0N&HAML1N 
CAB NET ORGANS 
UNEQUALED S'-ON APPRO ACHED 
in capacity and excdlenco by any others. Awarded 
TUBTIHIS 
"»DIPLOMA OF HONOR « 
VIENNA. 1873; PARIS, 1867 
nfcjj Y •‘onerican Organs ever awarded anv m.-d.-d UllLI in Europe, or which present such extraordi- 
nary excellence as to command a wide sale there. 
A) WAY? awarded highest premiums at 11..ir HLIT r\ I 0 trial Expositions, in America us w ell u« 
Europe. Out of hundreds there have not l>een -ix :rt 
all where any other organs have been profei ted. 
DfOT Declared by Eminent Musicians. in both DLj I hemispheres, t.. be u n » i\alecl s -e 
TESTIMONlAT, (TlU’Ul.AR. with opinioi <-f more 
tha/i Oik* Thousand (sent free). 
IIJOjPT 11 having a Ma<on At Ham! n. Do o- t Hlolu I take anv other. |/d lauiii-:b i-om 
missions for selling infer,,,r organs, and far tl.is 
reason often try very hard to sell something else. 
yryy CTYI EC u"‘th most important imf'r \e If L If i) I I LLtJ He 'its ever made. Nru 
Solo and Combination Stop*. Superb 
litagere and other ('hm'N of new <l«*»lj£ii*. 
PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN 
quisite combination of these instruments. 
EASY PAYMENTS. ,. : 
payments; or rented until rent pays fur the organ 
CATALOGUES 
HAMLIN ORGAN OO., 154 Fremont. Street, Rt •>’ 
TON. S45 Union Square, NEW VuRK; o. -Aj ici 
Adams St., CHICAGO. 
BI.ATCHr.EY S 
^ '_"v Improved < l ( I M15i:U 
.•? WOOL* J‘l Ml* i> tie- :ie 
5 know lodged Si WDAl.’l* ^ 1 ™ w ol'tie* market, by popular 
.4* verdict, the best pump for 
K v the least money Atten 
t»nt ion is Invited to Match ley’s I m proved 
Bracket, the Drop Check Valve, which 
can be withdrawn without disturbing the 
joints, and tin* copper chamber which 
never cracks, scale- or rust' and will last 
a life time. I-or sale by Dealers and he 
trade generally. In order to be sure that 
you git MatehleyV Tump, he eareful and 
see that it has my Trane-murk above. If 
you do not know whereto buv, descriptive circulars 
together with the name and address of the agent 
nearest you, will be promptly tarnished by address, 
ing, with stamp. 
CHAS. G.BLATCHLEY, Manufacturer. 
fmf’.'J ‘>oii Commerce St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
THOUSANDS SAVED. 
From the brink of the grave; health and strength 
given to those deemed incurable, by using the la 
mows Kkazillian Plant, * isoovered by l>r. Kvans ot the Navy. Padically cures, Dyspepsia, Liver and Kidney Complaints, Nervous Deuility, 
F pi I.eps a lost Vitality, and Weaknesses from 
excesses in Alcohol, Tobacco, Opium, and other 
causes weakening the Brain and Nervous Sys- 
'1J-.m. Semi stamp for circular, J-.'injtire 1‘httrnnt centical Co. 7a? /,*roadway, S. 1 l\;:; 
House and Lot for' Sale'I 
TUK house and lot known as the A. F. Fletcher house at Satur 
day Cove, Northport, for sale. 
Terms easy. Would take mortgage 
non- tor part pav. inquire* GEO. K. .H>HN'.Mi'X, Esej., Belfast. 
Xnrthport, April 20, ls?5. tf-f‘2 
House for Sale.. 
THK house «»n I'nion Street, now occupied by the subscriber. It is 
new, with good cellar, well of water, 
quarter acre of land. The bouse i> 
UxUU, two stories, TUI one and u halt 
► stories three large rooms below and 
kitchen; four rooms ami kitchen above, beside- 
attic. rin house is thoroughly built, and in excel 
1* m condition throughout, and adapted for two 
fumilie Will be sold on rt agitable terms. 
MfUM \- .1 I AKIK»W 
Belfast, April 10, 1875. tf41 
For Sale. 
Tm ."<.111:. .iohn it t;n»ku> tous, non measure. iu gooJ 
fonder. Appi\ to < ft TIBBETTS. 
Sea report, >J 
Sear*port, April a), im; 4vv4^* 
J ersey Bull Idaho. 
N "»;r llf-rd Kegist*»r Avnertcuu Jersey <’att> 
Club. 
\ITILL be kept fur scr un at *Ur 
▼ V f'arm 01 the subscriber in i*ro-. 
pt. ?, tin* coming season. Idaho w*- 
by V K. Uowtelle, dropped at Mill 
f'l *»• *k I arm "• pt -th, v >ire imported 1 hiii < > 
Shunter. ('."I .dam ldalia laid Idnlm wa- got by 
imported Victor lingo UC out of Imported Pride 
of Windsor, D if* -it* Idah » took b-th go: 1 
and silver medals and -w-ep^takes, also Th*- priz. 
on bulls over two years old at the Nluln** State Pair 
in I'M., heading the pri/* herd. Dam ot Idaho M 
prize in her class. I riii- for The season *4 tor K*-gi 
tered Animal.-, j’: tor Natives and lirjnl!-- ( a-n c 
time id' service 
FOR SALE. 
der-cv Bull all 1 d months old, elligtble for t: 
K* :r i -1» r, silt Idaho DAI), tlam Cremona 
I ID IM A N FA K l KI D< * 1 
P <> Address Stockton. ^Ul41* Prospect. 
MANHOOD. WOMANHOOD AND 
NERVOUS DISEASES 
A Rock for Every Man, 
T I I published |c the lVnbod; M-dicul Inst ituti 
*) anew edition of the celebrated im’dicu! worker 
t it h-d > LLf I’Ll 1." I.IIA A HON. Hi re at upon .m \ 
H'Mih, how lost how regained and tmw perpetuated, 
can-e and cure *o Kvhaim'i u a \m.irv, Iv 
**"ii N'» v, Premature Incline in Man, Spermator 
rliu-a, or eminal l.O'.ses (nocturnal and diuruut 
Nervous and 1 *h 11 D» hility. Hypochondria 
(dooms 1 ,.ril...dittg-, Mental Depiv-s, .>n, Loss 
Energy, Haggard «• .1 '.nunc. ontu'ioti '1 
ami Loss *,t Memory, Impure Mate of !he Bloc ! 
iintl all disea-es arising from tin- l:.,.. \ > 
; or the indiscretions or excess,.^ of mature v.-ar 
It i', indeed, :t b<»e*k t'«*r \. man, mug ;• 
middle-aged men in particular. .;*x» pages, bound n. 
b» autiful Prench cloth, illustrated, price only 
4 Hind, for Ia*>n tl oman 
Entitled. > I. M \L Pin slol.i *(, V OF M OM A 
AND IfKK 1)ISLA>F> ?-, H'miir treat'd >r 
sioi'HjtcaUy and /‘atholoyically,in health and disea?*-' 
trom 1 ''fancy to (/id Ay. lino puges, bound in le-at 
tit li 1 1- pencil cloth. AN 11 li the very best prescri p* ,., 
for pn vailing diseases. Friee f.'.un 
-4 Hook tor foery lNidy. 
I lie Peabody Institute has also just pul dished 
! new book treating exclusively of N KRYOF-S AM 
MI NI AL 1*1>K.AM\> more than two hundred 
royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, 
bound in substantial muslin, price $ 
Either ot the above books are sent by mail to at 
part ot the world, closely -• ib-d, postage pui.l, 
receipt ot price. Or all three books sent to uti* ad 
dress at tin smno time on receipt ot only $4. Her. 
is ottered nvcr eight hundred and fifty pages of th* 
ablest and best printed and bound popular medic a-. 
I ►‘■'ieiice ‘I'd liter:, lire on .subjects of vital important 
I to all, l1 t only £4- bare I v enough to pay for mailing 
it .'houid be "ite in mind that the-e great Medici 
NVorks an-published by the Feuboily Medical 
fi iiMtiiutt*. an honored institution, established w 
large funds for the >olo purpose of doing good. 
1 hese are, beyond all comparison, the most extra- 
ordinary work' on Physiology ev» r published. flier, 
is nothing Whatever that the Married >inyt> 
eitfur se.(: can either require or wish to know, but 
what is fully explained, and many matters of the 
most important and inter* sting character are intro 
dat ed, to which no allusion even can !*•• found in au 
other works in our language. All the Xeiv btse, 
t- of the author, whose xperieuce is such as prob 
abl Ill el* belore fell to t he lot of UIIV mail, are giv cl; 
*n P'l*- N person should be .without these valua 
l*le books. lb* pr*--' throughout the country, the 
chTgv and Hi*' medical faculty generally highly extol 
thest extraordinary and useful works I he mi,-! 
fastidious may read them 
Addres.- tin* Pr.Ar.i»oa Mm*h vi iN-mi 11 N«* 
1 Ln'.iim h opposiu- |p .,Hon-.- Boston, M- 
N. B. lhe author ana consult ing physicians caul * 
coji'iilied oil nil th* above named diseases, and all 
diseases requiring -k n am \ i*i mr s, } •, 
QUININE HAIR TONIC 1 
St ill yrowin: in jntl-n it, im-c 
month tut ea?. s if arl> dout.l. 
that of the prev ions nun,to The hd 
lowing are some <»t tin* reu.-ons whv it 
j*l* u-e- s,, ani\, i-'alh 
*t % i o« n i: v er ■;i,i■ -i. 
tailing out of the hair 
inioi.ni: will immediately 
eradicate tanlrut? 
It % 1 Ofl.fi * fi keeps tie hair sol: 
and pliabi* 
It % 1 01 1 \ V dean as pun- 
water 
II \ TOl.l \E a •.>!.,r 
hair. 
H I YOU TH l.a- won l.>r it-* 
a popularity which bus never before 
been equalled by miv other preparation 
recommended tor flu same mirpo-- 
All wild hav * u-ed it urc Willing '■* 
voueli for its ability to perform all thin 
i- claimed for if It is without don 
the bed Hoir Dressing .-vei ,i*. d. Prepared by 
LEVI TOWER. JR. BOSTON 
Sold Everywhere. 50 Cents 3 Bottle. 
:. j><t.'<r:>lll.. III.* r.-liubilit > -1 ll.VVOl.IN I 
:*!* ,■*-rn»iit»■'! t.»11.- mini- .....I\t, Nil |i 
*H.S. AI !»., who a- u-ed if iii hi' family with 
c* edillgly beiielicial r* >illt.'. mid is pertectly aCijliai: i: 
ed w ith its composition. He unhesitatingly r*- o.. 
mend' if to his patients, ami declare- it fre. ir 
any injurious substance. am.; 
SPRING . 1875. 
G. ABBOTT & CO., 
Dir till’ < •:ir|l*-l It. mi — t.r 'H'l .-I-I !' Jk AMh.I1 
WHOLESALE & RETAIL 
CARPETS 
Would respect fuLiy invite attention f Their new 
large, ami ( h• >i• st«n k I 
Tapestry. 3 Ply. Extra Super. 
AND LOW PRICED 
MAIT1NGS, OIL CLOTHS. 111SB Cl uTHS. AC.. 
Selected expressly fbi Spring trade. Hating taken 
advantage of the market. and bought -.t low price, 
direct from manufacturer-*, tin-y ai< prepared to s.'t 
the same at Wholesale--' h’-tui! at Prices 
WHICH DEFY COMPETITION ! 
The yirt JhjH” tUtt <it i, locked with the/u>,/« 
ami bt'it assortment t .1 hits and Rupx ev er offered 
in flu's market, pre.ufing unu-oial opportunities i.. 
IVholt'Mih4 as well .-i- Hettril haver*. 
hi the lii tran floor nun be found a lull stock of 
G. ABBOTT & CO., 
New 11 asliiiijfiin, Coruor Friend Street., 




by mail. StowellACo. 
Charlestown. Al ias 
